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ABSTRACT 
 
Yunisaa Ammaida. 2018. Politeness Strategies of The Comments Toward International 
Women‟s Day (A Pragmatic Case Study on Donald Trump‟s Instagram Post). Thesis. English 
Letters Department, Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty.  
Advisor: Muhamad Zainal Muttaqien, S.S., M.Hum. 
Keywords: Politeness Strategies, International Women‟s Day, Donald Trump‟s Instagram 
Post. 
The purpose of this study was  to describe politeness strategies employed by the users 
to give comment toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day and 
to explain the factors that influence the users to use the strategies. The researcher used the 
theory of politeness strategy by Brown and Levinson (1987). 
In this research, the researcher applied descriptive-qualitative method. Because this 
research is to more explain about the findings politeness strategies employed by the users to 
give comment toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post. The data were taken from 
comment/utterance and source of data use document such Donald Trump Instagram Post. The 
instrument of this research is the researcher herself. Technique of collecting data use 
documentation methode and technique of analysing data use data reduction, data display, and 
conclusion. Then, the researcher uses source triangulation to validate the data. The researcher 
asks lecturer who master in Linguistic as validator of source data trianggulation. 
In this research, the researcher found positive politenes strategy is the highest strategy 
with total 276 (53%) data out of 525 data used by the users to give the comment toward 
Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. The researcher also found 
social distance factor which factor is mostly influence the users used politeness strategy. It 
means when the users use social media to give comment, they want to show solidarity, treat 
the other users as a member of in-group, a friend, a person who are known and liked. So it 
can save the users and Donald Trump‟s face and can minimize the distance between the user 
and Donald Trump.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study 
Language is one of important elements to communicate among 
people in society. In fact, language can not be separated from cultural 
influences. Mahadi and Jafari (2012) stated language is the symbolic 
presentation of culture. Even,from sociological perspective, culture is the 
result of ideas, attitudes, beliefs, values, and knowledge forming the 
foundation of social action.Therefore, language isnot only a tool for  
communication, but also for culture representation in the society. 
Language can be applied on spoken and written form. In written 
text, people may use many media, such as newspapers, magazines, and 
books. Nowdays, they may also write their thoughts on the online media, 
such as Blogs, Twitters, Instagram, and Facebook. People are getting 
braver in expressing their thoughts, particularly on social media such as 
Instagram. 
In social media situation, the comunication will be in different 
compared to face to face situation. Al-Shalawi‟s research (2001) about 
Politeness Strategies in Saudi ESL Computer-Mediated Communication 
assumes that the ways to achieve politeness in a language activity will be 
different from those in face-to-face communication because none or a 
minimum of prosody paralinguistic vocalizations, and kinesics are 
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available in email. Thus, unlike the speakers in conventional face-to-face 
conversation, the users in social media cannot rely on intonation, gesture, 
or facial expresion to help them present their ideas. 
Genny (in Maros & Rosli, 2017:132) argued it is difficult to speak 
through a virtual forum as people still struggle to speak candidly and 
respectfully even in face-to-face interactions. Fatimah (in Maros & Rosli, 
2017:133) added there are various features in face-to face communication 
like non-verbal cues and gestures that are not present in online written 
communication. Thus, these leave the users to rely primarily on textual 
messages to construct and interpret meaning online. However, because 
text delivers meaning similar to spoken conversation, it is important to 
understand how language through politeness is constructed in order to 
minimise the risk of being rude and at the same time delivering the 
message correctly using Instagram. 
Instagram provides users way to capture and share their life 
moment and experience with friends and family through pictures and 
videos. In Cambridge Dictionary, Instagram is defined as the name of 
social networking service for taking, changing, and sharing photographs 
and videos. Since launched in October 2010, Instagram has attracted more 
than 150 million active users, with an average of 55 million photos 
uploaded by users per day, and more than 16 billion photos shared so far 
(Hu, Manikonda & Kambhampati, 2014). Additionally, Instagram also 
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provides users to give comments, likes, hastags, and captions (texts) on the 
photos and videos. 
Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) categorize Instagram into text-based 
communication for sharing of picture, videos, and other forms of media. 
Even, Svensson (2017) add Instagram is a platform that was center on 
uploading and sharing images and videos that may or may not textually be 
tagged with a caption and that followers may or may not comment on. So 
that, the users post photos/videos and followers can give comment or like 
on photos/videos uploaded. 
Besides, caption is the important role on attracting followers to 
give like, repost, and comment. The research about visual communication 
was found that images/photos were more effective than text in gaining and 
increasing viewer‟s attention (Brantner, 2011; Bucher and Schumacher, 
2006; Fahmy, 2014 in Svensson, 2017). Furthermore, it shows that images 
that also use text may even be more effective to deliver messages (Blair, 
1996; schill, 2012 in Svensson, 2017).  Photos and  texts are unit that can 
not beseparated. Both have certain function which are texts complete to 
give more information and express feelings about photos. 
When we use social media such Instagram, sometimes, we share 
our respond or comment freely toward other users‟s Instagram post. On 
the other side, we will get more attention from other users by giving 
comment in social media. From all that we did, then slowly appear 
followers, fans or haters. Widdowson(in Mafazy, 2016:3) stated that 
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comment is a feature in which individuals was invited to express their 
personal, and sometimes controversial, view on a professional issue. It 
means that every user of social media when they give some comments it 
depends on the feelings or behaviors of  the users of social media in 
expressing the word. The users deliver their opinion through comments. 
As the following example: 
Realdonadtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
19mslola 
I wish you were telling the truth. Action speak volumes 
 
Account of 19mslola gives comment toward Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She criticizes Donald 
Trump‟s post about respecting women on International Womens Day 
celebration. In the past, as we know, Trump ever gave sexist statement 
about women which brings the various responses, such as protest and 
criticism, from society. Therefore, in this case, the users can share their 
ideas or opinions freely depends on their feeling or behavior.  
Donald Trump is the President of America since 20 January 2017. 
On International Women‟s Day, 9 March 2017, Donald Trump posted the 
statement in Instagram that he respected to women and their many roles in 
society and economy.Therefore, it appears various reaction among 
society.It brought 4155 comments against the post. Even, Telegraph News 
report that 500.000 womens protested in Washington.  
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Power is one of politeness factors which strongly influences people 
in performing politeness (Rosyidah & Sofwan, 2017). As it is already 
known that Donald Trump is the President of America. He certainly has 
power to lead  people around the world. Meanwhile, it is already known 
that not all of societies support him and his leadership. Dans ( in Maros & 
Rosli, 2017: 132) stated that the community become „kind‟ in social media 
communication.  Therefore, saving the face and using politeness strategies 
when giving comment are essential.  
Politeness can be defined as the means employed to show 
awareness of another person‟s face (Yule,1996:60). Goffman (1967) 
defined face as the positive social value a person affectively claims for 
himself by the line others assume. Besides,  Brown and Levinson (1987) 
defined face as the public self-image that every member wants to claim for 
himself. In other words face includes the desire that self-image is 
appreciated and approved. 
According to Brown and Levinson (1987) when we are in 
conversation, we are all motivated by two desires: (1) the need to be 
approved or connected to others (positive face), and (2) the need to remain 
independent (negative face). The desires for positive face include the wish 
to be respected, to be treated as a member of the same group, and to be 
accepted by others. The desires for negative face include the wish to be 
freedom of action, to be imposed, and to be independent from others. 
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According to Brown and Levinson (1987:65) some kinds of an act 
may cause threatened face.  People have an awareness of self-image or 
„face‟ when they communicate with other. Protecting face is important for 
communicating. A face-threatening act (FTA) is the act that infringes on 
the hearer‟s need to maintain his or her self esteem, and be respected. The 
FTA would make someone possibly lose or damage his/her face in 
communication. In order to avoid or minimize or reduce the possibility of 
damage to the hearer‟s face or to the speaker‟s face, he or she may use 
certain strategies. There are four strategies of human politeness based on 
Brown and Levinson theory. Those are bald on strategy, positive 
politeness strategy, negative politeness strategy, and off record strategy.  
Bald on record strategy is a strategy used in a direct way of saying 
things, without any minimization to the imposition, clear and concise. 
Positive politeness strategy is a strategy in which both speaker and hearer  
want same thing and both have a common goal, and speaker indicates that 
he/she wants to come closer to hearer. Negative politeness strategy is a 
strategy which the speaker feels apology to interupt the hearer. It is usually  
emphasizes formality more in utterance. Meanwhile, off record strategy is 
a strategy which uses indirect language and let the hearer decide how to 
interpret it.   
For instance, on the earlier comment, account 19mslola writes 
sentence “action speak volumes” which indicates explicit utterance. She 
uses politeness strategy of off record strategy of “give hints”. Give hints 
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means the speaker says something that is not relevant explicitly and lets 
the hearer to find the interpretation of the possible relevance (Brown and 
Levinson, 1987). 
Considering that phenomena, the speaker should be able to produce 
the right politeness strategy for being considered as a polite person. 
Therefore, the researcher is interested to analyze the politeness strategies 
used by users to give comment toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram Post on 
International Women‟s Day. It was chosen because that post brought 4000 
comments that consisted of  various reaction from society, such as protest, 
support, criticism, and other reaction, on the comment boxes.  
The researcher took the data from Donald Trump‟s Intagram post 
as the data source. Today, social media have strong impact to 
socialcommunication. This study is to fill the research gaps by analysing 
the use of politeness strategies, because the users can share their ideas 
through comments freely about the post. Besides, they not interact face to 
face each other directly. The explanation above is the reason for the 
researcher to analyze politeness strategy. The researcher then conducted 
the research entitled Politeness Strategies of The Comments Toward 
International Women‟s Day (A Pragmatic Case Study on Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram Post). 
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B. Limitation of The Problem 
This research focused on employing politeness strategies of the 
comments toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International 
Women‟s Day. The comments which researcher  analyze were from 
Donald Trump‟s Instagram post and  the comments have reached 4155 
comments.This research analyzed the comments or utterances which 
contain politeness strategies based on Brown and Levinson theory of 
politeness. The researcher limits the data in one day which concides with 
Donald Trump post the photo. This researcher also limits the comments 
which were related direcly to Donald Trump‟s post. This research also 
applied four politeness strategies, namely bald on record strategy, positive 
politeness strategy, negative politeness strategy, and off record strategy.  
 
C. Problems Statement 
Based on the research background above, the researcher propose the 
main problem as follows: 
1. What kinds of politeness strategies were employed by the users to give 
comment toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International 
Women‟s Day? 
2. What were the factors that influnce the users to use the politeness 
strategies toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International 
Women‟s Day? 
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D. The Objectives of the Study 
In line with the problem statement, the research objectives are: 
1. To describe the kinds of politeness strategies employed by the user to 
give commenttoward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International 
Women‟s Day. 
2. To explain the factors that influence the users to use the politeness 
strategies toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International 
Women‟s Day. 
 
E. Research Benefits 
The result of this study is expected to give some benefits as follows:  
1. Theoretically 
a. This research is able to contribute in English material, especially 
about Pragmatic. 
2. Practically 
a. For researcher 
This research is able to improve the researcher‟s ability to 
comprehend this study and understand the structuralcharacteristic 
of Politeness Strategy. 
b. For reader 
This research is able to the reader to study about politeness strategy 
used in social media and it can be used as additional knowledgein 
linguistic. 
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c. For other researcher 
This research can be used as one of the information for further 
researcher related with the field. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE LITERARY REVIEW 
In chapter two, the researcher discusses some theories which under the 
study. The theories that are discussed in this chapter are definition of  
pragmatics, the definition of  politeness, the concept of  face, the concept 
of FTA, Politeness strategies, factors influencing the use of politeness 
strategy, International Women‟s Day, Instagram, Donald Trump, and 
Donald Trump Instagram post on International Women‟s Day.  
 
A. Definition of Pragmatics 
According to Leech (1999: 6), pragmatics is the study of meaning 
in relation to the speech situation. It means that pragmatics is concerned 
with the meaning of an utterance, in which the meaning depends on the 
situation where the utterance occurs. Pragmatics refers to the study of 
relations between language context that are grammatically or encoded in 
the structure of a language (Levinson, 1983:9). In other words, 
pragmatics is the study about meanings of utterances depending on the 
contexts of situations which have relation with language. 
In addition, Yule (1996:3) argues that pragmatics is the study of 
speakers' meaning. Pragmatics is concerned with the study of meaning 
communicated by a speaker (or writer) and interpreted by a listener (or 
reader). It has consequently, more to do with the analysis of what people 
mean by their utterances than what the words or phrases in those 
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utterances might mean by themselves. Yule (1996: 3) also states that 
pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning. This type of study 
necessarily involves the interpretation of what people mean in the 
particular context and how the context influences what is said. It also 
requires a consideration of how speakers organize what they want to say 
in accordance with who they are talking to, where, when, and under what 
circumstances. 
Yule (1996: 4) adds that pragmatics is the study of the relationship 
between linguistic form and the users of those form. Only pragmatics 
allows human into the analysis because through pragmatics one can talk 
about people‟s intended meanings, their assumptions, their purposes, and 
the kind of actions such as requests and apologizes when they speak. 
Here, the researcher can conclude that pragmatics is the study of context 
and language use. The focus of pragmatics analysis is on the meaning of 
speaker‟s utterances rather than the meaning of words or sentences.  
 
B. Definition of Politeness  
The theory of politeness which is referenced mostly by linguists is 
from Brown and Levinson (1987). They define politeness which involves 
a concentration on the amount of verbal „work‟ which individual 
speakers have to perform in their utterances to force of potential threats 
to the „face‟ of the hearers. In Brown and Levinson (1987) analysis, 
politeness involves us showing awareness of other face want in the 
interaction between speaker keeps and cooperate to respect face 
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themselves. That concept will be different from one culture to another. In 
the other word, Brown and Levinson (1987) view politeness as a 
complex system for softening face-threatening acts. 
In addition, Yule (1996:60) defines politeness as the means 
employed to show awareness of another persons' face. The social 
distance or closeness influence on politeness. Showing awareness for 
another person‟s face when the other has social distance is often 
described respect. Whereas showing awareness when the other is socially 
close is often described as solidarity. 
Besides, another approach to the analysis of politeness is Leech‟s 
(1983) politeness principle. He proposes politeness principles and a set of 
maxims which he regards as parallel to Grice‟s maxim. Leech‟s 
politeness principles are minimized and maximized. The more general 
ones are the maxims of  Modesty, Tact, Generosity, Approbation, 
Agreement, and Sympathy.  He developed the alternative framework and 
his concept is focusing on „face need or „face wants‟. 
After noticing the theories above, it can be concluded that 
politeness is a strategy in the interaction that show awareness concerning 
another face. Thus, the participant can determine another social face to 
show awareness of another social identity in interaction. 
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C. The Concept of „Face‟ 
Goffman (1967) is the first founder of a „face‟ concept idea that 
can influence other linguists in combining the concept of social face. 
Goffman (in Al-Shalawi, 2001:9) defines „face‟ as the positive social 
value of the person that claims for himself. 
Similarly, Brown and Levinson (1987) argue „face‟ is the public 
self-image that every member wants to claim for himself. He also argues 
that „face‟ as notions of being embarrassed or losing face. Thus, the face 
is something that can be lost, maintained, and must be constantly 
attended to in interaction.  
According to Yule (1996:60), face means the public self-image of 
a person. It refers to an emotional and social sense of self that everyone 
has and expects everyone else to recognize. Then, in everyday social 
interaction, the participants have an expectation concerning their public 
self-image or their „face wants‟ to be respected.  
In interaction, people cooperate with each other in maintaining 
face. Person‟s face depends on everyone else‟s being maintained. That is 
general in every participant‟s best interest to maintain each other‟s face. 
Inline with Goffman‟s (1967), known as „facework‟, it involves the 
maintenance of every participant‟s face in the interaction. Therefore, all 
of the participants in interaction should reduce face-threatening act 
(FTA) to a minimum. 
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In maintaining face, the participant probably does FSA (face-
saving act). If a speaker says something that represents a threat to another 
individual‟s expectation regarding self-image, it is described as face 
threating act (FTA). To anticipate it, the speaker uses the face-saving act 
(FSA) to lessen the possible threat, which gives the possibility that some 
actions might be interpreted as a threat to another‟s face. Brown and 
Levinson (1987:61) say „face‟ or „public self-image that every member 
wants to claim for himself consists of two aspects: Negative face and 
Positive face. 
The negative and Positive face is defined as desire (Watts, 
2003:86). Positive face is defined as the individual‟s desire that her/his 
wants be appreciated and approved, and need to be accepted by others, to 
be treated as a member of the same groups. of in social interaction. 
Negative face is the desire for freedom of action and freedom from 
imposition. Thus, the negative face is the need to be independent and 
positive face is the need to be connected. 
 
D. The Concept of FTA (Face Threatening Act) 
Face-threatening act (FTA) is saying something that represents a 
threat to another individual expectation of face (Yule, 1996:61). 
Meanwhile, Brown and Levinson (1987) stated that FTA is an act that 
damages the face of the addressee by acting in apposition of the desire of 
the other.  
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According to Brown and Levinson (1987:65), there are certain 
kinds of acts intrinsically threaten face. They divide it into two 
categories, first is kinds of face threatened and the second is threats to 
hearer‟s face versus threats to speaker‟s face. 
1. Kinds of face threatened 
a. Acts that threaten the hearer‟s (H) negative face want by 
indicating that the speaker (S) does not intend to avoid hearer‟s 
freedom of action, include: 
1) Acts that did put some pressure on H to do the act A: 
a) Orders and request ( S indicates that he wants H to do 
some act A) 
b) Suggestions, advice ( S indicates that he thinks H ought 
to do some act A) 
c) Remindings (S indicates that H should remember to do 
some act A) 
d) Threats, warnings, dares ( S indicates that he will 
instigate sanctions against H) 
2) Acts that did put some pressure on H to accept or reject them: 
a) Offers ( S indicates that he wants H to commit himself to 
whether or not he wants S to do some act for H) 
b) Promises (S commit himself to a future act for H‟s 
benefit) 
17 
 
 
3) Acts that predicate some desire of S toward H or H‟s goods, 
giving H reason to think that he may have to take action to 
protect the object of S‟s desire: 
a) Compliments, expression of envy or admiration (S 
indicates that he likes something of H‟s) 
b) Negative emotion toward H, e.g, hatred, anger (S 
indicates the possible motivation for harming H‟s good) 
b. Acts threaten the positive face want by indicating that the speaker 
does not care about the addressee‟s feeling want, include: 
1) Acts that show that S has a negative evaluation of some aspect 
of H‟s positive face: 
a) Expressions of disapproval, criticism, complaints, 
accusation, insult (S indicate that he doesn‟t like/want of 
H‟s act, personal, characteristics, goods, beliefs or value) 
b) Disagreements (S indicates that he thinks H is wrong 
about some issue) 
2) Acts that show that S doesn‟t care about H‟s positive face: 
a) Expressions of violent (out-of-control) emotions (S gives 
H possible reason to fear him or be embarrassed by him) 
b) Mention of taboo topics (S indicates that he doesn‟t value 
H‟s values and doesn‟t fear H‟s fears) 
c) Bringing of bad news about H or good news about S (S 
indicates that he doesn‟t care about H‟s feelings) 
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d) Raising a dangerously emotional topic, e.g, politics, race, 
religion, women‟s liberation ( S raises the possibility of 
face-threatening acts) 
e) Blatant non-cooperation in an activity (S indicates that he 
doesn‟t care about H‟s negative or positive face wants) 
2. Threats to H‟s face versus threats to S‟s 
a. Acts that offend S‟s negative face. 
1) Expressing thanks (S accepts a debt, humbles his own face) 
2) Acceptance of H‟s thanks or H‟s apology (S minimize H‟s 
debt) 
3) Excuss (S indicates that he thinks he had good reason to do 
an act which H has just criticized) 
4) Acceptance of offers (S is constrained to accept a debt) 
5) Unwilling promises and offers (S commits himself to some 
future action although he doesn‟t want to) 
b. Acts that directly damage S‟s positive face: 
1) Apologies (S indicates that he regrets doing a prior FTA, 
thereby damaging his own face to same degree) 
2) Acceptance of a compliment (S may feel constrained to 
compliment H in turn) 
3) Breakdown of physical control over body, stumbling or 
falling down, etc. 
4) Self-humiliation, acting stupid, and self contradicting. 
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5) Confessions, admission of guilt or responsibility. 
6) Non-control of laughter or tears. 
 
E. Politeness Strategy (strategies for doing FTA) 
According to Brown and Levinson (1987), politeness strategies are 
developed in order to save the hearer  „face‟.  Face refers to the respect 
an individual face and maintaining that „self-esteem‟  in public or in a 
private situation. Usually, a person tries to avoid embarrassing to another 
person or making him feel uncomfortable.  
Brown and Levinson  (1987)  construct their theory of politeness 
on the premise that many speech acts are intrinsically threatening to face. 
These are speech acts that threaten the speaker‟s or the hearer‟s face 
wants. FTA that threaten the negative face of the hearer includes advice, 
request, offers, and compliment. FTAs that threaten the positive face of 
the hearer include disagreements, disapproval, and contradiction. 
Thus, the speaker avoids the possible face-threatening with the 
hearer in the conversation. Then, he/she decide to soften (or minimize) it 
by choosing the strategy. Brown and Levinson (1987) employ certain 
strategies to minimize FTA, namely bald on record, negative politeness, 
positive politeness, and bald off a record. 
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Picture 2.1 Brown and Levinson‟s politeness strategy 
 
1. Bald On Record Strategy 
Saying something is usually done in strategies of politeness. Even 
if decide to say something, it does not actually have to ask for 
anything. That is necessary to produce simply a statement, for 
example: 
a.    Uh, I forgot my pen 
b.    Hmmm, I wonder where I put my pen 
That statement is not directly showing the purpose. Sometimes it 
may or may not succeed because certain people do not understand 
what the aim. 
In contrast, saying something can directly address the other as a 
means of expressing the needs. These direct address forms are 
technically described as on record. According to Yule (1996:63), the 
most direct approach using imperative forms is known as bald on 
record. It is part of on record strategy, for example: 
a.    Give me a pen 
b.    Lend me your pen 
 
Do the FTA 
badly with no 
redressive 
action 
Choose 
redressive 
action 
Don‟t do 
the FTA 
Do the FTA 
Off record 
On record 
Positive 
politeness 
Negative 
politeness 
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Meanwhile, Bald on record is used by certain kind of social 
distance. Its form is often used by close familiars who does not need A 
social face in interaction. In the certain culture, it may or may not be 
able to be accepted by society. The society with certain social distance 
can use bald on record.  Direct command as bald on record expression 
is considered appropriate among social equals. 
Besides, another factor that causes bald on record is the power in 
society. Yule (1996:64) said that bald on record expressions are 
associated with speech events when the speaker assumes that he or she 
has power over the other and can control others. For example, in the 
military context, the person who has power will command other by 
bald on record strategy. Generally, bald on record will be avoided 
because it will represent how person threat the other‟s face. 
According to Brown and Levinson (1987:95-101) bald on record 
strategy involves eleven strategies, namely: maximum efficiency, 
metaphorical urgency for emphasis, metaphorical  urgency for high 
valuation of the hearer‟s friendship, overcoming channel noise, Task-
oriented/ paradigmatic form of instruction, power difference between 
speaker and hearer (speaker is higher), sympathetic advice or 
warnings, permission that hearer has requested,  welcoming, farewell, 
and offering. 
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a. Maximum efficiency 
Maximum efficiency is a condition in which the speakers 
emphasize the efficiency of communication. Face damage is not 
required when maximum efficiency is used between speaker and 
hearer, and this is mutually known to both the speaker and the 
hearer. Brown and Levinson  (1987) states in cases of urgency 
situation, face damage would actually decrease the communicated 
urgency, for example: 
1) Help! (compare the non-urgent „please help me, if you would 
be so kind‟) 
2) Give me just one more week! (to pay the rent) 
3) Your pants are on fire! 
4) Don‟t burn your hand! 
b. The metaphorical urgency for emphasis. 
The metaphorical urgency for emphasis is a condition where 
speakers speak based on the degree of urgency situation. Shortly, 
this strategy used to get hearer‟s attention. Brown and Levinson 
(1987:96) states when the speaker speaks as if maximum 
efficiency were very important, he provides metaphorical urgency 
for emphasis, for example: 
1) Listen, I‟ve got an idea. 
2) Hear me out... 
3) Look, the point is this... 
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c. The metaphorical  urgency for high valuation of the hearer‟s 
friendship. 
The metaphorical urgency for high valuation is a situation 
in which S speak as is imploring H to care for S (Brown and 
Levinson, 1978:97). In this condition, care means speakers 
implores hearer to care and understand about what speaker‟s want 
and desire. 
d. Overcoming channel noise 
The speaker speaks with maximum efficiency when there is a 
communication difficulty, for example talking on the telephone 
with a bad connection: 
1) I need another £1000. 
e. Task-oriented/ paradigmatic form of instruction 
Bald on record strategy is used when the focus of interaction 
is task-oriented. So, face damage is not important for the speaker. 
Brown and Levinson (1987:97) state “ where the focus of 
interaction is task-oriented, face redress may be felt to be 
irrelevant”, for example: 
1) Give me the nails. 
2) Lend me a hand here. 
3) Add three cups of flour and stir vigorously. 
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f. The power difference between speaker and hearer (speaker is 
higher). 
Bald on record is used when there is different power 
between speaker and hearer. In this case, the speaker‟s power is 
greater than the hearer‟s power. So that, the speaker does not have 
face damage in order to satisfy the hearer‟s face. Brown and 
Levinson (1987:97) state “ where non-redress occurs is where 
speaker wants to satisfy hearer‟s face is small, either because the 
speaker is powerful and does not fear retaliation from hearer”, for 
example: 
1) Bring me wine, Jeeves. 
2) In future, you must add the soda after the whiskey.  
g. Sympathetic advice or warnings 
Bald on record strategy is used when giving advice or warning. 
Advice or warning is one of an act which is doing FTA (face-
threatening act) for hearer‟s interest. Brown and Levinson 
(1987:98) state in doing the advice or warning, the speaker 
conveys that he or she does care about the hearer, so that no 
damage is required, for example:  
1) Careful! He‟s a dangerous man. (warning H against 
someone who could threaten him) 
2) Your slip is showing 
3) Your wig is askew. Let me fix it for you. 
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4) Don‟t be sad! 
h. Permission that hearer has requested 
Brown and Levinson (1987:98) states bald on record is used in 
the situation of accepting permission for something that the hearer 
has requested, for example: 
1) Yes, you may go. 
i. Welcoming  
Bald on record is used when the speaker does welcoming to 
the hearer. Brown and Levinson (1987:99) state speaker who does 
welcoming can cause imposing the hearer‟s negative face. 
j. Farewells 
Bald on record is used when the speaker does farewells. Brown 
and Levinson (1987:99) states speaker who do farewell can cause 
imposing the hearer‟s positive face by taking the speaker‟s leave, 
for example: 
1) Take care of yourself, be good, have fun. 
2) Go slowly, carefully. 
k. Offering  
Bald on record is used when speaker offers something to the 
hearer. Brown and Levinson (1987:99) states offering can cause 
imposing the speaker‟s negative face, for example: 
1) (You must) have some more cake. 
2) Leave it to me. 
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3) Don‟t bother, I‟ll clean it up. 
 
2. Positive Politeness Strategy 
According to Yule (1996: 62), positive politeness strategy is a 
strategy of a face-saving act which tends to show solidarity, emphasize 
that both speakers and hearers want the same thing, and they have a 
common goal, via expressions such as: 
a.    How about letting me use your pen? 
b.    Hey, buddy, I‟d appreciate it if you‟d let me use your pen. 
The speaker who uses a politeness strategy needs to be connected. 
The social distance is one of the factors in the positive politeness 
context. Both speaker and hearer have the social distance which causes 
showing solidarity. 
Positive politeness orients to preserving the positive face of other 
people. When we use positive politeness, we use speech strategies that 
emphasize our solidarity with the hearer, such as informal utterance 
and requests which are less indirect. Thus, positive politeness can be 
divided into two types, they assert reciprocity and giving a reason. 
Even according to Brown and Levinson (1987:101) positive 
politeness is satisfying the addressee‟s positive face that their desire is 
in some respects similar to the addressee‟s wants. It is done by treating 
the person as a member of in-group, a friend, a person who wants and 
personality traits are known and liked. 
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According to Brown and Levinson (1987: 103-129) propose fifteen 
strategies of positive politeness strategy, namely: notice, attend to 
hearer (his interest, wants, needs, goods),  exaggerate (interest, 
approval, sympathy with hearer), intensify interest to the hearer in the 
speaker‟s contribution, use in-group identity markers, seek agreement, 
avoid disagreement, presuppose/rise/assert common ground, joke, 
assert or presuppose speaker‟s knowledge and concern for the hearer‟s 
wants, offer & promise,  be optimistic, include both the speaker and the 
hearer in the activity, give (or ask for) reason, assume or assert 
reciprocity, give gifts to the hearer (goods, sympathy, understanding, 
cooperation). 
a. Notice, attend to the hearer (his interest, wants, needs, goods) 
The speaker should take notice of the hearer‟s condition. The 
other word, the hearer wants the speaker to notice and approve it, 
for example: 
1) Jim, you‟re really good at solving computer problems.I 
wonder if you could just help me with a little formatting 
problem I‟ve got. 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
2) You must be hungry, it‟s a long time since breakfast. How 
about some lunch? 
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b. Exaggerate (interest, approval, sympathy with hearer) 
This strategy is often conducted with exaggerating 
intonation, stress, and other aspects of prosodic, for example:  
1) Good old Jim. Just the man I wanted to see. I knew I‟d 
find you here.Could you spare me a couple of minutes? 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
2) What a fantastic garden you have! 
c. Intensify interest to the hearer in the speaker‟s contribution. 
The speaker may intensify the interest of his own contribution, 
by making a good story and use tag questions or expressions that 
draw Hearer as a participant into the conversation, such as  „you 
know?‟, „isn‟t it?‟, etc., for example: 
1) You‟ll never guess what Fred told me last night. This is 
right up your street. 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
d. Use in-group Identity Makers 
Using in-group identity markers include in-group of address 
forms, of language or dialect, of jargon or slang, and of ellipsis. 
The speaker can use this strategy by using an address from such as 
mate, buddy, honey, dear, duckie, luv, babe, Mom, blondie, 
brother, sister, cutie, sweetheart, guys, fellas, for example: 
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1) Here’s my old mate Fred. How are you doing today 
mate?. Could you give us a hand to get this car to start?. 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
Using a jargon or slang term, the speaker may evoke all the 
shared attitudes. For example, use of  brand names in a request 
may stress that speaker and hearer share in-group reliance, for 
example: 
1) I came to borrow some Allinsosns if you‟ve got any 
Besides, the speaker can use ellipsis by using an indirect 
request, for example: 
1) Mind if I smoke? 
2)   How about a drink?  
e. Seek agreement 
Another characteristic of claiming common ground with the 
hearer is to seek a way in which it is possible to agree with him. 
There are two ways: safe topics and repetition. Safe topics allow 
the speaker to stress his agreement with hearer and to satisfy 
hearer‟s desire to be „right‟, for example: 
1) I agree. Right. Manchester United played really badly last 
night, didn’t they?. D‟you reckon you could give me a 
cigarette? 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
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Besides, repetition is used to stress emotional agreement with 
the utterance, for example: 
A: John went to London this weekend! 
B: To London! 
 
f. Avoid disagreement 
There are four ways to avoid disagreement namely by means 
of a token agreement, pseudo agreement, white lies, hedging 
opinion. The token agreement is the desire to agree or appear to 
agree with the hearer. The speaker may go in twisting their 
utterances so as to appear to agree or to hide disagreement, for 
example: 
A: That‟s where you live, Florida? 
B: That‟s where I was born. 
The Pseudo agreement is using „then‟ as an indication that the 
speaker is drawing a conclusion, for example: 
1) I‟ll meet you in front of the theatre just before 8.0, then. 
White lies are the strategy to avoid disagreement, where the 
speaker choose to lie when his/her state opinion rather than damage 
hearer‟s positive face, for example: 
1) Oh, I can‟t. The batteries are dead. 
Then, Hedging opinions may use to shorten FTA of suggesting 
or criticizing or complaining, for example: 
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1) You really are sort of a loner, aren‟t you? 
g.  Presuppose/ rise/ assert common ground 
This strategy has three ways, namely: gossip or small talk, a 
point of view operations, and presupposition manipulation. Gossip 
or small talk is the value of the speaker‟s spending time and effort 
on being with the hearer, as a mark of friendship or interest in him, 
by talking for a while about unrelated topics. Point of view 
operation is known as deixis. It has certain aspects in contexts of 
utterance, including the role of participants in the speech.  
Then, presupposition manipulation is something is not really 
assumed to be the case, but the speaker speaks as if it were 
assumed, for example: 
1) Wouldn‟t you like a drink? 
2) Don‟t you want some dinner now? 
3) Don‟t you think it‟s marvelous!? 
4)  Isn‟t it a beautiful day! 
h.  Joke  
Jokes may be used as an exploitation of politeness strategies in 
attempting to redefine the size of FTA (Brown and Levinson, 
1987: 124). For instance, the speaker may joke in order to 
minimize an FTA of requesting. Jokes are also used as a basic 
positive politeness technique for putting the hearer „at ease, for 
example: 
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A: Great summer we’re having. It’s only rained five times a 
week on average. 
B: Yeah, terrible, isn‟t it? 
A: Could I ask you for a favor? 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
i. Assert or presuppose a speaker‟s knowledge and concern for 
hearer‟s wants. 
This strategy is done by asserting or implying knowledge of 
hearer‟s wants and willingness to fit one‟s own wants with them, 
for example: 
1) I know you love roses but the florist didn‟t have any more, 
so I brought you geraniums instead. (offer + apology)  
j. Offer, promise 
Offer and promise are done by claiming that whatever hearer 
wants, the speaker wants for him and will help to obtain. The 
outcomes of choosing this strategy even if they are false. They just 
demonstrate the speaker‟s good intentions in satisfying the hearer‟s 
wants, for example: 
1) I’ll take you out to dinner on Saturday. If you‟ll cook the 
dinner this evening. 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
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k. Be Optimistic 
For this strategy, the speaker assumes that the hearer wants to 
fulfill the speaker‟s wants and will help the speaker to obtain them 
and the speaker will cooperate with hearer as well, for example: 
1) I know you are always glad to get a tip or two on 
gardening, Fred. So, if were you, I wouldn‟t cut your lawn 
back so short. 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
l. Include both Speaker and Hearer in the Activity 
This strategy is done by using an inclusive „we‟ form, when the 
speaker really means „you‟ and „me‟. In English, let‟s is an 
inclusive „we‟. For example: 
1) Let‟s have a cookie, then. 
2)  Let‟s stop for a bite. 
m. Give (or ask for) reason 
This is a strategy in which the speaker gives a reason as to why 
he wants what he wants. In other words, giving a reason is a way of 
implying and assuming cooperation, for example: 
1) I think you’ve had a bit too much to drink, Jim. Why not 
stay at our place this evening? 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
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n. Assume or assert reciprocity 
The speaker gives obligations obtaining between speaker and 
hearer. The speaker may say „I‟ll do X for you if you do Y for me‟. 
o.  Give gifts to the hearer (goods, sympathy, understanding, 
cooperation). 
This strategy aims to satisfy some of the hearer‟s wants. 
The speaker knows some of the hearer‟s wants and wants them to 
be fulfilled, the wants such as admired, cared about, understood, 
listened to, and so on, for example: 
 A: Have a glass of malt whiskey, Dick. 
 B: Terrific! Thanks. 
 A: Not at all. 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
 
3. Negative Politeness Strategy 
Reducing FTA can not only use positive politeness as a strategy of 
the face-saving act but also negative politeness strategy. In contrast 
with politeness strategy, negative politeness strategy doesn‟t need to 
show solidarity but showing deference, need to be independent, more 
respect the importance of the other‟s time, and even include an 
apology in the interruption. The most typical form used is a 
questioning modal verb, for example: 
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a.    Could you lend me a pen? 
b.   I‟m sorry to bother you, but can I ask you for a pen or 
something? 
Using this strategy also results in forms which contain expressions 
of apology for the imposition. More elaborate negative politeness work 
can sometimes be heard in the extended talk, often with hesitation. 
According to Brown and Levinson negative politeness is oriented 
mainly toward the partially satisfying negative face, it wants to 
maintain territory and self-determination. The characteristic of 
negative politeness is self-effacement, formality, and restraint, with 
attention to person‟s self-image, with apologies of interfering,  with 
hedges on the illocutionary force of the act, and with other softening 
mechanisms. It aims to respects a person‟s negative face wants and 
will not interfere with the person‟s freedom of action.  
According to Brown and Levinson (1987: 130-211), negative 
politeness strategy involves ten strategies, namely: be conventionally 
indirect, question, hedge, be pessimistic, minimize the imposition, give 
deference, apologize, impersonalize speaker and hearer (avoid the 
pronouns „I‟ and „you‟), state the FTA as general rule, nominalize, go 
on record as incurring a debt or as not indebting hearer. 
a. Be conventionally indirect 
The speaker tends to get the hearer to do his intention by 
letting him interpret the speaker‟s intention based on the 
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conventionally indirectness of the directive illocutionary acts, for 
example: 
1) Could you possibly close the window, please? 
b. Question, Hedge 
This is a strategy that can be used by the speaker by including 
hedge. Hedge is a particle, word, or phrase that imply more true 
and complete than perhaps might be expected. There is the 
example of the adverbial-clause hedges, which can be used by the 
speaker in making directive illocutionary act, by using „if‟ clause. 
For example: 
1) Would you close the window, if you don‟t mind? 
2) I think that Harry is coming. 
c. Be Pessimistic 
This strategy gives redress the hearer negative face by 
explicitly expressing doubt that the situation for the 
appropriateness of speaker‟s speech acts obtain, for example: 
1) Perhaps you‟d care to help me  
2) If you had a little time to spare for me this afternoon. I 
would like to talk about my paper 
d. Minimize the imposition 
The speaker says indirectly to minimize the imposition, for 
example:  
1) I just want to ask you if I can borrow a tiny bit of paper. 
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2) Could I talk to you for just a minute? 
e. Give deference 
In using this strategy, the hearer‟s status is higher than the 
speaker‟s, for example:  
1) Excuse me, officer. I think I might have parked in the 
wrong place. 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
f. Apologize  
By apologizing for doing an FTA, the speaker can indicate his 
reluctance to impinge on the hearer‟s negative face. There are four 
ways to communicate regret or reluctance to do an FTA, namely: 
admit the impingement, indicate reluctance, give overwhelming 
reasons, and beg forgiveness. The speaker can simply admit that he 
is impinging on Hearer‟s face, for example: 
1) I‟m sure you must be very busy, but...  
Indicate reluctance can use hedges to show the speaker‟s reluctant 
to impinge on the hearer, for example: 
1) I normally wouldn‟t ask you this, but... 
Apologize can be done by giving overwhelming reasons. The 
speaker can claim that he has compelling reasons for doing FTA, 
for example: 
1) I can think of nobody else who could 
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Lastly, the speaker may beg hearer‟s forgiveness, for example: 
1) I‟m sorry to bother you... 
g. Impersonalize speaker and hearer: avoid the pronouns „I‟ and „you‟ 
This strategy indicates that the speaker doesn‟t want to 
impinge on hearer by avoiding the pronouns „I‟ and „you‟, for 
example: 
A: That is car’s parked in a no-parking area 
B: It‟s mine, officer. 
A: Well, it’ll have to have a no-parking area. 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
h. State the FTA as the general rule 
The speaker does not want to impinge the hearer (but is 
merely forced to by circumstances) by standing the FTA as an 
instance of some general social rule, regulation, or obligation, for 
example:  
1) Parking on the double yellow lines is illegal. So I‟m going 
to have to give you a fine. 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
i.  Nominalize  
Nominalize means the utterance gets more „formal‟. It means 
that the more you normalize an expression, the more you dissociate 
from it, for example:  
1) It is my pleasure to be able to inform you... 
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j. Go on record as incurring a debt, or as not the indebting hearer 
The speaker can redress an FTA by explicitly claiming his 
indebtedness to the hearer or the hearer, or by disclaiming any 
indebtedness of the hearer, for example:  
1) If you could just sort out a problem I‟ve got with my 
formatting. I’ll buy you a beer at lunchtime. 
(Taken from Richard J.Watts: 2003) 
 
4. Off Record Strategy 
Off record is a communicative act that is done by unclear speaker‟s 
communicative intention in order to give an impression that he does 
not do FTA or to avoid the responsibility for doing it and letting the 
hearer decide how to interpret it (Brown and Levinson, 1987/ 1978: 
211). 
According to Brown and Levinson (1987: 211-227), off record 
strategy involves fifteen strategies, namely: giving hints, giving 
association clues, presuppose, overstating, understating, using 
tautologies, using contradictions, being ironic, using metaphors, using 
rhetorical questions, being ambiguous, being vague, over-generalizing, 
displacing hearer, being incomplete, using ellipsis. 
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a. Give Hints 
Give hints means the speaker saying something that is not 
relevant explicitly and lets the hearer find the interpretation of the 
possible relevance, for example: 
1) It‟s cold here (Conversationally implicates shut the 
window) 
b.  Give Association Clues 
Giving association clues is done by mentioning something 
associated with the act of hearer. The  speaker gives the clues that 
have the relation between the speaker‟s and the hearer knowledge, 
for example: 
1) Oh God, I‟ve got a headache again. 
That utterance conveys a request to borrow the hearer‟s 
swimsuit t. The speaker and the hearer mutually know that they 
both have an association between the speaker who forgets his pen 
and wants to borrow the hearer‟s swimsuit. 
c.  Presuppose 
The speaker presupposes that he has done it before and 
therefore may implicate a criticism. It forces the hearer to search 
for the relevance of the presupposed prior event, for example:  
1) I washed the car again today. 
2) At least I don‟t go around boasting about my 
achievements. 
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d. Understate  
Understatement in off record strategy is one way of generating 
implicatures by saying less than it is required. It is like a criticism. 
Speaker avoids the lower points of the scale, for example:  
1) She‟s some kind of idiot. (c.i. She‟s an idiot) 
2) It‟s not half bad. (c.i. Speaker think it‟s surprisingly good) 
e. Overstate 
The speaker uses this strategy by saying more than is necessary. It 
could convey an apology, for example:  
1) I tried to call a hundred times, but there was never any 
answer. 
Furthermore, overstate is used for implying sarcasm, for example: 
1) Oh no, Mr. Smith, we never meant to cause you any 
trouble. Nothing could have been further from our minds. I 
can‟t imagine how you could come to that conclusion. It‟s 
out of the question... 
f.  Use Tautologies 
This is a strategy that is used by uttering a tautology where the 
speaker encourages the hearer to look for an informative or 
criticism interpretation of non-informative utterance, for example:  
1) War is war. 
2) Your clothes belong where your clothes belong, my clothes 
belong where my clothes belong. Look upstairs! 
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g. Use contradictions 
Using contradiction means violating the Quality Maxim (speak 
the truth, be sincere). In violating the Quality Maxim, speaker 
force hearer to find implicature of the speaker‟s utterance. thus, 
speaker encourages hearer to look for an interpretation that he 
reconciles the two contradictory proposition. Contradictions may 
convey a complaint or criticism, for example: 
1) Well, John is here and he isn‟t here. 
h. Be Ironic 
This strategy can be applied by saying the opposite of what the 
speaker means. Speaker can use clues that his intended meaning is 
being conveyed indirectly, for example:  
1) John is genius  (after John has just done twenty stupid 
things in a row). 
i. Use metaphors 
The use metaphor is perhaps usually on record, but there is 
possibility that exactly which of the connotations of the metaphor 
the speaker intends may be off record. Like irony, metaphors may 
be marked with hedging particles that make their metaphorical 
status explicit, for example: 
1) Harry is a real fish. (He drink/swims like a fish) 
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j. Use Rhetorical Question 
The speaker uses this strategy by asking a question without 
hoping the answer. Speaker can use this strategy for giving 
criticism, for example:  
1) How many times di I have to tell you...? (Too many) 
k.  Be ambiguous 
Purposeful ambiguity may be achieved through metaphor, 
since it is not always clear exactly which of the connotations of the 
metaphor are intended to be invoked, for example: 
1) John is a pretty smooth cookie. 
l. Be vague  
the speaker may go off the record by being vague about who 
the object of FTA or what the offense is. This strategy can be used 
in criticism, for example: 
1) looks like someone may have had too much to drink. 
m.  Over-Generalize 
The speaker uses this strategy by making the general rule of 
the utterance and letting the hearer decide whether the general rule 
applies to him or not, for instance: 
1) He who laughs last laughs longest. 
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n. Displace hearer 
The speaker may pretend to address the FTA to someone who 
would not threaten, and hope that the real target will see that the 
FTA is aimed at him/her. 
o.  Be Incomplete, Use an ellipsis 
In this strategy, the speaker makes his utterance toward the hearer 
incompletely. 
1) Well, I didn‟t see you... 
2) Oh sir, a headache…  (The speaker uses this strategy to 
ask the hearer for an aspirin). 
 
F. Factors Influencing the Use of Politeness Strategy 
The employment of politeness strategy is influenced by several 
factors. According to Brown and Levinson (1987:71-72), there are 
two factors that influence the speaker to employ positive politeness 
strategy. The factors are payoff and circumstances. 
1. Payoff  
The speaker gets advantages of employing politeness 
strategies. Below is the description of the payoffs associated with 
each of the strategies: 
a. Bald on Record 
By employing bald on record strategy, the speaker: 
1) can enlist public pressure against the addressed or in 
support of himself. 
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2) can get credit for honesty, for indicating that he trusts the 
addressee. 
3) can get credit for outspokenness, avoiding the danger of 
being seen to be a manipulator. 
4) can avoid the danger of being misunderstood. 
5) can have the opportunity to pay back in face whatever he 
potentially takes away by the FTA. 
b. Positive Politeness 
By employing positive politeness strategy, the speaker: 
1) can minimize the FTA by assuring the hearer that he likes 
the hearer and wants to fulfill the hearer‟s wants. 
2) can avoid or minimize the debt implications of FTAs such 
as request and offers. 
c. Negative Politeness 
By employing negative politeness strategy, the speaker gets to 
benefit in: 
1) paying respect, deference, to the addressee in return for the 
FTA, and thereby avoiding incurring a future debt. 
2) maintaining social distance, and avoiding the threat of 
advancing familiarity towards the addressee. 
3) giving real „out‟ to the addressee. 
4) giving conventional „outs‟ to the addressee as opposed to 
real „outs‟, that is, pretend to offer an escape route without 
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really doing so, thereby indicating that he has the other 
person‟s face wants in mind. 
d. Off Record 
By employing off record strategy, the speaker gets profit in 
the following ways: 
1) can get credit for being tactful. 
2) can run less risk of his act entering the „gossip biography‟ 
that other keep of him. 
3) can avoid responsibility for the potentially face damaging 
interpretation. 
2. Social Circumstances 
According to Brown and Levinson (in Rahardi: 2005), there 
are three dimensions to determine the level of politeness. Among 
them are relative power (P), social distance (D) and size of 
imposition (R). 
a. Relative Power 
Power (P) is the general point that we tend to use a greater 
degree of politeness with the people who have some power or 
authority over us than to those who do not. It is based on an 
asymmetric relation between the speaker and the hearer. 
These types of power are mostly found in obviously 
hierarchical settings, such as courts, the military, and the 
workplace. For example, you would probably be more polite 
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about conveying to your employer because of his late coming 
than conveying to your brother. This is because your 
employer can influence your career in the positive way 
(reward power) or negative way (coercive way). 
In addition, Rosyidah and Sofwan (2017:14) said that 
relative power relates to the negative politeness. Because 
negative politeness expresses difference status to an 
addressee, demands others‟ respect and avoids interferences 
(Holmes, 2001). In this factor, people have the lower and the 
higher power. In this research, the users actually have the 
lower power againts Donald Trump as the President of 
America. 
b. Social Distance 
Social distance (D) can be seen as the composite of 
psychologically real factors (status, age, sex, a degree of 
intimacy, etc) which together determine the overall degree of 
respectfulness within a given speech situation. It is based on 
the symmetric relation between the speaker and the hearer. 
For example, you feel close to someone or you know him well 
because he is similar in term of age or sex, then you will get 
closer to him and the distance rating will get smaller. As a 
result, you will not employ polite utterance when you ask him 
to do something. In contrast, you will employ polite utterance 
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when you interact with a person who you have not known 
well, such as a person who is older than you. 
In addition, Rosyidah and Sofwan (2017:14) said that social 
distance relates to the positive politeness. Because the positive 
politeness is a strategy of a face-saving act which tends to 
show solidarity, emphasize that both speakers and hearers 
want the same thing, and they have a common goal (Yule, 
1996: 62). In the social media situation, such as Instagram, it 
is happened because the user are in the same level no matter 
what they are. It causes they can do the face threatening act 
(FTA) without need to worry. 
c. Size of imposition 
Size of imposition (R) can be seen from the relative status 
between one-speech act to another in a context. For example, 
borrowing a car in the ordinary time will make us feel 
reluctant, but in an urgent situation, it will be natural. Thus, in 
the first context, we will employ polite utterance. meanwhile, 
in the second context, it is not necessary to employ polite 
utterance because the situation is urgent.     
G. Social Media Communication 
Based on dictionary defines social media is form of electronic 
communication through which users create online communities to 
share information, ideas, personal messages and other content. 
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Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) categorize Social media into social 
networking site, content, virtual social worlds, and virtual game 
worlds. Social networking  site is text-based communication for 
sharing of picture, videos, and other forms of media such as 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. So that, people can be connected 
with other people, getting new friends, and sharing the experiance.  
The communication in social media situation is different. 
DeAndrea and Metzget (in Hyosun, 2014:6) stated that the online 
environment has created a communication method that is quite 
different from a Face-to-Face (FTF) communication environment. 
They said that people communicate differently in online 
environments as opposed to face-to-face settings, in terms of use of 
language and social interactions, due to the lack of physical presence 
and flexibility in identity. Suler (in Hyosun, 2014) adds the 
differences of the lack of physical presence and social cues impact  
people feel less restrained, such that they express themselves more 
openly, disclose secret emotion, share personal things, and are kind to 
strangers online. Beside, in social media communication, 
communicators can manipulate their identity, time the transmission of 
their messages, plan, and edit their communication in persuit of 
relational goals (Duthler, 2006) 
Meanwhile,  In social media there are no social classes, just people 
who want to share the experiences, thought, ideas, and opinion as 
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much as they want (Anggraini & Damanhuri, 2017). So that, online 
social can contact enabled long-distance relationship, allowing people 
to interact with friends without geographical and time constraints 
(McKenna & Bargh in Hyosun, 2014) 
 
H. Politeness Strategies on Social Media Communication 
Moran & Ocker (in Harwood, 2017), in their reaserch about 
politeness theory for computer-mediated communication (CMC), 
argue that politeness usually entails ambiguity and too direct. 
Therefore, they also argue computer mediated communication (CMC) 
lead to more miscomumunication than in face to face context. Even, 
Li (in Harwood, 2017) also argue that politeness is often ambigious 
and indirect and often need to clarity. in addition, based on Li 
research findings, her findings did not support Brown and Levinson‟s 
(1987) suggestion that people use negative politeness when they are 
distance in social relation. She also claims that positive face strategies 
are used more often in CMS in order to foster, reciprocity and 
community. 
Najeeb, Maros and Mohd.Nor (in Shanthi & Karappan, 2016) in 
their investigation of politeness in emails of Arab student in Malaysia 
identify that positive politeness is tops the list. Their findings also 
identify that no indirect strategy. It means the students show extra 
respect or to be extra polite. Meanwhile, Chyiad (in Shanthi & 
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Karappan, 2016)  identified that politeness strategy in personal email 
is less formal and direct. 
 
I. International Women‟s Day 
International Women‟s Day is a worldwide event that celebrates 
women‟s achievements while calling for gender equality. It is 
celebrated on March 8 every year. It has been observed since the 
early 1900s and is now recognized each year on 8 March. The theme 
for International Women‟s Day 2017 is Women in the Changing 
World of Work: Planet 50-50 by 2030. It is promoting the theme as 
#BeBoldForChange. The UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres 
commented on how women‟s rights were being reduced, restricted 
and reversed. With men still in leadership positions and a widening 
economic gender gap, he called for change by empowering women at 
all levels, enabling their voices to be heard and giving them control 
over their own lives and over the future of our world. 
International Women‟s Day aims to achieve full gender equality 
for women the world which has still not been realized. A gender pay 
gap persists across the world and women are still not present in equal 
in business or politics. It shows that women‟s education, health, and 
violence toward women are still worse than men. 
It is celebrated by not combination between one group but brings 
together governments, women‟s organization, women‟s activist, and 
corporation. They celebrate it in different ways such as art 
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performances, talks, networking events, and conferences. Even last 
year, Google Doodle marking the celebration featuring women and 
girls across the world who complete the sentence “One day I Will”, 
talking about their dreams and ambition. The other countries 
celebrate it in different ways also. International Women‟s Day 
becomes official holiday in a number of places including: 
Afghanistan, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Burkina Faso, 
Cambodia, China, Cuba, Georgia, Guinea-Bissau, Eritrea, 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Madagascar (for women only), 
Moldova, Mongolia, Montenegro, Nepal (for women only), Russia, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uganda, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Vietnam 
and Zambia. Whereas other countries celebrate it in a similar way to 
Mother‟s Day with men presenting their wives, mother and female 
friends with flowers and gifts. 
In addition, there are a lot of social campaigns that aim to raise 
awareness about women‟s inequality. It is done by using social 
media to spread the world and engage people. Many people, 
celebrities, and activist react to International Women‟s Day through 
their own social media to campaigns raising awareness, celebrating 
and supporting women in the world. They make hashtag 
#DayWithoutAWoman show support for women‟s rights by showing 
how much women accomplish every day and turn their profile 
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picture red. Even President United Stated Donald Trump Joins to 
support International Women‟s Day in his Instagram account. 
 
J. Instagram  
In social media, people share the experiences, thought, ideas, and 
opinion as much as they want. Some of the most popular social media 
platforms are Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, WhatsApp, YouTube, 
and Tumblr.  Instagram is become the second bigger user in the USA 
in 2016 after facebook user. According to Pew Research Center on a 
national survey of 1,520 adults conducted March 7 - April 4, 2016, 
find that Americans (79%) now use Facebook, more than double the 
share that uses Twitter (24%), Pinterest (31%), Instagram (32%) or 
LinkedIn (29%). Although, Instagram is the digital platform that has 
most the interested people to like, share and comment on photos and 
videos.  
According to Cambridge Dictionary Instagram is the name of 
social networking service for taking, changing and sharing photos and 
videos. It provides users a way to capture and share their life moment 
with friends or society through a series of pictures and videos. Since 
its launch in October 2010, it has attracted more than 150 million 
active users, with an average of 55 million photos uploaded by users 
per day, and more than 16 billion photos shared so far (Instagram 
2013). Additionally, This has been supported by users' comment, like, 
hashtag, and caption (text) on the photos and videos.  
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Users are not only for taking and sharing photos and videos, they 
also can give a comment, like, hashtag and caption (text) on the 
photos or videos that have shared. Instagram is a platform that is 
centered on uploading and sharing images and videos that may or 
may not be textually tagged with a caption and that followers may or 
may not comment on (Svensson, 2017). It divided into poster and 
follower. Users post photos/videos and followers can give a comment 
or like on photos/videos uploaded. It also allows users to add 
captions, hashtags using # symbol to describe the photos and videos 
before posting them. Hashtag, the significant function on Instagram,  
allows users to provide photo description and link users with similar 
interest (Hu, 2014). Nowadays, hashtags have been used frequently to 
celebrate the international event as though International Women‟s 
Day. 
 
Picture 2.2 The feature of instagram 
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Besides, text that is added to photos is an important role in 
attracting followers to like, share, and comment. Research in the field 
of visual communication has found that images/photos are more 
effective than text in gaining and increasing viewer‟s attention 
(Brantner, 2011; Bucher and Schumacher, 2006; Fahmy, 2014). 
Furthermore, it is argued that images that also use text may even be 
more effective to deliver messages (Blair, 1996; Schill, 2012). 
Between photos and captions or texts is the unity that couldn‟t 
separate. Both have a certain function which is text complete to give 
more information and express feelings about photos. 
Nowadays, Instagram is not only used for collecting the best 
photos or videos, but it also can be used for entertainment, news, and 
business marketing, even as it used by political actors, such as 
president, to interact with society. The use of Instagram by political 
actors has a purpose to convey their messages to the public to affect 
their cognitive, effective, and behavioral system (Eldin, 2016). For the 
modern political movement, Instagram has become the latest media 
used by a political event, and Donald Trump is one of the most 
influential politicians on Instagram.  
 
 
K. Donald Trump  
Donald Trump is President of the United States since 20 January 
2017. He  was born on 14 June 1946 in Queens, New York City, the 
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Fourth of five children of Frederick C and Mary MacLeod Trump. At 
age 13, he joined the New York Military Academy. After graduation 
in 1964, he continues his studies at the Fordham University that he 
left two years later. He shifted his aim focus to finance at Wharton 
School of Finance, part of the University of Pennsylvania, which 
resulted in a degree in economics. Before entering politics, he was a 
businessman and television personality.  
Trump's business career primarily focused on building or 
renovating office towers, hotels, casinos, and golf courses. He served 
as chairman and president of The Trump Organization from 1971 
until January 2017. Trump also started several side ventures and 
branded various products with his name. He is credited as having 
written or co-written several books (including The Art of the Deal) 
and produced and hosted The Apprentice television series for 12 
years. In 2004, Trump began starring in the hit NBC reality series 
The Apprentice, which also spawned the offshoot The Celebrity 
Apprentice. Before that, In 1996 he partnered with NBC to purchase 
the Miss Universe Organization, which produces the Miss America, 
Miss USA, and Miss Teen USA beauty pageants. Therefore, As of 
2017, he was the 544th richest person in the world, with an estimated 
net worth of $3.5 billion. 
Donald Trump‟s shift from business to politics dates back to the 
year 1988 when he first considered the candidacy as a member of the 
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Republican Party. His campaign received extensive free media 
coverage; many of his public statements were controversial or false. 
he brings a lot of promises in his campaign. According to 
Encyclopedia Britannica stated that in his promises,  he want to create 
millions of new jobs, to punish American companies that exported 
jobs overseas, to repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA), to revive the 
U.S. coal industry, to “drain the swamp” in Washington, D.C., by 
reducing the influence of lobbyists, to withdraw the United States 
from the 2015 Paris Agreement on climate change, to construct a wall 
along the U.S.-Mexico border to prevent illegal immigration from 
Latin America, and to ban immigration by Muslims. Finally, Trump 
won the general election on November 8, 2016, in a surprise victory 
against Democratic opponent Hillary Clinton. Although His election 
and policies have sparked numerous protests. 
 
L. Donald Trump Instagram Post on International Women‟s Day 
Today, Instagram is not only used for collecting the best photos or 
videos, but it also can be used for entertainment, news, and business 
marketing, even as it used by political actors, such as president, to 
interact with society. The use of Instagram by political actors has a 
purpose to convey their messages to the public to affect their 
cognitive, effective, and behavioral system (Eldin, 2016). For the 
modern political movement, Instagram has become the latest media 
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used by the political event, and Donald Trump is one of the most 
influential politicians on Instagram.  
It is worth mentioning that Trump has a very successful personal 
media. Trump has 7,6 million followers on account 
@realdonaldtrump. He also interacts with society on Facebook 
Youtube, Twitter, and other social platforms. All of the social activity 
and a certain moment always updates on his Instagram frequently, 
and his posting reaches 2.399 posts. So Trump has always been the 
focus of global media attention. 
Since Donald Trump becomes president on 20 January 2017 turns 
up various controversy in society. On 9 March 2017 Trump has 
posted a photo which captured from Twitter about his respect for the 
role women play in society, and it exists at International Women‟s 
Day. He writes the caption on the photo that he has tremendous 
respect for women and the many roles they serve that are vital to the 
fabric in society and economy. Then, he invites society in honoring 
the critical role of women in America and around the world. 
Automatically, It appears various reaction or respond from society. 
The Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s 
Day raises a various reaction from other Instagram‟s users. There are 
4155 comments posting in account @realdonaldtrump. Most of them 
criticize Trump‟s post, but some of them also support his post.  
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M. Previous Research Review 
To support this study the researcher needs some other research that 
has been made by other researchers. These researchers hoped to help 
the researcher to fix the problem of this study. A few studies related 
to this topic of research. 
The first research is journal by Ima Fitriana Rosyidah and Ahmad 
Sofwan from Semarang State University (2017) entitled Politeness 
Strategies in Official Facebook Accounts of CNN, TWSJ, and NBC on 
Obama Visiting Hiroshima. In their research, they applied the 
qualitative methodology and supported by mathematical calculation 
to find the result. They identify and count the percentage of the 
politeness strategies used in the comments of official Facebook 
accounts of CNN, TWSJ, and NBC on Obama visiting Hiroshima. 
Then they tried to find the politeness scale and to compare the 
politeness strategy. The result of their study shows that the highest 
data used in the comment are positive politeness strategy which 
performed by presupposing strategy (26,7%) and negative politeness 
which performed by the personalized speaker and hearer strategy 
(55,7%). The scale of politeness was determined by politeness factors 
and the highest level was performed by the imposition. The last is the 
politeness strategies mostly appeared in the NBC‟s official Facebook 
account. 
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The second research is thesis by M. Mafazi from State Islamic 
University of Sunan Ampel Surabaya (2016) entitled The Negative 
Politeness Used by The Manchester United Fans to Give Comments 
in Social Media. In this research, he applied a descriptive approach. 
He analyzes the comments from the Manchester United fans club 
inFacebook and Instagram which consist of negative politeness and 
the factors that might in influence the choice of the strategies. He 
found that the fans apply seven negative politeness strategies; be 
conventionally indirect, question and hedges, be pessimistic, give 
deference, minimize the imposition, apologize and impersonalize. 
Then, he found that the payoff factor‟s is the highest factor in this 
reaserch. 
Based on the previous study above, both of them are used theory of 
politeness strategy by Brown and Levinson (1987). Even, in Mafazi‟s 
research, he is just focus on analyzing negative politeness used by 
user‟s comment in social media. However, this study is different from 
the previous study.  
Comparing with the researcher above, this research is not just 
focusing on one politeness strategy, but it covers the all four 
strategies: bald on record, positive politeness, and off record. The 
researcher analyzes the kind of politeness strategies based on Brown 
and Levinson‟s (1987) theories. The researcher also describes the 
factors influencing the user to employ this strategy. 
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In addition, based on the context, this research differs from those 
both research. The context, especially the participant, in this research 
is Donald Trump as the hearer/reader. While, the users are as the 
speaker/writer who give comment toward Donald Trump‟s post on 
International Women‟s Day.  
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
In this research, the researcher used descriptive-qualitative method 
because this research will employ more explanation about the findings. 
Qualitative method is a research methodwhose the result is more 
emphasized on meaning. According to Sugiyono (2016: 1) qualitative 
method is the research method used to examine the natural object, the 
researcher is as the instrument, the technique of collecting data uses 
triangulation, the data analysis is inductive, and the result of research is 
more emphasized on meaning. Thus, qualitative method is used to obtain 
the data that contains meanings. 
Besides, Moleong(2001: 3) also states that research is called 
descriptive qualitative because the researcher merely collect the data, 
made analysis and conclusion. 
In this research, the researcher collected the data, analyzed and 
interpreted them, and lastly drew the conclusion about the kind of 
politeness strategy, and the factors influencing users to employ. 
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B. Data and The Source of Data 
The data in this research are the comment (word, phrase,clause, or 
sentence) which contain politeness.The researcher found 525 data out of 
4155 sources of data containing politeness. The researcher limit the data 
according to time and place.  The data limit in one day which concides 
with Donald Trump post the photo. The data also take from International 
Women‟s Day on 9 March 2017. 
Meanwhile, this research used documents as the sources of data. 
Documents are written materials related to a particular event or activity. 
The researcher used Donald Trump‟s Instagram post as the source of data. 
It contained 4155 comments as the sources of data.  
 
C. Instrument  
Instrument of the research is the tool which is used to collect the 
data of the research. The instrument of this research is the researcher 
herself. Sugiyono (2016: 2) states that the instrument is a person or human 
instrument. Therefore, in this research, the researcher is also the 
instrument of data collection. 
 
D. Technique of Collecting Data 
There are two ways to collect the data. Those are interactive and non-
interactive. The researcher use non-interactive methods include questioner, 
documentation, and unrole observation.In this research, the researcher 
used documentation method to collect the data and some information by 
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any sources in the libraries such as books, documents, magazines, notes, 
and the others. The researcher used Instagram as the main source to collect 
the data. The data in this research were taken from the comment which 
consisted of word, phrase,clause, or sentencewere expressed by users to 
give comment toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International 
Women‟s Day. The researcher applied several procedures to collect the 
data as follows: 
1. Taking several comments from instagram, especially, instagram 
account of Donald Trump and it is took from the data posting on 9 
March 2017. 
2. Capturing all of the comment from instagram by using smartphone. 
3. Transcribing all of the utterances from smartphone to computer. 
 
E. Technique of Analyzing Data  
According to Miles and Huberman in Afrizal (2014: 180) analyzing 
data in qualitative reasearch is the process of categorizing the data or the 
process of finding patterns or themes and searching for relationship 
between the categories that have been found from the results of data 
collection. Miles and Huberman in Sugiyono (2012: 246) gives 
explanation that in analyzing qualitative data, the researcher can be 
through some steps: data reduction, display data, and conclusion/ 
verification. 
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1. Data Reduction 
Data reduction is summarizing, choosing the subject, focusing on 
the significant things, and searching for the themes and patterns. The 
researcher reduce the data by choosing the important thing which 
relate with the aim of this reaserch and making categorizing into four 
politeness strategies. Those are bald on record strategy, positive 
politeness strategy, negative politeness strategy, and off record 
strategy. 
After categorizing data is done, the researcher gave a name on the 
data by a code. According to Miles and Huberman in Afrizal (2014: 
179) the coding of data can use abbreviations. It can be seen through 
the following ways:  
1. Codes for number of datum 
Datum 01 : it refers to the number of data. The number of data is 
written into two digits. 
2. Codes for Politeness Strategies 
BO : Bald On Record Strategy 
PP : Positive Politeness Strategy 
NP : Negative Politeness Strategy 
OR : Off Record Strategy 
3. Codes Sub-strategies of Politeness Strategies 
a. Bald On Record Strategy 
Me  : Maximum efficiency 
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Mue : Metaphorical urgency for emphasis  
Muh : Metaphorical  urgency for high valuation of the 
hearer‟s  friendship  
Ovc : Overcoming channel noise  
Top : Task oriented/paradigmatic form of instruction  
Psh : Power difference between speaker and hearer 
(speaker is higher)  
Saw : Sympathetic advice or warning  
Pms : Permission that hearer has requested  
Wlcm : Welcoming 
Grf  : Greeting and farawells  
Off  : Offering  
b. Positive Politeness 
Ntc : Notice, attend to hearer  
Exg : Exaggerate  
Intf : Intensify interest to the hearer  
Gim : Use in-group Identity Markers  
Skg : Seek agreement  
Avd : Avoid disagrement  
Psa  : Presuppose/ rise/ assert common ground 
Jok  : Joke  
Asp : Aseert or presuppose speaker‟s knowledge and 
concern for hearer‟s wants 
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Op : Offer, promise  
Bop : Be optimistic  
Ish  : Include both S and H in the activity  
Giv : Give (or ask for) reason 
Ass  : Assume or assert reciprocity  
Ggh : Give gifts to the hearer  
c. Negative Politeness 
Bci  : Be conventionally indirect  
Qh  : Question or Hedge  
Bps : Be Pessimistic  
Mi  : Minimize imposition  
Gvd : Give deference  
Apg : Apologize  
Imps : Impersonalize speaker and hearer: avoid the 
pronouns „I‟ and „you‟  
Sta : State the FTA as general rule  
Nmz  : Nominalize  
Gor  : Go on record as incurring a debt, or as not 
indebting hearer. 
d. Off Record  
Gh  : Give hints  
Gac : Give association clues  
Psp : Presuppose  
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Und : Understate  
Ovs : Overstate  
Ust  : Use Tautologies  
Usc : Use contradiction  
Bic  : Be ironic  
Ump  : Use metaphors  
Urq : Use Rhetorical Question  
Bea : Be ambiguous  
Bv  : Be vague  
Ovg : Over Generalize  
Dsh : Displace hearer  
Bin : Be inclomplete, use ellipsis  
4. Codes for factor which influence in used politeness strategies 
PYF : Pay Off  
POW : Power  
DIS : Distance  
IMP : Size of Imposition   
2. Data Display 
After doing data reduction, the next step was display data. Miles 
and Huberman (1984) stated that the most frequent form of display 
data for qualitative research data in the past has been nerrative text. 
Therefore, in display data the researcher used the form of narative text. 
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Moreover, the researcher presented the data in table and some 
explanations.  
 
Table 3.1 
The Example of Bald On Record Table 
Bald On Record 
Strategy Datum Utterance/Comment The Factors 
ofPoliteness 
Strategy 
Me    
Top    
Saw    
Pms    
Off    
 
Table 3.2 
The Example of Positive Politeness Table 
Positive Politeness 
Strategy Datum Utterance/Comment The Factors of 
Politeness Strategy 
Ntc    
Exg     
Intf     
Gim     
Skg     
Avd     
Psa     
Asp     
Bop     
Ish     
Giv     
Ass     
Ggh     
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Table 3.3 
The Example of Negative Politeness Table 
Negative Politeness 
Strategy Datum  Utterance/Comment The Factors of 
Politeness Strategy 
Bci     
Qh     
Bps     
Mi     
Gvd     
Apg     
Sta     
 
 
Table 3.4 
The Example of Off Record Table 
Off Record  
Strategy Datum  Utterance/Comment The Factors of 
Politeness Strategy 
Gh     
Gac     
Psp     
Und     
Ovs     
Ust     
Usc     
Bic     
Ump     
Urq     
Bea     
Bv     
Bin     
 
3. Conclusion/ Verification 
The final step of data processing is conclusion/ verification. This is the 
next step that the researcher interpret of the data findings of a 
documentation. After the conclusion is done, the researcher then 
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checked again the validity of interpretation by rechecking the coding 
process and presenting the data to make sure no mistake were found. 
 
F. Data Validation  
The researcher used source trianggulation technique to validate the 
data. The researcher asks lecture who master in Linguistic as validator of 
source data triangulation.  
Furthermore, this research ask such as lecturers in order to support 
the validation of data. The researcher involved a proof reader in 
pragmatics for the trustworthiness of data. His advice on this research gave 
a lot of contribution to the accuracy of the finding. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter is divided into two subchapters, namely research findings and 
discussions. In this research, the researcher used Brown and Levinson‟s (1987) 
politeness strategy to describe the kinds of politeness strategies and the factors 
which are influencing the users that employ politeness strategy. 
 
A. Findings  
The findings in this research present complete analysis of each strategy. In 
the analysis of politeness strategy, the researcher analyzed kinds of politeness 
strategies used by the users to give comments toward Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day and the factors which are 
influencing the user in choosing those strategy. 
 From the collected data, the researcher found there are 525 data which 
contain politeness strategies out of 4155 total of the comments in Donald 
Trump‟s post. 
1. Kinds of Politeness Strategies which employed by the users toward 
Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women’s Day. 
Based on data analysis, the researcher found four kinds of politeness 
strategies used by the users. The detail information can be seen in the table 
4.1. 
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Table 4.1 The Distribution of The Use of Politeness Strategy 
Kinds of Politeness StrategyFrequency                     Percentage 
Bald-on Record                                   40                                     8% 
Positive Politeness                              276                                   53% 
Negative Politeness                             96                                    18%         
Off Record                                          113                                   21%     
Total                                                   525                                  100% 
 
a. Bald On-Record 
The researcher found five strategies of bald on record. The users 
use bald on record to say the face threatening act (FTA) directly as a 
means of expresing the needs. The users when use bald on record is 
influenced of social distance factors. They consider that they have the  
same level or equal with the other users. Therefore they don‟t worry to 
impose Donald Trump‟s face. 
1) Maximum Efficiency 
Maximum efficiency is a condition in which the speakers 
emphasize the efficiency of communication in urgency situation. 
Face damage is not required when maximum efficiency is used 
among speaker and hearer, and this is mutually known to both the 
speaker and the hearer. The researcher takes one datum to be 
discussed. 
Datum 01/BO-Me/IMP 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
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Bonq66 
just stop 
 
Context of situation 
Bonq66 gives comments in comment box of Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She shows her 
disappointed feeling by criticizing toward the attitude of Donald 
Trump. Bonq66 shows her disappointed feeling by giving 
imperative comment directly toward Donald Trump‟s post.In this 
context the relation between Bonq66 and Donald Trump is the 
same level or equal. 
Data Interpretation  
The comments above shows that Bonq66 employs maximum 
efficiency strategy. In doing the face threatening act (FTA), 
Bonq66 does not need face redress because she emphasize the 
efficiency in giving comment. It will be efficient because it causes 
a direct effect to the hearer.   
Bonq66 employs this strategy because she is influenced by the 
factor of social distance. She can give comment directly because he 
has same level with the other users. In addition, he use this strategy 
for efficiency in giving comment. Therefore he doesn‟t worry to 
impose Donald Trump‟s face. In this case, the similiar data also are  
found in datum 02/BO-Me/IMP, 03/BO-Me/IMP, and 04/BO-
Me/IMP.  
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2) Task oriented/ paradigmatic form of instruction 
Bald on record strategy is used when the focus of 
interaction is task-oriented. So, face damage is not important for 
speaker. Brown and Levinson (1987:97) state “where the focus of 
interaction is task-oriented, face redress may be felt to be 
irrelevant”.  The researcher takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 05/BO-Top/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Hopeiessemotion 
you don‟t get anything accomplished by being lazy and not going 
to work. Show men that you are equal to them not the opposite 
 
Context of situation  
Hopeiessemotion gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She shows 
her disappointed feeling by criticizing toward the attitude of 
Donald Trump. She critizes Donald Trump by using command to 
show the real action as a proof that Donald Trump can treat women 
equaly. In this context the relation between Hopeiessemotion and 
Donald Trump is the same level or equal. 
Data Interpretation 
The comments above shows that Hopeiessemotion uses Task 
oriented/ paradigmatic form of instruction strategy. In doing face 
threatening act (FTA), Hopeiessemotion does not need face redress 
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because the focus of interaction is task-oriented. She gives 
comment by showing the purpose and expressing the needs 
directly. It has a purpose to give direct effect to Donald Trump in 
order to understand what she wants. 
Hopeiessemotionemploys this strategy because she is 
influenced by the factor of social distance. She can give comment 
directly because he has same level with the other users. In addition, 
he use this strategy for purpose to impact direct effect to Donald 
Trump. So that, she doesn‟t lose her face when saying directly. In 
this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 06/BO-
Top/PYF, 07/BO-Top/PYF, 08/BO-Top/PYF, 09/BO-Top/PYF, 
10/BO-Top/PYF, 11/BO-Top/PYF, 12/BO-Top/PYF, 13/BO-
Top/PYF. 
3) Sympathetic advice or warnings 
Advice or warning is one of acts which is doing the face 
threatening act (FTA)  for hearer‟s interest. Brown and Levinson 
(1987:98) state that in doing the advice or warning, the speaker 
conveys that he or she does care about the hearer, so that no 
damage is required. The researcher takes three data to be discussed. 
Datum 14/BO-Saw/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
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Aidan_yo_gansta 
and the feminist says he is bad to women 
 
 context of situation 
 
Aidan_yo_gansta gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He aims 
to give warning to the other users that Donald Trump is bad to 
women. In this context the relation between Aidan_yo_gansta and 
the other users is the same level or equal as the user‟s of Instagram.  
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows that Aidan_yo_gansta use 
sympathetic advice or warnings strategy in giving comment. He 
cares about the other users by giving advice or warning. It is done 
primarily in the users‟s interest. 
In doing the face threatening act (FTA),Aidan_yo_ganstadoes 
not need face redress because it is done in users‟s interest.He gives 
advice or warning in representative form directly. Besides, he 
thinks that the readers ought to do some act. He gives advice or 
warning by giving the fact that based on feminists, Donald Trump 
is bad to women. Therefore, this strategy may be bald on record 
because it says something directly as a means of expressing the 
needs and does not need face redress. 
Aidan_yo_ganstaemploys this strategy because he is 
influenced by the factor of social distance. He can give comment 
directly because he has same level with the other users. In addition, 
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he use this strategy for the other user‟s interest. Therefore he 
doesn‟t worry to impose the other users face. In this case, the 
similiar data is also found in datum 27/BO-Saw/PYF. 
Datum 17/BO-Saw/PYF 
Kknguyen13  
don‟t listen to them just serve this country the best u can do! 
And thanks for the recognition it is much appreciated 
 
Context of situation 
 
Kknguyen13 gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She aims 
to give advice to Donald Trump. In this context the relation 
between Kknguyen13 and Donald Trump is the same level or 
equal. 
Data Interpretation 
The comments above shows that Kknguyen13 takes a decision 
to use sympathetic advice or warnings strategy. She cares about 
Donald Trump as a readers by giving advice. She gives comforting 
advice to Donald Trump not to listen the haters and ask to do the 
best for serving America. It is done primarily in the readers‟s 
interest. 
In doing the face threatening act (FTA),Kknguyen13does not 
need face redress because it is done in the readers‟s interst.She 
gives advice in directive form directly. Besides, she thinks that the 
readers ought to do some act. She gives advice by suggesting not to 
listen the haters and just do the best for serving America. 
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Therefore, this strategy is bald on record because it says something 
directly as a means of expressing the needs and does not need face 
redress. 
Kknguyen13employs this strategy because she is influenced by 
the factor social distance. She can give comment directly because 
she think that in social media all of the Instagram‟s users are the 
same level or equal. So that, she doesn‟t lose her face when saying 
directly. The strategy is used for Donald Trump‟s interest. In this 
case, the similiar data also are found in datum 17/BO-Saw/PYF, 
19/BO-Saw/PYF, 20/BO-Saw/PYF, 21/BO-Saw/PYF, 22/BO-
Saw/PYF, 23/BO-Saw/PYF, 24/BO-Saw/PYF, 26/BO-Saw/PYF, 
and 28/BO-Saw/PYF. 
Datum 15/BO-Saw/PYF 
Jpcalabroart 
stay positive you are a great leader and will make change. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Jpcalabroart gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She aims 
to give advice to Donald Trump. In this context the relation 
between Jpcalabroart and Donald Trump is the same level or 
equal. 
Data Interpretation 
The comments above shows that Jpcalabroart uses 
sympathetic advice or warnings strategy. He cares about Donald 
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Trump as a readers by giving advice. He gives comforting advice 
to Donald Trump to stay positive because he is a great leader and 
will make change. It is done primarily in the readers‟s interest. 
In doing the face threatening act (FTA),Jpcalabroartdoes not 
need face redress because it is done in the readers‟s interest.He 
gives advice in directive form directly. He gives advice by 
commanding to stay positive and just do the best for changing 
America. Therefore, this strategy is bald on record because it says 
something directly as a means of expressing the needs and does not 
need face redress. 
Jpcalabroart employs this strategy because he is influenced by 
the factor of social distance. He can give comment directly because 
he think that in social media all of the Instagram‟s users are the 
same level or equal. So that, he doesn‟t lose his face when saying 
directly. The strategy is used for Donald Trump‟s interest.  In this 
case, the similiar data also are found in datum 16/BO-Saw/PYF, 
18/BO-Saw/PYF, 25/BO-Saw/PYF, and 29/BO-Saw/PYF. 
4) Permission that hearer has requested 
Brown and Levinson (1987:98) states bald on record is used in 
the situation of accepting permission for something that the hearer 
has requested.  The researcher takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 30/BO-Pms/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
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I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Therealblackpanther14 
sure u do 
 
Context of situation  
 
Therealblackpanther14 gives comments in comment box of 
Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. 
He aims to give permission toward Donald Trump for respecting 
women. In this context the relation between 
Therealblackpanther14 and Donald Trump is the same level or 
equal. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Therealblackpanther14 takes a 
decision to use permission that Donald Trump as the hearer/readers 
has requested. He gives permission for something that Donald 
Trump asks to join with him in honoring critical role of women in 
America and around the world. 
Therealblackpanther14 gives permission directly as a means 
of expressing the needs. Therefore, In doing the face threatening 
act (FTA),Therealblackpanther14does not need face redress to give 
permission.  
Therealblackpanther14 is influenced by the factor of social 
distance. He can give comment directly because he think that in 
social media all of the Instagram‟s users are the same level or 
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equal. So that, he does not need face redress when saying 
permission directly. In this case, the similiar data also are found in 
datum 31/B0-Pms/PYF, 32/B0-Pms/PYF, 33/B0-Pms/PYF, 34/B0-
Pms/PYF, 35//B0-Pms/PYF, 36/B0-Pms/PYF, 37/B0-Pms/PYF, 
38/B0-Pms/PYF, and 39/B0-Pms/PYF. 
5) Offering 
Bald on record is used when speaker offers something to 
hearer. Brown and Levinson (1987:99) states offering can cause 
imposing the speaker‟s negative face. The researcher takes one 
datum to be discussed. 
Datum 40/BO-Off/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Enzo_clujeanu 
you should make this a holiday. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Enzo_clujeanu gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He 
suggests Donald Trump by giving command to make offering that 
International Women‟s Day should be a holiday. In this context the 
relation between Enzo_clujeanu and Donald Trump is the same 
level or equal. 
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Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Enzo_clujeanu uses offering 
strategy. In doing the face threatening act (FTA), he does not need 
face redress to expressing the needs directly. Therefore, this 
strategy is bald on record because it says something directly as a 
means of expressing the needs and does not need face redress. 
Enzo_clujeanuemploys this strategy because he is influenced 
by the factor of social distance. He can give comment directly 
because he think that in social media all of the Instagram‟s users 
are the same level or equal. So that, he does not need face redress 
when saying offering directly.  
 
b. Positive Politeness Strategy 
The researcher found 13 from 15 strategies of positive politeness 
strategies. The users use positive politeness strategy to minimize the 
distance between the users and Donald Trump by showing solidarity, 
treat Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a friend, and person who 
known and liked. The users when use positive politeness is influenced 
by social distance factors. They consider that they has different social 
status than Donald Trump‟s as President of America. Therefore, the 
users employ positive politeness strategy to give comment toward 
Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. 
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1) Notice, attend to hearer (his interest, wants, needs, goods) 
The speaker should take notice of the hearer‟s condition. The 
other word, the hearer wants speaker to notice and approve it. The 
researcher takes two data to be discussed. 
Datum 45/PP- Ntc/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
 ( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Daytonhoward17 
Trump has respect and he has made so many job 
opportunities. 
 
Context of situation 
Daytonhoward17gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He notices 
Donald Trump that Trump respects women and makes so many job 
opportunities. In this context Daytonhoward17 has high social 
distance with Donald Trump. His social status is different than 
Donald Trump as President of America. So that, he must be honor 
and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Daytonhoward17 use notice 
(his interest, wants, needs, goods) strategy. In using the face 
threatening act (FTA), Daytonhoward17 tries to notice and 
approve toward Donald Trump for respecting and making so many 
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job opportunities that is conveyed through Instagram‟s post. This 
strategy can save Donald Trump‟s positive face.  
Daytonhoward17employs this strategy because he is 
influenced by the factor of social distance. He uses this strategy 
because he considers that he has different social status than Donald 
Trump‟s as President of America. Therefore, he notice and approve 
Donald Trump to show solidarity, treat Donald Trump as a 
member of in-group, a friend, and person who known and liked. In 
this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 41/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
42/PP-Ntc/PYF, 43/PP-Ntc/PYF, 44/PP-Ntc/PYF, 46/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
47/PP-Ntc/PYF, 48/PP-Ntc/PYF, 49/PP-Ntc/PYF, 50/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
51/PP-Ntc/PYF, 52/PP-Ntc/PYF, 53/PP-Ntc/PYF, 54/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
55/PP-Ntc/PYF, 56/PP-Ntc/PYF, 57/PP-Ntc/PYF, 58/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
59/PP-Ntc/PYF, 60/PP-Ntc/PYF, 61/PP-Ntc/PYF, 62/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
63/PP-Ntc/PYF, 64/PP-Ntc/PYF, 65/PP-Ntc/PYF, 66/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
67/PP-Ntc/PYF, 68/PP-Ntc/PYF, 69/PP-Ntc/PYF, 70/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
71/PP-Ntc/PYF, 72/PP-Ntc/PYF, 73/PP-Ntc/PYF, 74/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
75/PP-Ntc/PYF, 76/PP-Ntc/PYF, 77/PP-Ntc/PYF, 78/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
79/PP-Ntc/PYF, 80/PP-Ntc/PYF, 81/PP-Ntc/PYF, 82/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
83/PP-Ntc/PYF, 84/PP-Ntc/PYF, 85/PP-Ntc/PYF, 86/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
87/PP-Ntc/PYF, 88/PP-Ntc/PYF, 89/PP-Ntc/PYF, 90/PP-Ntc/PYF, 
91/PP-Ntc/PYF, and 92/PP-Ntc/PYF. 
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2) Exaggerate (interest, approval, sympathy with hearer) 
This strategy is often conducted with exaggerate intonation, 
stress, and other aspects of prosodic. The researcher takes one 
datum to be discussed. 
Datum 98/PP- Exg/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Graphicstia 
 i‟m very proud of you Mr. President, and i‟m proud of our 
country. You are doing an impressive job! Much more than 
expected 
 
Context of situation 
 
Graphicstia gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She praise 
Donald Trump by exeggerating Donald Trump.She thinks that 
Donald Trump respecting women is the impresive job that ever 
done by Donald Trump. She feels proud of Donald Trump.In this 
context Graphicstia has high social distance with Donald Trump. 
Her social status is different than Donald Trump as President of 
America. So that, she must be honor and save Donald Trump‟s 
face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comments above shows Graphicstia uses exaggerate 
strategy. She feels proud of Donald Trump by saying “Much more 
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than expected”. The word “Much more than expected” indicates 
exaggeration. It shows thatGraphicstia saves Donald Trump‟s 
positive face.Besides,Graphicstia wants to satisfy Donald Trump‟s 
face. Graphicstia shows that she likes the same kind that Donald 
Trump likes and she wants what Donald Trump wants.  
Graphicstia employs this strategy because she is influenced by 
the factor of social distance. She uses this strategy because she 
considers that she has different social status than Donald Trump‟s 
as President of America. Therefore, she uses exaggerate to show 
solidarity, treat Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a friend, 
and person who known and liked 
In this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 93/PP-
Exg/PYF, 94/PP-Exg/PYF, 95/PP-Exg/PYF, 96/PP-Exg/PYF, 
97/PP-Exg/PYF, 99/PP-Exg/PYF, 100/PP-Exg/PYF, 101/PP-
Exg/PYF, 102/PP-Exg/PYF, 103/PP-Exg/PYF, 104/PP-Exg/PYF, 
105/PP-Exg/PYF, 106/PP-Exg/PYF, 107/PP-Exg/PYF, 108/PP-
Exg/PYF, 109/PP-Exg/PYF, 110/PP-Exg/PYF, 111/PP-Exg/PYF, 
112/PP-Exg/PYF, 113/PP-Exg/PYF, 114/PP-Exg/PYF, 115/PP-
Exg/PYF, 116/PP-Exg/PYF, 117/PP-Exg/PYF, and 118/PP-
Exg/PYF. 
3) Intensify interest to the hearer  
The speaker may intensify the interest of his own contribution, 
by making a good story and use tag questions or expressions that 
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draw Hearer as a participant into the conversation, such as „you 
know?‟, „isn‟t it?‟, etc. The researcher takes one datum to be 
discussed. 
Datum 120/PP- Intf/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Rsmcnick 
OMG!! I choked a little when i read this... what a coplete joke. 
You know @realdonaldtrump there is more to respecting woman 
than just saying you do on twitter 
 
Context of situation 
 
Rsmcnick gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He 
criticizes Donald Trump that there is more ways to respecting 
woman than just saying it on social media. In this context 
Rsmcnick has high social distance with Donald Trump. His social 
status is different than Donald Trump as President of America. So 
that, he must be honor and save Donald Trump‟s face.  
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Rsmcnick uses intensify interest to 
the hearer strategy. He criticizes by intensifying Donald Trump 
into the topic being discussed by saying “you know”. Using tag 
questions or expressions, such as “you know”, it shows that 
Rsmcnick involves Donald Trump as a participant into the 
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conversation. By involving Donald Trump into the conversation, 
Rsmcnick can minimize FTA such as criticism. 
Rsmcnick employs this strategy because he is influenced by 
the factor of social distance. He uses this strategy because he 
considers that he has different social status than Donald Trump‟s as 
President of America. Therefore, he uses this strategy in giving 
criticism in order to minimize the distance between them. Besides, 
he can be indicated showing solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a 
member of in-group, a friend, and person who known and liked.In 
this case, the similiar data also is found in datum 119/PP-Intf/PYF. 
4) Use in-group identity makers 
Using in-group identity markers include in-group of address 
forms, of language or dialect, of jargon or slang, and of ellipsis. 
The speaker can use this strategy by using address from such as 
mate, buddy, honey, dear, duckie, luv, babe, Mom, blondie, 
brother, sister, cutie, sweetherat, guys, fellas. The researcher takes 
two data to be discussed. 
Datum 123/PP- Gim/DIS 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Bitzproductions  
you wish buddy 
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Context of situation 
 
Bitzproductions gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He shows 
expressions of disapproval toward Donald Trump offers about 
respecting women and joining for honoring the critical role of 
women. In this context Bitzproductions has high social distance 
with Donald Trump. His social status is different than Donald 
Trump as President of America. So that, he must be honor and save 
Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above Bitzproductions uses in-group identity 
makers strategy. In doing the face threatening act (FTA), 
Bitzproductions use address form “buddy” as in-group identity 
makers. He applies this strategy to show intimacy, closeness, and 
solidarity to Donald Trump. Besides, it is used to soften the 
expression of dissaproval.  
Bitzproductions employs this strategy because he is influenced 
by factor of social distance. He wants to show solidarity by using 
address form “buddy”. He considers he has different social status 
than Donald Trump‟s as President of America. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in showing expressions of disapproval in order to 
minimize the distance between them. Besides, he can be indicated 
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showing solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a member of in-
group, a friend, and person who known and liked. 
In this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 121/PP-
Gim/DIS, 124/PP-Gim/DIS, 125/PP-Gim/DIS, 128/PP-Gim/DIS, 
129/PP-Gim/DIS, 130/PP-Gim/DIS, 131/PP-Gim/DIS, 132/PP-
Gim/DIS, 133/PP-Gim/DIS, 134/PP-Gim/DIS, and 135/PP-
Gim/DIS. 
Datum 127/PP- Gim/DIS 
Sch514  
Liberals don‟t even know what they‟re talking about these days. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Sch514gives comments in comment box of Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He shows 
expressions of disapproval toward Donald Trump offers about 
respecting women. In this contextSch514 has high social distance 
with Donald Trump. His social status is different than Donald 
Trump as President of America. So that, he must be honor and save 
Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Sch514 use in-group identity 
makers strategy. In doing the face threatening act (FTA), Sch514 
uses jargon of brand names “Liberals” as in-group identity makers. 
He applies this strategy to show intimacy, closeness, and solidarity 
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to Donald Trump. Besides, it is used to soften the expression of 
dissaproval.  
Sch514 employs this strategy because he is influenced by 
factor of social distance. He wants to show solidarity by using 
address form “buddy”. He considers he has different social status 
than Donald Trump‟s as President of America. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in showing expressions of disapproval in order to 
minimize the distance between them. Besides, he can be indicated 
showing solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a member of in-
group, a friend, and person who known and liked. In this case, the 
similiar data also are found in datum 122/PP-Gim/DIS, 126/PP-
Gim/DIS, and 136/PP-Gim/DIS. 
5) Seek agreement 
Another characteristic of claiming common ground with the 
hearer is to seek a way in which it is possible to agree with him. 
There are two ways: safe topics and repetition. The researcher 
takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 137/PP- Skg/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Corncock 
we out here respecting women 
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Context of situation 
  
Corncock gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He agrees 
with Donald Trump action about respecting women and repeats his 
word “we out here respecting women”. He shows agreement 
toward Donald Trump‟s invitation to respect woment. In this 
contextCorncock has high social distance with Donald Trump. His 
social status is different than Donald Trump as President of 
America. So that, he must be honor and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Corncock use seek agreement 
strategy. He agrees with Donald Trump action about respecting 
women and repeats his word “we out here respecting women”. 
Using repetition strategy on seeking agreement indicates that 
Corncock stresses interest toward Donald Trump‟s post about the 
call to respect women. It shows that Corncock saves Donald 
Trump‟s positive face by satisfying Donald Trump wants.  
Corncock employs this strategy because he is influenced by 
the factor of social distance. He uses this strategy because he 
considers that he has different social status than Donald Trump‟s as 
President of America. Therefore, he uses seek agreement strategy 
in order to minimize the distance between them and to fulfill 
Donald Trump‟s wants. Besides, he can be indicated showing 
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solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a 
friend, and person who known and liked. 
In this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 138/PP-
Skg/PYF, 139/PP-Skg/PYF, 140/PP-Skg/PYF, 141/PP-Skg/PYF, 
142/PP-Skg/PYF, 143/PP-Skg/PYF, 144/PP-Skg/PYF, 145/PP-
Skg/PYF, 146/PP-Skg/PYF, 147/PP-Skg/PYF, 148/PP-Skg/PYF, 
149/PP-Skg/PYF, 150/PP-Skg/PYF, 151/PP-Skg/PYF, 152/PP-
Skg/PYF, 153/PP-Skg/PYF, 154/PP-Skg/PYF, 155/PP-Skg/PYF, 
156/PP-Skg/PYF, 157/PP-Skg/PYF, 158/PP-Skg/PYF, 159/PP-
Skg/PYF, 160/PP-Skg/PYF, 161/PP-Skg/PYF, 162/PP-Skg/PYF, 
163/PP-Skg/PYF, 164/PP-Skg/PYF, 165/PP-Skg/PYF, 166/PP-
Skg/PYF, 167/PP-Skg/PYF, 168/PP-Skg/PYF, and 169/PP-
Skg/PYF. 
6) Avoid disagreement 
There are four ways to avoid disagreement namely by means 
of token agreement, pseudo agreement, white lies, hedging 
opinion. The researcher takes two data to be discussed. 
Datum 170/PP- Avd/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
v.olivaresvelez  
then appoint some of them 
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Context of situation 
v.olivaresvelezgives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She 
makes conclusion that Donald Trump  appoints some of women to 
show disagreement toward Donald Trump‟s post.In this context 
v.olivaresvelez has high social distance with Donald Trump. His 
social status is different than Donald Trump as President of 
America. So that, he must be honor and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows v.olivaresvelez uses avoid 
disagreement strategy. She shows avoiding disagreement by using 
pseudo-agreement. She avoids refusing a request directly by 
making conclusion that seems a fake prior agreement rather than 
damages Donald Trump‟s positive face by saying “i disagree” 
directly. It shows thatv.olivaresvelez saves Donald Trump‟s 
positive face. 
v.olivaresvelez employs this strategy because she is influenced 
by the factor of social distance. She uses this strategy because she 
considers that she has different social status than Donald Trump‟s 
as President of America. Therefore, she uses avoid disagreement in 
order to minimize the distance between them and to minimize the 
FTA. Besides, he can be indicated showing solidarity, treating 
Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a friend, and person who 
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known and liked. In this case, the similiar data also are found in 
datum 173/PP-Avd/PYF, 174/PP-Avd/PYF, 175/PP-Avd/PYF, 
178/PP-Avd/PYF, 179/PP-Avd/PYF, and 180/PP-Avd/PYF. 
Datum 171/PP- Avd/PYF 
Nunyobizfoo 
what is the CRITICAL ROLE for a woman in america? 
Besides giving birth. I mean besides giving life and taking it. 
 
Context of situation  
 
Nunyobizfoo gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He 
actually disagree toward Donald Trump‟s post about joining with 
him to respect women. In this context Nunyobizfoo has high social 
distance with Donald Trump. His social status is different than 
Donald Trump as President of America. So that, he must be honor 
and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Nunyobizfoo uses avoid 
disagreement strategy to give comment here. He uses avoiding 
disagreement, token ageement, by giving a criticism that contains 
irony. He asked more details about critical role for women in 
America. By giving criticism, it indicates implicitly that he cares 
toward respecting women and wants to appear agree. But actually 
he disagrees by hiding his disagreement. In addition,  the word 
“beside” shows contradiction and irony.    
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Nunyobizfoo shows avoiding disagreement by using token 
agreement. He avoids refusing a request directly by pretending to 
agree rather than damage Donald Trump‟s positive face by saying 
“No” directly. It shows thatNunyobizfoosaves Donald Trump‟s 
positive face. 
Nunyobizfoo employs this strategy because he is influenced by 
the factor of social distance. He employs this strategy because he 
considers that he has different social status than Donald Trump‟s as 
President of America. Therefore, he uses this strategy in giving 
criticism in order to minimize the distance between them and 
minimize the FTA. Besides, he can be indicated showing 
solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a 
friend, and person who known and liked. In this case, the similiar 
data also are found in datum 172/PP-Avd/PYF, 176//PP-Avd/PYF, 
and 177/PP-Avd/PYF. 
7) Presuppose/rise/assert common ground 
Presupposition manipulation is something is not really 
assumed to be case, but speaker speaks as if it were assumed. Here 
the researcher takes one data to be discussed. 
Datum 181/PP- Psa/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
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Anirudhmysore 
isn‟t it ironic that International Women‟s Day is suppose to 
celebrate how hard women work and how important they are to 
society, and women strike? 
 
Context of situation  
 
Anirudhmysoregives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He gives 
criticism toward actualization of International Women‟s DayIn this 
context Anirudhmysore has high social distance with Donald 
Trump. His social status is different than Donald Trump as 
President of America. So that, he must be honor and save Donald 
Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Anirudhmysore uses  
presuppose/rise/assert common ground strategy to give comment 
here. he uses this strategy by presupposing knowledge of Hearer‟s 
wants and attitude. He uses negative question “isn‟t it ironic that 
International Women‟s Day is...” which presume “yes” as an 
answer. It indicates that Anirudhmysore knows Donald Trump‟s 
wants, habits, tastes, etc.   
Anirudhmysore employs this strategy because he is influenced 
by the factor of social distance. He employs this strategy because 
he considers that he has different social status than Donald 
Trump‟s as President of America. Therefore, he uses this strategy 
in giving criticism in order to minimize the distance between them 
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and minimize the FTA. Besides, he can be indicated respecting 
Donald Trump, showing solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a 
member of in-group, a friend, and person who known and liked. 
8) Assert or presuppose speaker‟s knowledge and concern for hearer‟s 
wants 
This strategy is done by asserting or implying knowledge of 
hearer‟s wants and willingness to fit one‟s own wants with them.  
The researcher takes two data to be discussed. 
Datum 196/PP- Asp/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Billy_morales_ 
Mr.President we know the media is biased and we have 
awoken...we stand behind you...loving the great job you are doing 
and God bless you and America 
 
Context of situation  
 
Billy_morales_ gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He 
supports Donald Trump‟s post. In this contextBilly_morales_has 
high social distance with Donald Trump. His social status is 
different than Donald Trump as President of America. So that, he 
must be honor and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
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Data Interpretation 
 
The comment above shows Billy_morales_ use assert or 
presuppose speaker‟s knowledge and concern for hearer‟s wants 
strategy. He tries to assert knowledge of Donald Trump wants by 
saying “Mr.President we know the media is biased and we have 
awoken”. It showsBilly_morales_knows Donald Trump wants and 
feel to be understood by saying personal information about Donald 
Trump‟s condition and news. 
Using this strategy, Billy_morales_ indicates cooperation with 
Donald Trump and has the same goal. The purpose of applying this 
strategy is Billy_morales_ wants to fulfill Donald Trump positive 
face by conveying her wants to ensure Donald Trump who has the 
same wants of mutual benefit to each other.  
Billy_morales_  employs this strategy because she is 
influenced by the factor of social distance. He employs this 
strategy because he considers that he has different social status 
than Donald Trump‟s as President of America. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in order to be consedered knowing Donald Trump‟s 
condition. Besides, he can be indicated respecting Donald Trump, 
showing solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a member of in-
group, a friend, and person who known and liked. 
Datum 197/PP- Asp/PYF 
Lauralaneheathcott 
you entered into the white house with criticism and you‟ll exit 
with criticism but don‟t let that stop you from MAGA.it‟s hard for 
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people to see your good intentions when they have preconceived 
notions. Change is happening and they will see very soon!! 
Context of situation 
 
Lauralaneheathcott gives comments in comment box of 
Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. 
She supports and requests to continue making America great again. 
In this contextLauralaneheathcott has high social distance with 
Donald Trump. Her social status is different than Donald Trump as 
President of America. So that, she must be honor and save Donald 
Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Lauralaneheathcott uses assert or 
presuppose speaker‟s knowledge and concern for hearer‟s wants 
strategy. She tries to assert knowledge of Donald Trump wants by 
saying “you entered into the white house with criticism and you‟ll 
exit with criticism”.It showsLauralaneheathcott knows Donald 
Trump wants and feel to be understood by saying personal 
information about Donald Trump‟s condition and news.    
Using this strategy,Lauralaneheathcott indicates cooperation 
with Donald Trump and has the same goal. The purpose of 
applying this strategy isLauralaneheathcott wants to fulfill Donald 
Trump positive face by conveying her want ensure Donald Trump 
who has the same wants of mutual benefit to each other.  
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Lauralaneheathcott employs this strategy because she is 
influenced by the factor of social distance. She employs this 
strategy because she considers that she has different social status 
than Donald Trump‟s as President of America. Therefore, she uses 
this strategy in order to be consedered knowing Donald Trump‟s 
condition and indicated having the same goal. Besides, she can be 
indicated respecting Donald Trump, showing solidarity, treating 
Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a friend, and person who 
known and liked. 
9) Be optimistic 
The speaker assumes that the hearer wants to fulfill the 
speaker‟s wants and will help the speaker to obtain them and 
speaker will cooperate with hearer as well. The researcher takes 
one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 188/PP- Bop/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Mark_mishkin 
Trump you know what you‟re doing and i always knew you 
respected women. Please send this to the dumb politically correct 
feminists. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Mark_mishkingives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He asks to 
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send this Donald Trump‟s post to the dumb politically correct 
feminists, in order that they know that Donald Trump certainly 
respects women. In this context Mark_mishkinhas high social 
distance with Donald Trump. Her social status is different than 
Donald Trump as President of America. So that, he must respect 
and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Mark_mishkin uses be optimistic 
strategy. He applies be optimistic strategy by saying optimists  
statement “Trump you know what you‟re doing and i always knew 
you respected women”. Then,he does the face threatening act 
(FTA) by asking to send or tell this Donald Trump‟s post to the 
dumb politically correct feminists. By applying be optimistic, he is 
optimists Donald Trump will fullfil his wants. In addition, he 
applies be optimistic strategy as to assume Donald Trump will 
cooperate with him, because it will be in their mutual shared 
interest.  
Mark_mishkin employs this strategy because he is influenced 
by the factor of social distance. He employs this strategy because 
he considers that he has different social status than Donald 
Trump‟s as President of America. Therefore, he uses this strategy 
in order to minimize the distance and the FTA by being optimistic 
toward Donald Trump. Besides, he can be indicated respecting 
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Donald Trump, showing solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a 
member of in-group, a friend, and person who known and liked. In 
this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 184/PP-
Bop/PYF, 185/PP-Bop/PYF, 186/PP-Bop/PYF, 187/PP-Bop/PYF, 
189/PP-Bop/PYF, 190/PP-Bop/PYF, and 191/PP-Bop/PYF. 
10) Include both speaker and hearer in the activity 
This strategy is done by using an inclusive „we‟ form, when 
the speaker really means „you‟ and „me‟. In English, „let‟s‟is an 
inclusive „we‟. The researcher takes one data to be discussed. 
Datum 196/PP-Ish/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Treschic212 
fine let‟s all have respect for women. But let‟s not forget that jobs 
and pay are earned based on merit. If i do a job well, don‟t pay me 
on the back because i am a woman. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Treschic212gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She ask 
Donald Trump to respect women and not to forget job‟s right 
equality. In this context Treschic212has high social distance with 
Donald Trump. Her social status is different than Donald Trump as 
President of America. So that, she must respect and save Donald 
Trump‟s face. 
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Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Treschic212 uses Include both 
speaker and hearer in the activity strategy. She does the face 
threatening act (FTA) by applying include both speaker and hearer 
in the activity strategy by saying “let‟s”. The word “let‟s” is an 
inclusive “we”. By using “we” form, it indicates both Treschic212 
and Donald Trump are cooperating in the relevant activity.    
Treschic212 employs this strategy because she is influenced 
by the factor of social distance. She employs this strategy because 
she considers that she has different social status than Donald 
Trump‟s as President of America. Therefore, she uses this strategy 
in order to minimize the distance and the FTA by cooperating with 
Donald Trump in the relevany activity. Besides, he can be 
indicated respecting Donald Trump, showing solidarity, treating 
Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a friend, and person who 
known and liked. In this case, the similiar data also are found in 
datum 192/PP-Ish/PYF, 193/PP-Ish/PYF, 194/PP-Ish/PYF, 
195/PP-Ish/PYF, and 197/PP-Ish/PYF. 
11) Give (or ask for) reason 
This is a strategy in which the speaker gives reason as to why 
he wants what he wants. In other word, giving reason is a way of 
impling and assuming cooperation. The researcher takes two datum 
to be discussed. 
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Datum 203/PP-Giv/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Tammiw15 
so if all these protest are to bring awareness to women‟s rights, 
then why haven‟t women been „protesting‟ for the past eight 
years? 
 
Context of situation  
 
Tammiw15 gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She 
criticizes the other users who protest and demand women‟s rights 
by asking for reason. In this context Tammiw15 high social 
distance with the other users because all of the users is stranger 
each other. So that, she must save her face and the other face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Tammiw15 uses give (or ask for) 
reason strategy. She does the face threatening act (FTA) by 
applying give (or ask for) reason strategy by saying “then why 
haven‟t women been protesting for the past eight years?”. It 
indicates that she asks demonstrations to give reason why they 
have not protested for the past eight years. Using this strategy, she 
demands demonstrations to cooperate with her. 
Tammiw15 employs this strategy because she is influenced by 
the factor of social distance. She considers that the other users is 
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stranger. She considers that she has distance with the other users. 
Therefore, she uses this strategy in order to minimize the distance 
and the FTA by cooperating with the other users. Besides, she can 
be indicated showing solidarity, treating the other users as a 
member of in-group, a friend, and person who known and liked. In 
this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 204/PP-
Giv/PYF, and 205/PP-Giv/PYF. 
Datum 198/PP- Giv/PYF 
Donate_life_today 
let me just put it out there. Men and women are different. Men 
are physically stronger. That‟s a fact. Women should get equal 
pay and in my personal experience, do get equal pay. If you 
aren‟t, there are laws that protect you. Get a lawyer and get your 
pay 
 
Context of situation 
 
Donate_life_todaygives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She 
criticizes Donald Trump that women should get equal pay. In this 
context Donate_life_today has high social distance with Donald 
Trump because she has different social status with him. So that, 
she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Donate_life_today uses give (or 
ask for) reason strategy to give comment here. She does the face 
threatening act (FTA) by applying give (or ask for) reason strategy 
by giving reason “Men and women are different, men are 
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physically stronger, that‟s a fact”. It indicates thatshe gives reason 
before doing the FTA. Using this strategy,she implies Donald 
Trump can help him and assumes that Donald Trump cooperate 
with her. 
Donate_life_today employs this strategy because she is 
influenced by the factor ofsocial distance. She considers  Donald 
Trump has higher social status as President of America than her. 
Therefore, she uses this strategy in order to minimize the distance 
and the FTA by assuming Donald Trump cooperate with her. 
Besides, she can be indicated respecting Donald Trump, showing 
solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a 
friend, and person who known and liked. In this case, the similiar 
data also are found in datum 199/PP-Giv/PYF, 200/PP-Giv/PYF, 
201/PP-Giv/PYF, and 202/PP-Giv/PYF. 
12) Assume or assert reciprocity 
The speaker give obligations obtaining between speaker and 
hearer. The speaker may say „I‟ll do X for you if you do Y for me‟. 
The researcher takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 206/PP- Ass/PYF 
Realdonadtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Manisha_resnik 
you don‟t have any respect for women. There have been so many 
times where women have called you out for trying to get with them 
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even though they didn‟t want to. If you had actual respect for 
women, then maybe more people would like you. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Manisha_resnikgives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She 
criticizes Donald Trump for having actual respect for women. In 
this context she has high social distance with Donald Trump 
because she has different social status with him. So that, she must 
respect and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Manisha_resnik use assume or 
assert reciprocity strategy. She does the face threatening act (FTA) 
by applying assume or assert reciprocity strategy by saying “if you 
had actual respect for women, then maybe more people would like 
you”. It indicates she cooperates with Donald Trump by giving 
evidence of reciprocal rights. Thus she says, in effect, „she would 
like Donald Trump, so Donald Trump must do actual respect for 
women‟. By pointing to the reciprocal right of doing FTA, she may 
soften her FTA such as criticisms and complaints. 
Manisha_resnik employs this strategy because she is 
influenced by the factor of social distance. She considers Donald 
Trump has higher social status as President of America than her. 
Therefore, she uses this strategy in order to minimize the distance 
and the FTA by pointing reciprocal right Toward Donald Trump. 
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Besides, she can be indicated respecting Donald Trump, showing 
solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a 
friend, and person who known and liked. 
13) Give gifts to the hearer (good, sympathy, understanding, 
cooperation, and so on) 
This strategy aims to satisfy some of hearer‟s wants. The 
speaker knows some of hearer‟s wants and wants them to be 
fulfilled, the wants such as admred, cared about, understood, 
listened to, and so on. The researcher takes three data to be 
discussed. 
Datum 207/PP-Ggh/PYF 
Realdonadtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Cakesby.cindy 
thank you 
 
Context of situation 
 
Cakesby.cindygives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She says 
thanks to Donald Trump. In this context she has distance with 
Donald Trump because she has different social status with him. So 
that, she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
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Data Interpretation 
 
The comment above shows that Cakesby.cindy uses give gifts 
to the hearer (Sympathy, understanding, cooperation, and so on) 
strategy. In this strategy Cakesby.cindy gives appreciation to 
Donald Trump by saying “thank you”for respecting women.  
Cakesby.cindy employs this strategy because she is influenced 
by factor of social distance. She considers Donald Trump has 
higher social status as President of America than her. Therefore, 
she uses this strategy in order to minimize the distance and fullfil 
Donald Trump‟s wants by giving thanks to Donald Trump. 
Besides, she can be indicated respecting Donald Trump, showing 
solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a 
friend, and person who known and liked. 
In this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 210/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 211/PP-Ggh/PYF, 214/PP-Ggh/PYF, 215/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
216/PP-Ggh/PYF, 218/PP-Ggh/PYF, 225/PP-Ggh/PYF, 227/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 228/PP-Ggh/PYF, 235/PP-Ggh/PYF, 237/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
238/PP-Ggh/PYF, 239/PP-Ggh/PYF, 241/PP-Ggh/PYF, 242/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 243/PP-Ggh/PYF, 244/PP-Ggh/PYF, 247/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
249/PP-Ggh/PYF, 250/PP-Ggh/PYF, 251/PP-Ggh/PYF, 252/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 253/PP-Ggh/PYF, 254/PP-Ggh/PYF, 255/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
256/PP-Ggh/PYF, 257/PP-Ggh/PYF, 262/PP-Ggh/PYF, 263/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 264/PP-Ggh/PYF, 265/PP-Ggh/PYF, 266/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
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267/PP-Ggh/PYF, 270/PP-Ggh/PYF, 273/PP-Ggh/PYF, 274/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 275/PP-Ggh/PYF, 276/PP-Ggh/PYF, 277/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
280/PP-Ggh/PYF, 281/PP-Ggh/PYF, 282/PP-Ggh/PYF, 283/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 284/PP-Ggh/PYF, 285/PP-Ggh/PYF, 294/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
295/PP-Ggh/PYF, 297/PP-Ggh/PYF, 298/PP-Ggh/PYF, 301/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 302/PP-Ggh/PYF, and 303/PP-Ggh/PYF. 
Datum 208/PP- Ggh/PYF 
Ethan_cook55 
i love you 
 
Context of situation 
 
Ethan_cook55gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He give 
symphaty with saying like to Donald Trump. In this context he has 
distance with Donald Trump because he has different social status 
with him. So that, he must respect and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
   
The comment above shows that Ethan_cook55 uses giving 
gifts to the hearer (Sympathy, understanding, cooperation, and so 
on) strategy. In this strategy he fullfil Donald Trump‟s wants to be 
liked by saying “i love you”  because of respecting women.  
Ethan_cook55 employs this strategy because he is influenced 
by factor of social distance. He considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than him. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in order to minimize the distance and fullfil Donald 
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Trump‟s wants by saying like to Donald Trump. Besides, he can be 
indicated respecting Donald Trump, showing solidarity, treating 
Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a friend, and person who 
known and liked. In this case, the similiar data also are found in the 
datum 212/PP-Ggh/PYF, 217/PP-Ggh/PYF, 219/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
260/PP-Ggh/PYF, 278/PP-Ggh/PYF,  290/PP-Ggh/PYF, and 
299/PP-Ggh/PYF. 
Datum 233/PP- Ggh/PYF&POW 
Holumutternutter 
 very nice. I like your words and await more action(s). 
 
Context of situation 
 
Holumutternutter gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She gives 
symphaty with giving praise to Donald Trump. In this context she 
has distance with Donald Trump because she has different social 
status with him. So that, she must respect and save Donald 
Trump‟s face. 
Data interpretation 
The comment above shows that Holumutternutter uses giving 
gifts to the hearer (Sympathy, understanding, cooperation, and so 
on) strategy. In this strategy Holumutternutter fullfil Donald 
Trump‟s wants to be admired  by saying “very nice, i like your 
words”for respecting women.  
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Holumutternutter employs this strategy because she is 
influenced by factor of social distance. She considers Donald 
Trump has higher social status as President of America than him. 
Therefore, she uses this strategy in order to minimize the distance 
and fullfil Donald Trump‟s wants by praising Donald Trump. 
Besides, she can be indicated respecting Donald Trump, showing 
solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a 
friend, and person who known and liked.  
 In this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 209/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 222/PP-Ggh/PYF, 226/PP-Ggh/PYF, 229/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
230/PP-Ggh/PYF, 231/PP-Ggh/PYF, 234/PP-Ggh/PYF, 240/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 245/PP-Ggh/PYF, 248/PP-Ggh/PYF, 258/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
261/PP-Ggh/PYF, 269/PP-Ggh/PYF, 271/PP-Ggh/PYF, 272/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 279/PP-Ggh/PYF, 287/PP-Ggh/PYF, 288/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
291/PP-Ggh/PYF, 292/PP-Ggh/PYF, 293/PP-Ggh/PYF, and 
296/PP-Ggh/PYF. 
Datum 220/PP- Ggh/PYF 
Dcox0109 
i am a woman and i support you, Trump. May God bless you 
and our wonderful country! MAGA!! 
 
Context od situation  
 
Dcox0109gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She shows 
care with saying support to Donald Trump. In this context she has 
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distance with Donald Trump because she has different social status 
with him. So that, she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
 
The comment above shows that Dcox0109 uses give gifts to 
the hearer (Sympathy, understanding, cooperation, and so on) 
strategy. In this strategy she shows care with saying support “I 
support you, Trump” toward Donald Trump. 
Dcox0109 employs this strategy because she is influenced by 
factor of social distance. She considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than her. Therefore, she uses 
this strategy in order to minimize the distance and fullfil Donald 
Trump‟s wants by caring Donald Trump. Besides, she can be 
indicated respecting Donald Trump, showing solidarity, treating 
Donald Trump as a member of in-group, a friend, and person who 
known and liked. 
In this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 221/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 223/PP-Ggh/PYF, 224/PP-Ggh/PYF, 236/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
246/PP-Ggh/PYF, 259/PP-Ggh/PYF, 268/PP-Ggh/PYF, 300/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 304/PP-Ggh/PYF, 305/PP-Ggh/PYF, 306/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
307/PP-Ggh/PYF, 308/PP-Ggh/PYF, 309/PP-Ggh/PYF, 310/PP-
Ggh/PYF, 311/PP-Ggh/PYF, 312/PP-Ggh/PYF, 313/PP-Ggh/PYF, 
314/PP-Ggh/PYF, 315/PP-Ggh/PYF, and 316/PP-Ggh/PYF. 
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c. Negative Politeness Strategy 
The researcher found 7 from 10 strategies of negative politeness 
strategies. The users use negative politeness to respect and show 
deference toward Donald Trump. The users when use negative 
politeness is influenced of relative power factors. Because They 
consider Donald has higher social status as President of America.  
1) Be  conventionally indirect 
The speaker tends to get the hearer to do his intention by letting 
him to interpret the speaker‟s intention based on the conventionally 
inderectness of the directive illocutionary acts. The researcher takes 
one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 318/NP- Bci/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Yogabbygabbaa 
if you had respect for them,why are you bragging about grabbing 
things? 
 
Context of situation 
  
Yohabbygabbaa gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She shows 
his disappointed feeling by giving criticize toward Donald Trump‟s 
attitude. She doubts that Donald Trump respects women because of 
his sexist statement in the past time. In this context she has different 
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social status with Donald Trump. So that, she must respect and save 
Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Yohabbygabbaa use be 
conventionally indirect strategy. She does the face threatening act 
(FTA) by applying conventionally indirect strategy and using 
innocent question provoked by curiosity “why are you bragging 
about grabbing things?”.Yohabbygabbaa believes that this strategy 
is better than directly uttering criticism.  
Yohabbygabbaa employs this strategy because she is 
influenced by factor of relative power. She considers Donald Trump 
has higher social status as President of America than her. Therefore, 
she uses this strategy in order to respect and show deference toward 
Donald Trump‟s negative face by criticizing indirectly. In this case, 
the similiar data also are found in datum 317/NP- Bci/PYF, 
319/NP- Bci/PYF, 320/NP- Bci/PYF, 321/NP- Bci/PYF, 322/NP- 
Bci/PYF, 323/NP- Bci/PYF, 324/NP- Bci/PYF, 325/NP- Bci/PYF, 
326/NP- Bci/PYF, 327/NP- Bci/PYF, 328/NP- Bci/PYF, 329/NP- 
Bci/PYF, 330/NP- Bci/PYF, 331/NP- Bci/PYF, 332/NP- Bci/PYF, 
333/NP- Bci/PYF, and 334/NP- Bci/PYF. 
2) Question or Hedge 
This is a strategy that can be used by the speaker by including 
hedge. Hedge is a particle, word, or phrase that imply more true and 
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complete than perhaps might be expected. The researcher takes two 
data to be discussed. 
Datum 335/NP-Qh/DIS 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Marinehartogs 
 i think your account has been hacked 
 
Context of situation 
 
Marinehartogs gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She 
implies that she does not believe that Donald Trump tells to respect 
women. In this context she has different social status with Donald 
Trump. So that, she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Marinehartogs use question or 
hedge strategy. She does the face threatening act (FTA) by 
applying question or hedge strategy by saying “i think your 
account has been hacked”. Using this strategy, Marinehartogs is 
not taking full of responsibility for the truth of his utterance. She 
avoids damaging Donald Trump‟s negative face by not assuming 
that Donald Trump wants to cooperate. 
Marinehartogs employs this strategy because she is influenced 
by factor of relative power. She considers Donald Trump has 
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higher social status as President of America than her. Therefore, 
she uses this strategy in order to respect and show deference 
toward Donald Trump‟s negative face. In this case, the similiar 
data also are found in datum 336/NP-Qh/PYF, 337/NP-Qh/PYF, 
338/NP-Qh/PYF, 339/NP-Qh/PYF, 340/NP-Qh/PYF, 341/NP-
Qh/DIS, 343/NP-Qh/DIS, and 344/NP-Qh/PYF. 
Datum 342/NP-Qh/PYF 
Wowza.pigs:  
then why‟d you joke about raping them?Jeez, you contradict 
yourself quite a bit, don‟t you? 
 
Context of situation 
 
Wowza.pigs gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He 
accuses Donald Trump for lying to himself. He thinks that Donald 
Trump was forced to respect women. In this context he has 
different social status with Donald Trump. So that, he must respect 
and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Wowza.pigs uses question or 
hedge strategy. He does the face threatening act (FTA) by applying 
question or hedge strategy with tag question “don‟t you?”.Using 
this strategy,he does not to presume and coerce Donald Trump 
because of the FTA.  
Wowza.pigs employs this strategy because he is influenced by 
factor of relative power. He considers Donald Trump has higher 
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social status as President of America than him. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in order to respect and show deference toward Donald 
Trump‟s negative face. In this case, the similiar data also are found 
in datum 345/NP-Qh/PYF. 
3) Be pessimistic 
This strategygives redress the hearer negative face by explicitly 
expressing doubt that the situation for the appropriateness of 
speaker‟s speech acts obtain. The researcher takes one datum to be 
discussed. 
Datum 348/NP- Bps/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Ems_newb 
if only the president of our country could find a way to respect 
women everyday. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Ems_newbgives comments in comment box of Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She She asks 
Donald Trump indirectly to respect women everyday by being 
pessimistic. In this context she has different social status with 
Donald Trump. So that, she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s 
face. 
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Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Ems_newb uses be pessimistic 
strategy. She does the face threatening act (FTA) by applying be 
pessimistic strategy and using „if clause‟. Ems_newb is pessimistic 
with Donald Trump‟s way to solve the many cases of women 
inequality. It indicates that Donald Trump doesn‟t respect women. 
Therefore, she guesses Donald Trump could find a way to respect 
women everyday. Moreover, it also indicates request indirectly to 
respect women and solve the problem. 
Ems_newb employs this strategy because she is influenced by 
factor of relative power. She considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than her. Therefore, she uses 
this strategy in order to respect and show deference toward Donald 
Trump‟s negative face. In this case, the similiar data also are found 
in datum 346/NP- Bps/PYF, 347/NP- Bps/PYF, 349/NP- Bps/PYF, 
and 350/NP- Bps/PYF. 
4) Minimize the imposition 
The speaker says indirectly to minimize the imposition. Here 
the researcher takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 351/NP- Mi/PYF 
Realdonadtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
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Charlieringler 
it was just something our goverment thought. they could put you 
down with. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Charlieringler gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He doesn‟t 
like goverment‟s thought and gives warning to the other netizen that 
goverment‟s thought could put their down.  In this context he has 
different social status with Donald Trump. So that, he must respect 
and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Intepretation 
The comment above shows Charlieringler uses minimizing the 
imposition strategy to give comment here. He does the face 
threatening act (FTA) by applying minimize the imposition and 
saying “it was just something our goverment thought”. The use of 
„just‟ can minimize the imposition of FTA. He use „just‟in his 
utterance in order to minimize the dislike toward goverment 
thought.  
Charlieringler employs this strategy because he is influenced 
by factor of relative power. He considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than him. Therefore, she uses 
this strategy in order to respect and show deference toward Donald 
Trump‟s negative face. 
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5) Give deference 
In using this strategy, the hearer‟s status is higher that the 
speaker‟s. The researcher takes two data to be discussed. 
Datum 357/NP-Gvd/POW 
Realdonadtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Atroubledgreen   
thank you sir! 
 
Context of situation 
 
Atroubledgreengives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She says 
thankful to donald Trump. In this context she has different social 
status with Donald Trump. So that, she must respect and save 
Donald Trump‟s face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Atroubledgreen uses negative 
politeness strategy “give deference” for saying thankful to Donald 
Trump. She does the face threatening act (FTA) by using the word 
„sir‟ as an indication of giving deference. Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than Atroubledgreen. 
Therefore, Atroubledgreen uses word „sir‟ as a honor to Donald 
Trump. 
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Atroubledgreen employs this strategy because he is influenced 
by factor of relative power.One of the relative power factor that 
influenced people being polite is social status in society. In this 
case, Donald Trump as a President of America has a higher social 
status than Atroubledgreen. Therefore, it requires Atroubledgreen to 
convey the FTA more polite in order to not damage Donald 
Trump‟s negative politeness. In this case, the similiar data also are 
found in datum 359/NP-Gvd/DIS, 361/NP-Gvd/POW, 362/NP-
Gvd/POW, 365/NP-Gvd/POW, 377/NP-Gvd/POW, 397/NP-
Gvd/POW, 399/NP-Gvd/POW, and 403/NP-Gvd/POW. 
Datum 352/NP- Gvd/POW 
Ellen.palumbo 
Proud of you Mr President 
 
Context of situation 
 
Ellen.palumbogives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She praise 
Donald Trump. In this context she has different social status with 
Donald Trump. So that, she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s 
face. 
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Ellen.palumbo uses negative 
politeness strategy “give deference” for praising Donald Trump. 
She does the face threatening act (FTA) by using the word „Mr 
President‟ as an indication of giving deference. Donald Trumpas 
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President of America has a higher social status than Ellen.palumbo. 
Therefore, she uses word „Mr President‟ as a honor to Donald 
Trump. 
Ellen.palumbo employs this strategy because she is influenced 
by factor of relative power.One of the relative power factor that 
influenced people being polite is social status in society. In this 
case, Donald Trumpas a President of America has a higher social 
status. Therefore, it requires Ellen.palumbo to convey the FTA 
more polite in order to not damage Donald Trump‟s negative 
politeness.  
In this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 353/NP-
Gvd/POW, 354/NP-Gvd/POW, 355/NP-Gvd/POW, 356/NP-
Gvd/POW, 358/NP-Gvd/POW, 360/NP-Gvd/POW, 363/NP-
Gvd/POW, 364/NP-Gvd/POW, 366/NP-Gvd/POW, 367/NP-
Gvd/POW, 368/NP-Gvd/POW, 369/NP-Gvd/POW, 370/NP-
Gvd/POW, 371/NP-Gvd/POW, 372/NP-Gvd/POW, 373/NP-
Gvd/POW, 374/NP-Gvd/POW, 375/NP-Gvd/POW, 376/NP-
Gvd/POW, 378/NP-Gvd/POW, 379/NP-Gvd/POW, 380/NP-
Gvd/POW, 381/NP-Gvd/POW, 382/NP-Gvd/POW, 383/NP-
Gvd/POW, 384/NP-Gvd/POW, 385/NP-Gvd/POW, 386/NP-
Gvd/POW, 387/NP-Gvd/POW, 388/NP-Gvd/POW, 389/NP-
Gvd/POW, 390/NP-Gvd/POW, 391/NP-Gvd/POW, 392/NP-
Gvd/POW, 393/NP-Gvd/POW, 394/NP-Gvd/POW, 395/NP-
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Gvd/POW, 396/NP-Gvd/POW, 398/NP-Gvd/POW, 400/NP-
Gvd/POW, 401/NP-Gvd/POW, 402/NP-Gvd/POW, and 404/NP-
Gvd/POW. 
6) Apologize 
By apologizing for doing an FTA, the speaker can indicate his 
reluctance to impinge on the hearer‟s negative face. There are four 
ways to communicate regret or reluctance to do an FTA, namely: 
admit the impingement,indicate reluctance, give overwhelming 
reasons, and beg forgiveness. The researcher takes two data to be 
discussed. 
Datum 405/NP- Apg/DIS 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Bryn.danae 
like i‟m not a trump lover but i respect thisand i don‟t 
understand why people find a way to hate on him whether he does 
right or wrong.@coloredconservative 
 
context of situation 
 
Bryn.danegives comments in comment box of Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She supports 
Donald Trump to respect women and the important role that they 
serve in society. She realizes that she is not Trump‟s supporters. As 
an American, she has to supports Donald Trump as a President of 
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America. In this context she has different social status with Donald 
Trump. So that, she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s face.  
Data Interpretation 
The comment sbove ahows Bryn.dane uses negative politeness 
strategy “apologize” strategy. The utterance “like i‟m not a trump 
lover but i respect this”belong to an expression of regret in negative 
politeness strategy of „apologize‟. The sentence “i‟m not a trump 
lover” shows Bryn.dane admits that she is impinging Donald 
Trump‟s face. Therefore, it shows her feeling of regret, because she 
admits that she is impinging on Donald Trump‟s face.  
Bryn.dane employs this strategy because she is influenced by 
factor of relative power. She considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than her. Therefore, she uses 
this strategy in order to respect and show deference toward Donald 
Trump‟s negative face by giving apologize when doing FTA. In this 
case, the similiar data also are found in data 406/NP-Apg/PYF. 
Datum 407/NP- Apg/DIS 
Dbryan196 
i simply don‟t in why these women are doing this day without 
women thing. Sorry. What‟s their point? I know the men are saying 
“great. A day of silence!! Hahaha. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Dbryan196gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She 
criticizes what exactly the point of celebration of International 
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Women‟s Day. She thinks that International Women‟s Day is 
meaningless. In this context she has different social status with 
Donald Trump. So that, she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s 
face.  
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Dbryan196 use negative politeness 
strategy “apologize” strategy. The utterance “sorry. What‟s their 
point?”belong to an expression of regret in negative politeness 
strategy of „apologize‟. The utterance shows Dbryan196 feels regret 
and beg the forgiveness for giving critics. Before give critic, she 
delivers his apology frist. It indicates her awareness of having 
impinged on the Donald Trump‟s negative face. 
Dbryan196 employs this strategy because she is influenced by 
factor of relative power. She considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than her. Therefore, she uses 
this strategy in order to respect and show deference toward Donald 
Trump‟s negative face by giving apologize when doing FTA. In this 
case, the similiar data also are found in datum 408/NP-Apg/DIS, 
and 409/NP-Apg/DIS. 
7) State the FTA as general rule 
The speaker does not want to impinge the hearer (but is merely 
forced to by circumstances) by standing the FTA as an instance of 
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some general social rule, regulation, or obligation. The researcher 
takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 411/NP-Sta/PYF 
Realdonadtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Libby82251950 
the conversattion was on illegals, you jumped overboard 
somewhere. I am native american. I know my history. Yesterday 
is the pass, today is the present, tomorrow is a gift use it wisely. 
A man should learn from the past but do not live in it, today guides 
you to tomorrow and you should not waste it being negative but 
find the positive. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Libby82251950gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She gives 
advice to the other netizen that a man should learn from the past 
and should not waste it being negative but find the positive. 
Actually, she gives advice not to give bad comment. In this context 
she has different social status with Donald Trump. So that, she 
must respect and save Donald Trump‟s face.  
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Libby82251950 uses negative 
politeness strategy “state the FTA as general rule” strategy. The 
utterance “yesterday is the pass, today is the present, tomorrow is a 
gift use it wisely”indicates thatshe uses the face threatening act 
(FTA) as an instance of some general social rule, regulation, or 
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obligation. She does not want to impinge the other netizen‟s 
negative face but is forced to by circumstances 
Libby82251950 employs this strategy because she is influenced 
by the factor of relative power. She considers Donald Trump has 
higher social status as President of America than her. Therefore, she 
uses this strategy in order to respect and show deference toward 
Donald Trump‟s negative face. In this case, the similiar data also 
are found in datum 410/NP-Sta/PYF, and 412/NP-Sta/PYF. 
d. Off Record Strategy 
The researcher found 13 from 15 strategies of off record 
strategies. The users use off record save Donald Trump‟s face by 
doing FTA indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to 
interpret it. The users when use negative politeness is influenced of 
relative power factors. Because They consider Donald has higher 
social status as President of America. So that, they must respect and 
save Donald Trump‟s face.  
1) Give Hints 
Give hints means the speaker saying something that is not 
relevant explicitly and lets the hearer to find the interpretation of the 
possible relevance. The researcher takes one data to be discussed. 
Datum 419/OR-Gh/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
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have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Lazyascent 
what a joke 
 
Context of situation  
  
Lazyascent gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day.Lazyascent 
shows his disappointed feeling by saying something that is not 
explicitly relevant. The utterance “what a joke”indicates he gives 
criticism to Donald Trump that he feels disappointed and assumes 
this post is lie. In this context she has different social status with 
Donald Trump. So that, she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s 
face.  
Data Interpretation 
The comment above shows Lazyascentuses off record strategy 
“give hint” for giving criticism. He lets Donald Trump to find for an 
interpretation of Lazyascent‟s utterance. Using this strategy, he does 
not damage Donald Trump‟s face directly.   
Lazyascent employs this strategy because he is influenced by 
factor of relative power. He considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than him. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA 
indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it. 
 In this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 413/OR-
Gh/PYF, 414/OR-Gh/PYF, 415/OR-Gh/PYF, 416/OR-Gh/PYF, 
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417/OR-Gh/PYF, 418/OR-Gh/PYF, 420/OR-Gh/PYF, 421/OR-
Gh/PYF, 422/OR-Gh/PYF, 423/OR-Gh/PYF, 424/OR-Gh/PYF, 
425/OR-Gh/PYF, 426/OR-Gh/PYF, 427/OR-Gh/PYF, 428/OR-
Gh/PYF, 429/OR-Gh/PYF, 430/OR-Gh/PYF, 431/OR-Gh/PYF, 
432/OR-Gh/PYF, 433/OR-Gh/PYF, 434/OR-Gh/PYF, 435/OR-
Gh/PYF, 436/OR-Gh/PYF, 437/OR-Gh/PYF, and 438/OR-Gh/PYF. 
2) Give association clues 
Giving association clues is done by mentioning something 
associated with the act of hearer. The  speaker gives the clues that 
have the relation between the speaker‟s and the hearer‟sknowledge. 
The researcher takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 440/OR-Gac/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Danthemang5 
men and women are not equal. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Danthemang5 gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He thinks 
that certainly women have the important role in society and 
economy, but men and women are not equal in various aspect. In 
this context he has different social status with Donald Trump. So 
that, he must respect and save Donald Trump‟s face.  
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Data Interpretation 
 
The comment above shows Danthemang5uses off record 
strategy “give association clues”. The utterance “men and women 
are not equal”may be used to convey request to make equality 
between man and women. He gives clue by mentioning something 
associated with the Donald Trump‟s act.  
Danthemang5 employs this strategy because he is influenced 
by factor of relative power.He considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than him. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA 
indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it. In 
this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 439/OR-
Gac/PYF, 441/OR-Gac/PYF, 442/OR-Gac/PYF, 443/OR-Gac/PYF, 
444/OR-Gac/PYF, 445/OR-Gac/PYF, 446/OR-Gac/PYF, 447/OR-
Gac/PYF, 448/OR-Gac/PYF, and 449/OR-Gac/PYF. 
3) Presuppose 
The speaker presupposes that he has done it before and 
therefore may implicate a criticism.It forces the hearer to search for 
the relevance of the presupposed prior event. The researcher takes 
one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 450/OR-Psp/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
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have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Smihko 
glad to see that at least first President recognized international 
women‟s day!!!. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Smihko gives comments in comment box of Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He give criticism by 
giving phrase “at least” toward Donald Trump. In this context he 
has different social status with Donald Trump. So that, he must 
respect and save Donald Trump‟s face.  
Data Interpretation 
 
The comment above shows Smihko uses off record strategy 
“presuppose”. He presupposes that Donald Trump does something 
for International Women‟s Day. He uses contrastive stress “at least” 
which carries a criticism.  
Smihko employs this strategy because he is influenced by factor 
of relative power.He considers Donald Trump has higher social 
status as President of America than him. Therefore, he uses this 
strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA 
indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it.  
4) Understate 
Understatement in off record strategy is one way of generating 
implicatures by saying less than it is required. It is like a criticism. 
The researcher takes two data to be discussed. 
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Datum 452/OR-Und/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Charlottecmann 
your behavior does not suggest that you respect women. 
Hypocrite 
 
Context of situation 
 
Charlottecmann gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He 
indicates that he doesn‟t like Donald Trump‟s attitude, personal, or 
characteristics. The utterance “your behavior does not suggest that 
you respect women” was not looked like she insult Donald Trump. 
That utterance could be mean “your behavior is bad”, or another 
interpretation. In this context he has different social status with 
Donald Trump. So that, he must respect and save Donald Trump‟s 
face.  
Data Interpretation 
 
The comment above shows Charlottecmannuses off record 
strategy “understate” for giving insult. This strategy is one way of 
generating implicatures by saying less than is required. In addition, 
it could minimize the FTA that Charlottecmann do, so it does not 
threaten Donald Trump‟s face.  
Charlottecmann employs this strategy because she is 
influenced by factor of relative power. He considers Donald Trump 
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has higher social status as President of America than him. 
Therefore, he uses this strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s 
face by doing FTA indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how 
to interpret it. In this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 
451/OR-Und/PYF, 453/OR-Und/PYF, and 454/OR-Und/PYF. 
5) Overstate 
The speaker uses this strategy by saying more than is 
necessary. The researcher takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 462/OR-Ovs/PYF 
Realdonadtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they serve 
that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I have 
tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society and our 
economy. 
Libbo_t 
i‟ve honestly never heard you say one genuinely positive thing 
about women exept for variations of this predictable general 
statement, saying that you somehow “ support and respect us”.  
The amount of falsehoods and over-eager threats you and your 
administration have displayed deeply hurts my heart and betrays my 
vision of the American dream. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Libbo_t gives comments in comment box of Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She give criticism 
by using sarcasm. In this context she has different social status with 
Donald Trump. So that, she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s 
face.  
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Data Interpretation 
 
The comment above shows Libbo_t uses off record strategy 
“overstate” to give comment. Her utterance conveys an sarcasm. It 
means indirectly insults by saying more than is necessary and does 
this by exaggerating. This strategy is one way of generating 
implicatures by saying more than is required. In addition, it could 
minimize the FTA that Libbo_t do, so it does not threaten Donald 
Trump‟s face.   
Libbo_temploys this strategy because she is influenced by 
factor of relative power. She considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than her. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA 
indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it. In 
this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 455/OR-
Ovs/PYF, 456/OR-Ovs/PYF, 457/OR-Ovs/PYF, 458/OR-Ovs/PYF, 
459/OR-Ovs/PYF, 460/OR-Ovs/PYF, 461/OR-Ovs/PYF, 463/OR-
Ovs/PYF, and 464/OR-Ovs/PYF. 
6) Use tautologies 
This is a strategy that is used by uttering a tautology where the 
speaker encourages thehearer to look for an informative or criticism 
interpretation of non-informative utterance. The researcher takes 
one datum to be discussed. 
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Datum 466/OR-Ust/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they serve 
that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I have 
tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society and our 
economy. 
Ellen615 
nice post @realdonaldtrump”. Haters gonna hate! Just ignore and 
keep working to make America safe and strong. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Ellen615 gives comments in comment box of Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She says “Haters 
gonna hate” to show her support. Actually, that utterance is given to 
haters. In this context she has different social status with Donald 
Trump. So that, she must respect and save Donald Trump‟s face. 
Actually, that utterance is given to haters. 
Data Interpretation 
 
The comment above shows Ellen615 uses off record strategy 
“use tautologies” to give comment. The utterance “Haters gonna 
hate!” conveys an excuse. Using this strategy, Ellen615 encourages 
Donald Trump to look for an interpretation.  
Ellen615 employs this strategy because she is influenced by 
factor of relative power. She considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than her. Therefore, she uses 
this strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA 
indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it. In 
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this case, the similiar data aalso are found in datum 465/OR-
Ust/PYF, 467/OR-Ust/PYF, and 468/OR-Ust/PYF. 
7) Use contradictions 
Using contradiction means violating the Quality Maxim (speak 
the truth, be sincere). In violating the Quality Maxim, speaker force 
hearer to find implicature of the speaker‟s utterance. The researcher 
takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 470/OR-Usc/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Alexenochs 
you can type it but you cant say it 
 
Context of situation 
 
Alexenochs gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She gives 
criticism toward Donald Trump. In this context she has different 
social status with Donald Trump. So that, she must respect and save 
Donald Trump‟s face.  
Data Interpretation  
 
The comment above shows Alexenochsuses off record strategy 
“use contradictions” . The utterance “you can type it but you can‟t 
say it” conveys a criticism by stating two things that contradict each 
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other. Using this strategy, Alexenochs encourages Donald Trump to 
look for an interpretation.  
Alexenochs employs this strategy because she is influenced by 
factor of relative power. She considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than her. Therefore, she uses 
this strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA 
indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it. In 
this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 469/OR-
Usc/PYF. 
8) Be ironic 
This strategy can be applied by saying the opposite of what the 
speaker means. The researcher takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 471/OR-Bic/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Kyan.val 
nice joke 
 
Context of situation  
 
Kyan.valgives comments in comment box of Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He give criticism by 
saying indirectly to Donald Trump. In this context he has different 
social status with Donald Trump. So that, he must respect and save 
Donald Trump‟s face.  
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Data Intepretation 
The comment above shows Kyan.val uses off record strategy 
“be ironic” to give comment. He says the opposite of what he 
means. He says “nice joke” in the comment that has opposite with 
what he means. That utterance actually means that he criticizes 
Donald Trump. in addition, He thinks that says “nice joke” is better 
than says bad comment directly.  
Kyan.val employs this strategy because he is influenced by 
factor of relative power. He considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than him. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA 
indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it 
In this case, the similiar data are also found in datum 472/OR-
Bic/PYF, 473/OR-Bic/PYF, 473/OR-Bic/PYF, 474/OR-Bic/PYF, 
475/OR-Bic/PYF, 476/OR-Bic/PYF, 477/OR-Bic/PYF, 478/OR-
Bic/PYF, 479/OR-Bic/PYF, 480/OR-Bic/PYF, 481/OR-Bic/PYF, 
482/OR-Bic/PYF, 483/OR-Bic/PYF, 484/OR-Bic/PYF, 485/OR-
Bic/PYF, 486/OR-Bic/PYF, 487/OR-Bic/PYF, 488/OR-Bic/PYF, 
489/OR-Bic/PYF, 490/OR-Bic/PYF, 491/OR-Bic/PYF, 492/OR-
Bic/PYF, 493/OR-Bic/PYF, 494/OR-Bic/PYF, 495/OR-Bic/PYF, 
and 496/OR-Bic/PYF. 
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9) Use metaphors 
The use metaphor is perhaps usually on record, but there is 
possibility that exactly which of the connotations of the metaphor 
the speaker intends may be off record. The researcher takes one 
datum to be discussed. 
Datum 497/OR-Ump/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Chase_ashley24 
Feminist are cancerous 
 
Context of situation 
 
Chase_ashley24gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He give 
criticism by saying indirectly to Donald Trump. In this context he 
has different social status with Donald Trump. So that, he must 
respect and save Donald Trump‟s face.  
Data Intepretation 
The comment above shows Chase_ashley24 uses off record 
strategy “use mataphors” to give comment. He says that feminist 
are cancerous. He uses metaphors to describe feminist. The word 
“cancerous” has negative connotation. It means a disadvantegeous 
dissease. Thus, he thinks that all ideas of women‟s equality owned 
by the feminist is like disadvantegous cancer. 
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Chase_ashley24 employs this strategy because he is influenced 
by factor of relative power. He considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than him. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA 
indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it. In 
this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 498/OR-
Ump/PYF, 499/OR-Ump/PYF, 500/OR-Ump/PYF, 501/OR-
Ump/PYF, 502/OR-Ump/PYF, and 503/OR-Ump/PYF. 
10) Use rhetorical question 
The speaker uses this strategy by asking a question without 
hoping the answer. The speaker can use this strategy for giving 
criticism. Here the researcher takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 515/OR-Urq/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Dgreenbluet 
is this joke? What a loser 
 
Context of situation 
 
Dgreenbluet gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He give 
criticism by saying indirectly to Donald Trump. In this context he 
has different social status with Donald Trump. So that, he must 
respect and save Donald Trump‟s face.  
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Data Intepretation 
 
The comment above shows Dgreenbluet uses off record 
strategy “use rhetorical question” to give comment. He asks a 
question “is this joke?”  without hoping the answer. That question 
means that he gives criticism indirectly to Donald Trump. 
Therefore, the speaker give the criticism by minimizing risk of his 
act. 
Dgreenbluet employs this strategy because he is influenced by 
factor of relative power. He considers Donald Trump has higher 
social status as President of America than him. Therefore, he uses 
this strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA 
indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it. In 
this case, the similiar data also are found in datum 504/OR-
Urq/PYF, 505/OR-Urq/PYF, 506/OR-Urq/PYF, 507/OR-Urq/PYF, 
508/OR-Urq/PYF, 509/OR-Urq/PYF, 510/OR-Urq/PYF, 511/OR-
Urq/PYF, 512/OR-Urq/PYF, 514/OR-Urq/PYF, 516/OR-Urq/PYF, 
517/OR-Urq/PYF, 518/OR-Urq/PYF, 519/OR-Urq/PYF, 520/OR-
Urq/PYF, and 521/OR-Urq/PYF. 
11) Be ambiguous 
Purposeful ambiguiy may be achieved through metaphor, since 
it is not always clear exactly which of the connotations of the 
metaphor are intended to be invoked. The researcher takes one 
datum to be discussed. 
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Datum 522/OR-Bea/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Nature_isme  
meanwhile many women, were arrested today, in front of one 
of your many trump buildings.Smh. 
 
Context of situation 
 
Nature_ismegives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. She gives 
criticism by saying indirectly to Donald Trump. In this context she 
has different social status with Donald Trump. So that, she must 
respect and save Donald Trump‟s face.  
Data Intepretation 
 
The comment above shows Nature_isme uses off record 
strategy “be ambiguous”. That utterance has ambiguity connotation. 
The connotation meaning of utterance “meanwhile many women, 
were arrested today” could be positive or negative connotation.  
She employs this strategy because she is influenced by factor of 
relative power. She considers Donald Trump has higher social 
status as President of America than her. Therefore, she uses this 
strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA 
indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it.  
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12) Be vague 
the speaker may go off record by being vague about who the 
object of FTA or what the offence is. This strategy can be used in 
criticism. The researcher takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 524/OR-Bv/PYF 
Realdonadtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they 
serve that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I 
have tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society 
and our economy. 
Ysl.nr 
i clean my guns with the tears of liberals 
 
Context of situation 
 
Ysl.nrgives comments in comment box of Donald Trump‟s 
Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He gives criticism 
by saying indirectly to Donald Trump. In this context he has 
different social status with Donald Trump. So that, he must respect 
and save Donald Trump‟s face.  
Data Intepretation 
 
The comment above shows Ysl.nr uses off record strategy “be 
vague”. He is being vague about who the object of the FTA. His 
utterance “tears of liberal” is vague and may be an insult to Donald 
Trump. For doing the face thretening act (FTA), she uses 
euphemisms in her utterance. Euphemisms is a polite expression 
used in a word or phrase that mey be rude. The phrase “tears of 
liberal” means losing.  
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He employs this strategy because he is influenced by factor of 
relative power.He considers Donald Trump has higher social status 
as President of America than him. Therefore, he uses this strategy in 
order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA indirectly and just 
let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it. In this case, the 
similiar data also is found in datum  523/OR-Bv/PYF. 
13) Be incomplete, use ellipsis 
The speaker makes his utterance toward the hearer 
incompletely. The researcher takes one datum to be discussed. 
Datum 525/OR-Bin/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they serve 
that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I have 
tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society and our 
economy. 
Robertomimmso 
oh please. 
 
Context of situation  
 
Robertomimmso gives comments in comment box of Donald 
Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. He shows 
his disappointed to Donald Trump. Then, he gives criticism by 
saying indirectly to Donald Trump. In this context he has different 
social status with Donald Trump. So that, he must respect and save 
Donald Trump‟s face.  
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Data Interpretation 
  
The comment above shows Robertomimmso uses off record 
strategy “be incomplete”. He does the face threatening act (FTA) by 
leaving an FTA half undone. He can leave the implicature „hanging 
in the air‟ 
He employs this strategy because he is influenced by factor of 
relative power. He considers Donald Trump has higher social status 
as President of America than him. Therefore, he uses this strategy in 
order to save Donald Trump‟s face by doing FTA indirectly and just 
let Donald Trump decide how to interpret it. 
2. Factors Influencing The Use of Politeness Strategies 
The researcher found social circumstance is the only one factor that 
influence the users employ Politeness Strategy. There are two factors of 
social circumstance according to Brown and Levinson (1987). They are 
social distance and relative power. 
a. Social distance 
Social distance is symmetric social dimension of 
similiarity/difference between speaker and hearer. It can be seen as the 
composite of psychologically real factor (status, age, sex, degree of 
intimacy, etc) which together determine the overall degree of 
respectfulness within a given speech situation (Brown and Levinson, 
1987). It is based on the frequency of interaction and the kinds of face 
that speaker and hearer exchanged. Social distance refers to the 
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relationship between speaker and hearer. If two people are very close, 
they would have a low degree of social distance. Two strangers would 
typically have a high degree of social distance. In this research, the 
researcher found social distance influence the users using bald on 
record and positive politeness strategy.  
Datum 17/BO-Saw/PYF 
Realdonaldtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they serve 
that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I have 
tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society and our 
economy. 
Kknguyen13  
don‟t listen to them just serve this country the best u can do! And 
thanks for the recognition it is much appreciated. 
 
The factor that influence Kknguyen13choosing bald on record is 
social distance. Social distance refers to the relationship between 
speaker and hearer. Based on datum 17 above, the relationship 
between Kknguyen13and Donald Trump is equal. Because in social 
media situation all of the Instagram‟s user is the same level or equal. 
Thus, there is no need face redress in doing FTA directly.  
Meanwhile, the researcher also found social distance inlfluence the 
users when using positive politeness. For instance: 
Datum 188/PP- Bop/PYF 
Mark_mishkin 
Trump you know what you‟re doing and i always knew you 
respected women. Please send this to the dumb politically correct 
feminists. 
 
The factor that influence Mark_mishkin choosing positive 
politeness is social distance. Social distance refers to the relationship 
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between speaker and hearer. Based on datum 188 above, the 
relationship betweenMark_mishkin and Donald Trump is high social 
distance. It is indicated in utterance Trump you know what you‟re doing 
and i always knew you respected women. That utterance shows that 
Mark_mishkin try not to impose Donald Trump‟s face by saying 
optimistic before doing FTA. It was happened because he has different 
social status. So that, he uses positive politeness strategy.  
Mark_mishkin uses Positive politeness in order to minimize the 
distance by showing solidarity, treating Donald Trump as a member of 
in-group, a friend, and person who known and liked. So that, 
Mark_mishkin can do FTA without any worry to impose Donald 
Trump‟s face. 
b. Relative Power 
Power is an asymmetric social dimension of relative power. In general 
point there are two sources of power are authorized or unautorized 
(Brown and Levinson, 1987). In other word, power refers to the power 
relationship betweeen speaker and hearer. Thus, in this factor, people 
have the lower and the higher power. In this research, the users 
actually have the lower power againts Donald Trump as the President 
of America. Boubendir (in Pancarini, 2016) stated when people are 
more formal and indirect language is typically used in situations where 
the other person has more power than the speaker. The researcher 
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found factor of relative power influence the users use negative 
politeness strategy and off record straegy. 
Datum 335/NP-Qh/DIS 
Realdonadtrump 
( 9 March 2017) 
I have tremendous respect for women and the many roles they serve 
that are vital to the fabric of our society and our economy. I have 
tremendous respect for women and the fabric of our society and our 
economy. 
Marinehartogs 
 i think your account has been hacked 
 
The factor that influence Marinehartogschoosing negative politeness 
strategy is relative power. Relative power refers tothe social status 
relationship betweeen speaker and hearer. Based on datum 355 above, 
Marinehartogs has lower power than Donald Trump as President of 
America. The utterance i think your account has been hackedshows 
polite utterance by using hedges i think, so she can do FTA by respect 
Donald Trump‟s face. Therefore, she use negative politeness in order to 
respect and show deference toward Donald Trump.  
Meanwhile, the researcher also found relative power inlfluence the 
users when using off record strategy. For instance: 
Datum 471/OR-Bic/PYF 
Kyan.val 
nice joke 
The factor that influence Kyan.valchoosing off record strategy is 
relative power. Relative power refers tothe social status relationship 
betweeen speaker and hearer. Based on datum 471 above, Kyan.val has 
lower power than Donald Trump as President of America. The 
utterance nice joke shows polite utterance by saying indirectly. It 
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doesn‟t damage Donald Trump‟s face directly because this strategy let 
Donald Trump‟s decide how to interpret it. 
 
B. Discussion 
In this chapter, the result of the data analysis will be discussed 
comprehensively to find out the results of the analysis. This will include the 
kinds of politeness strategies and the factors influencing the user to give 
comment toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s 
Day. 
1. The Kinds of Politeness Strategies  
Based on data analysis, it is found that there are 525 data 
containing politeness strategies that used by user to give comment toward 
Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s Day. The 
researcher found that there are four politeness strategies which are used by 
the users to give comment. It was relevant with the theory of politeness 
strategies which is stated by Brown and Levinson (1987). The strategies 
are bald-on record strategy, positive politeness strategy, negative 
politeness strategy, and off-record strategy. The positive politeness is the 
highest data of politeness strategy with total 276 (53%) data out of 525 
data. The second highest data of politeness strategy is off record with total 
113 (21%) data out of 525 data. The third highest data of politeness 
strategy is negative politeness with 96 (18%) data out of 525 data. The last 
highest data of politeness strategy is bald on record with 40 (8%) data out 
of 525 data. The strategies are drawn in table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Kinds of Politeness Strategies Used by The User to Give 
Comment 
Politeness Strategy    Kind        Frequency      Total         Percentage 
Bald-on record           Me                4                     40                 8% 
                                   Top               9 
                                   Saw             16 
                                   Pms             10 
                                   Off                1 
Positive Politeness Ntc             52                                  
Exg            26 
Intf              2 
Gim            16 
Skg             33 
Avd            11 
Psa               1 
Asp              2 
Bop              8 
Ish                6 
Giv               8 
Ass               1 
276     53% 
Ggh              110 
Negative Politeness    Bci               18                     96              18% 
                                   Qh                 11 
                                   Bps                 5 
                                   Mi                   1 
                                   Gvd               53 
                                   Apg                 5 
                                   Sta                   3 
Off record                  Gh                  26                    113             21% 
                                   Gac                11 
                                   Psp                  1 
                                   Und                 4 
                                   Ovs                10 
                                   Ust                  4 
                                   Usc                 2                         
                                   Bic                 26     
                                   Ump                7 
                                   Urq                18 
                                   Bea                  1 
                                   Bv                   2 
                                   Bin                  1 
Total                                                                        525             100% 
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In bald-on record strategy, there are 4 data use maximum 
efficiency, 9 data use task oriented/ paradigmatic form of instruction, 16 
data use sympathetic advice or warnings, 10 data use permission that 
hearer has requested, and 1 data use offering. 
In positive politeness strategy, there are 52 data use notice/ attend 
to hearer, 26 data use exaggerate, 2 data use intensify interest to the hearer, 
16 data use in-group identity makers, 33 data use seek agreement, 11 data 
use avoid disagreement, 1 data use presuppose/ rise/ assert common 
ground, 2 data use assert or presuppose speaker‟s knowledge, 8 data use be 
optimistic, 6 data use include both speaker and the hearer in the activity, 8 
data use give (or ask for reason), 1 data use assume or assert reciprocity, 
and 110 data use give gifts to the hearer. 
In negative politeness strategy, there are data 18 use be 
conventionally indirect, 11 data use question or hedge, 5 data use be 
pessimistic, 1 data use minimize the imposition, 53 data use give 
deference, 5 data use apologize, and 3 data use state the FTA as general 
rule. 
In off record strategy, there are 26 data use give hints, 11 data use 
give association clues, 1 data use presuppose, 4 data use understate, 10 
data use overstate, 4 data use tautologies, 2 data use contradiction, 26 data 
use be ironic, 7 data use metaphors, 18 data use rhetorical question, 1 data 
use be ambiguous, 2 data use be vague, and 1 data use be incoplete. 
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In conclusion, the table above shows that positive politeness 
strategy is the most-used kinds of politeness strategy with total 276 data 
out of 525 data. It also can be seen that positive politeness strategy has 
53% portion in the politeness strategy used by the users to give comment 
on Donad Trump‟s post for International Women‟s Day. It implies that 
positive politeness is the kind of politeness strategy that are mostly used 
by the users to fulfill Donald Trump‟s wants and minimize the face 
threatening act (FTA) with showing solidarity and treating Donald Trump 
as a member of in group, a friend, and a person who is known and liked. 
a. Bald On Record Strategy 
Five bald on record strategies appear on the user‟s comment 
toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s 
Day. Those strategies are maximum efficiency, task oriented/ 
paradigmatic form of instruction, sympathetic advice or warnings, 
permission that hearer has requested, and offering. The percentage of 
bald on record are drawn in table 4.3. 
 
Table 4.3 The Percentage of The Strategy of Bald On Record. 
Bald On RecordFrequencyPercentage 
Maximum efficiency                                   4                            10% 
Task oriented/                                              9                            23% 
paradigmatic form of instruction 
Sympathetic advice or warnings                16                            40% 
Permission that hearer has requested         10                            25% 
Offering                                                       1                             2% 
Total                                                          40                           100% 
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The table 4.3 can be concluded that there are 5 strategies of bald on 
record used by the users. The strategy of sympathetic advice or 
warnings is the most-usedof bald on record strategy with total 16 data 
out of 40 data used by the users. It also can be seen that sympathetic 
advise or warnings has 40% portion in bald on record strategy. It was 
happened because the users use this strategy to show expressing 
sympathetic advice or warnings directly to hearer. In giving 
sympathetic advice or warning the users care about the hearer, so that 
the users do not think positive and negative face of the hearer 
b. Positive Politeness Strategy 
Thrirteen positive politeness strategies appear on the users‟s 
comment toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International 
Women‟s Day. Those strategies are notice/attend to hearer, exaggerate, 
intensify interest to the hearer, use in-group identity makers, seek 
agreement, avoid disagreement, presuppose/rise/assert commond 
ground, assert or presuppose speaker‟s knowledge and concern for 
hearer wants, be optimistic, include both speaker and hearer in the 
activity, give (or ask) for reason, assume or assrt reciprocity, give gifts 
to hearer. The frequency are drawn in table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4 The Percentage of The Strategy of Positive Politeness. 
Positive PolitenessFrequencyPercentage 
Notice, attend to hearer                                          52                 19% 
Exaggerate                                                              26                  9% 
Intensify interest to the hearer                                 2                   1% 
Use in-group identity makers                                 16                   6% 
Seek agreement                                                       33                 12% 
Avoid disagreement                                                11                  4% 
Presuppose/rise/assert commond ground                 1                   0% 
Assert or presuppose speaker‟s knowledge             2                    1% 
and concern for hearer wants 
Be optimistic                                                            8                    3% 
Include both speaker and hearer in                          6                    2% 
the activity 
Give (or ask) for reason                                           8                     3% 
Assume or assrt reciprocity                                     1                     0% 
Give gifts to hearer                                                110                  40% 
Total                                                                      276                100% 
 
The table 4.4 can be concluded that there are 13 strategies of 
positive politeness used by the users. The strategy of give gifts to 
hearer is the most-used of positive politeness strategy with total 110 
data out of 276 data. It also can be seen that give gifts to hearer has 
40% portion in positive politeness strategy used by the users. It is 
happened because the users use this strategy to fulfill some of Donald 
Trump‟s wants. The users knows some of Donald Trump‟s wants, the 
wants such as admired, understood, cared about, listened to, be liked, 
and so on. So that, the users can minimize the distance toward Donald 
Trump. 
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c. Negative Politeness Strategy 
Seven negative politeness strategies appear on the users‟s comment 
toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s 
Day. Those strategies are be conventionally indirect, question or 
hedge, be pessimistic, minimize the imposition, give deference, 
apologize, state the FTA as general rule. The percentage are drawn in 
table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 The Percentage of The Strategy of Negative Politeness. 
Negative PolitenessFrequency           Percentage 
Be conventionally indirect                  18                          19% 
Question or hedge                               11                          12% 
Be pessimistic                                      5                            5% 
Minimize the imposition                      1                            1% 
Give deference                                    53                          55% 
Apologize                                             5                            5% 
State the FTA as general rule               3                            3% 
Total                                                   96                          100% 
 
The table 4.5 can be concluded that there are 7 strategies of 
negative politeness used by the user. The strategy of give deference is 
the most-used of negative politeness strategy with total 53 data out of 
96 data. It also can be seen that give deference has 55% portion in 
negative politeness used by user. It was happened because the users  
show deference, respect, and independent by using the word „sir‟ and 
„Mr President‟in doing FTA. 
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d. Off Record Strategy 
Thrirteen negative politeness strategies appear on the user‟s 
comment toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International 
Women‟s Day. Those strategies are give hints, give association clues, 
presuppose, understate, overstate, use tautologies, use contradiction, be 
ironic, use metaphors, use rhetorical question, use ambiguous, be 
vague, be inclomplete. The frequency are drawn in table 4.6. 
 
Table 4.6 The Percentage of The Strategy of Off Record. 
Off Record                        Frequency                 Precentage 
Give hints                                 26                                23% 
Give association clues              11                                  8% 
Presuppose                                 1                                   1% 
Understate                                  4                                   4% 
Overstate                                   10                                  9% 
Use Tautologies                         4                                   4% 
Use Contradiction                      2                                   2% 
Be Ironic                                   26                                 23% 
Use Metaphors                           7                                   6% 
Use Rhetorical Question           18                                 16% 
Be ambiguous                            1                                    1% 
Be vague                                    2                                    2% 
Be incomplete                            1                                    1% 
Total                                        113                                100%  
 
The table 4.6 can be concluded that there are 13 strategies of off 
record used by the users. The strategy of be ironic and give hints are 
the most-used of off record strategy with total 26 data out of 113 data. 
It also can be seen that those strategy have 23% portion in off record 
strategy used by users. It was happened because the users do the face 
threatening act (FTA) such as criticism idirectly by saying something 
that is not explicity relevant and something that opposite of what the 
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users means. Thus, the users invite Donald Trump decide how to 
interprete the users‟s comment.  
 
2. The Factors Influencing The Use of Politeness Strategy 
Based on the data analysis, the users is influenced by social 
circumstance which consist of social distance and relative power factor in 
giving comment toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International 
Women‟s Day. The table 4.7 are the percentage of the factor that 
influencing the user to give comment. 
 
Table 4.7 The Percentage of Factor of Politeness Strategy. 
Factor                  Politeness Strategy     Frequency   Total       Percentage 
Social Distance     Bald on Record 
                           Positive Politeness 
    40 
    276 
     96 
    113 
316            60% 
 
Relative Power Negative Politeness 
Off Record 
209             40%      
 
Total                                                                               525             100%  
 
Based on the table above, it can be known that the factor of social 
distance  is the highest factor with total 316 data out of 525 data and has 
60% portion in factor influenced the use of politeness strategy. The 
relative power factor is the second highest with total 209 data out of 525 
data and has 40% portion in factor influence the use of politeness strategy.  
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a. Social Distance 
Based on table above, it can be seen that social distance factor is 
the highest factor that influence the user to use politeness strategy. 
There are 316 data which consist of 40 data contains off record and 
276 data contains positive politeness. It also can be seen that those 
factor has 60% portion in factor that influence the users to use 
politeness strategy.   
First, the researcher found the social distance factor in bald on 
record strategy. In the social media context, the users consider that all 
of Instagram‟s users is the same level or equal as the user‟s of 
Instagram. Therefore, they can give comment directly because they 
think that in social media all of the Instagram‟s users are the same 
level or equal. So that, they doesn‟t lose their face when saying 
directly. 
Second, the researcher also found the social distance factor in 
positive politeness strategy. In this context the users has high social 
distance toward Donald Trump. Their social status is different from 
Donald Trump as President of America. Therefore, they treat Donald 
Trump as a member of in-group, a friend, and person who known and 
liked in order to minimize the distance. 
b. Relative Power 
Based on table above, it can be seen that the relative power factor 
is the second highest factor that influence the user to use politeness 
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strategy. There are 209 data which consist of 96 data contains negative 
politeness and 113 data contains off record. It also can be seen that 
those factor has 40% portion in factor that influence the users to use 
politeness strategy.   
The researcher found the relative power factor influence the users 
use negative politeness strategy. In this context the users considers 
Donald Trump has higher social status as President of America than 
them. Therefore, they uses this strategy in order to respect and show 
deference toward Donald Trump‟s negative face by saying FTA 
politely. 
The researcher also found the relative power factor influence the 
users use off record strategy. In this context the user considers Donald 
Trump has higher social status as President of America than them. 
Therefore, they uses this strategy in order to save Donald Trump‟s face 
by doing FTA indirectly and just let Donald Trump decide how to 
interpret it. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This is the last chapter of this research which consists of two parts, namely 
conclusion and suggestion. The researcher concludes the result of this research 
and gives some recommendations for the next researcher. 
 
A. Conclusion 
This research tried to describe the kinds of politeness strategies of the 
comments toward Donald Trump‟s Instagram post on International Women‟s 
Day. The data was taken from words, phrases, clauses, and sentences that 
were used by the users of Instagram to give comment to the post. The aims of 
this research was to describe the kinds of politeness strategies that used by the 
users and to explain the factors that might in influence the choice of the 
strategies. 
This researcher found that the positive politeness strategy is the highest 
data of politeness strategy with total 276 data out of 525 data with a 
precentage of 53%. Based on the data analysis the strategy „give gift to the 
hearer‟ is the most-used by the users. It is happened because the users use this 
strategy to fulfill some of Donald Trump‟s wants. The users knows some of 
Donald Trump‟s wants, the wants such as admired, understood, cared about, 
listened to, be liked, and so on. The users have desaire to show solidarity, 
have a common goal with Donald Trump and and treat Donald Trump as a 
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member of in-group and friend. So that, the users can minimize the distance 
toward Donald Trump. 
Employing positive politeness strategy can not be separated from the 
factor that influence the users giving comment on Instagram. Factor of social 
distance is one of factor that influence the users deciding to use positive 
politeness. The users have different social status with Donald Trump as 
President of America. So, they must respect and save Donald Trump‟s face.  
It can be conclude that when the users use social media, they decide to use 
positive politeness strategy. They want to show solidarity, treat the other 
users as a member of in-group, a friend, a person who are known and liked. 
So that, it can save the speaker and the hearer‟s face. Even, the speaker can 
minimize the distance between the speaker and hearer. It is supported by 
Anggraini & Damanhuri (2017) stated in social media there are no social 
classes, just people who want to share the experiences, thought, ideas, and 
opinion as much as they want.It indicates the Instagram‟s users are the same 
level or equal no matter what they are. Maintaining the other Instagram‟s 
users face is needed in order to make the comment runs well and smoothly. 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the analysis and conclusion of the research, the researcher offers 
some suggestions that may be useful for the students and the other researchers 
who are interested in this kind of study. For the students of English 
Departements, it is hoped that the students apply the theory of politeness 
strategies in daily life, especially in social media.  
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Furthermore, for the other researcher, it is suggested to employ it from 
other perspectives, such as sociopragmatics perspective in order to make 
deeper and comprehensive research in politeness strategies. Various research 
of politeness strategies from different perspectives hopefully can enrich the 
knowledge about the phenomena of politeness srategies. 
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DATA DISPLAY 
1. Data Categorization of Politeness Strategy 
 
Bald On Record 
Strategy Datum Utterance/ Comments 
Me 1. Bonq66: just stop. 
2. Jacedaface:stop pandering to one gender already. Just focus on 
serious issues. 
3 Koris1938: i am a woman, and all this WHINING is shaming me! Stop 
it and get real. If i were their employer i would replace with MEN. 
My son needs a job. 
4 Slothb77: HR 610. Do it! Families are being held hostage by the 
school district monopolies.  
Top 5 Hopeiessemotion: you don‟t get anything accomplished by being lazy 
and not going to work. Show men that you are equal to them not the 
opposite. 
6 Marioboo1:Donald keep your word and repeal obama penalty tax 
along with obama care give the people what they want not the 
bureaucrats. 
7 Cathiv54: you can anything but prove it with your actions.You show 
no respect towards your wife. 
8 Pengepikel: the ignorance in the hateful comments are astounding!!! 
Keep doing the great job!!! Keep MAGA!! Change comes with 
resistance!!! Resistance is fear!! Fear is insecurity!! Insecurity is lack 
of faith in yourself!!. 
9 Yikes.this.is.bad: prove that you respect us. 
10 Laura_lucia_ingalls: if u respect than stop speaking disrespectfully. 
It‟s very junior high of you. 
11 Christinapuff: i hate how some women act like they don‟t have rights! 
Stop being a bunch of whining girls and grow a pair! I‟m a woman 
and i approve this message. 
12 Erikalambert:  why do you liberal Trump-haters even comment? If you 
hate this man so freaking much then don‟t follow him, don‟t keep 
upwith his posts.By doing this, monitoring his every move just to say 
nasty things, it makes you look very childish and pathetic. GET A 
LIFE. 
13 Ali.ahehade.9: you love womans? Respect them... 
Saw 14 Aidan_yo_gansta: and the feminist says he is bad to women. 
15 Jpcalabroart:stay positive you are a great leader and will make 
change. 
16 Hesychastrez: good for you, Donnie. Try to keep your hands to 
yourself during that event. 
17 Kknguyen13: don‟t listen to them just serve this country the best u can 
do! And thanks for the recognition it is much appreciated. 
18 Realisticpolitics: all of you people hating on him fail to realize the high 
amount of women he had placed in higher authority jobs for the past 
decades. So instead of commenting ignorant things about someone 
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simply because of your distaste in him, maybe think a little bit. 
19 Metalmama97: then don‟t take out birth control or body rights. 
20 Zippys_adventures: remember the key military virtues!!! Don‟t listen 
to the media. Your heart is in the right place. 
21 Dylan_seagraves13:  don‟t listen to the haters mr president ur 
awesome. 
22 Dazzed_rainbows:  you go trump dont let anyone bring you down!! 
23 Breecasart:then please don‟t wage war on our health. And no, i‟m 
not talking about abortions. 
24 Su1453: do not look down upon any woman; for he is someone‟s 
mother, sister, daughter or wife. If we do not want anyone to treat our 
mother, sister, daughter or wife that way, we should not treat their 
family member the same way. Let us all remember this... 
25 _americanita_: he finely mentioned something about yesterday and 
you‟re all still hating on him you all make me sick this man has done 
more than OBAMA ever did and you all are still hating on him i 
suggest you all move away from this country because god help us 
all you haters aren‟t doing anything but bringing us further down. 
26 Peppsikan: ... so long as they look pretty, dont contradict you, and 
let you do whatever you want to them 
27 Murray3183: wouldn‟t have know that based on your past 
performance. You can fool some of the people etc etc. 
28 Johnking101:  Mr.President you don‟t need to retype your Tweet in 
the comment section. 
29 Atbat170: even you grandpa has said things behind closed doors. 
Nobody is perfect. The alternative was Hillary. Ask about how she 
respects women. One word Bill. Nought said!. 
Pms 30 Therealblackpanther14: sure u do. 
31 Edgar.562: sure you do. 
32 Stutter77:hahahahaha yeah sure you do @realdonaldtrump 
#alternativefact. 
33 Hillevire:sure. You don‟t know the meaning of respect.... 
34 
 
Jguzman2815: sure u do. 
35 Viral.tiwari: you wish mr.President. 
36 Atharwars:sure you do. 
37 Carolynconverse:sure do and you are an awesome president. 
38 Spartan0208: sure you do, PgiC. 
39 C_4695: yea, sure you do. 
Off 40 Enzo_clujeanu: you should make this a hoiday @realdonaldtrump. 
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Positive Politeness 
 
Strategy Datum  Utterance/ Comments 
Ntc 41 Davidberbeo1: Proud ! 
42 a.c_3k:great job 
43 Aspiring_champion: Trump loves and respects women that i can tell 
you believe me. 
44 Maysieweissinger: U the best 
45 Daytonhoward17: Trump has respect and he has made so many job 
opportunities. 
46 Junzhangofficial: people might say oh he didn‟t create the jobs in 
America but he did encourage, repeatdly persuade the people or the 
company owner to stay in America instead of overseas there for he 
did created the many jobs in two months than obama in 8 years. 
47 Lone_wolf_0716:  im interested if trump is the president and has 
alot of work to do where does he find time to post. Well of course 
nothing against i wanted to change the U.S. myself, but looks like 
Trump might do most of the work for me. 
48 Fergie_queen: yes you do! I could tell just being around you for the 
short visit you did last year in Oklahoma City. Up standing 
character! You value people and you show they are precious and 
matter. 
49 Murphstephens:he‟s lover not a hater!! 
50 Elecraytkk:Trump has more women in leadership roles than any 
other corporation look it up. 
51 Mikey_telephone:Trump train moving full steam ahead to make 
America great again(LK) 
52 Debi1401: we know you do thank you!! 
53 Trump_usa2020: you‟re a great person, @realdonaldtrump. 
54 Ryals_pack: wow better late than never @realdonaldtrump... thanks 
for your douchiness. Much appreciated lol. 
55 Kaleb_gebrekirstors: oh really? Way to go Mr.President, you‟ve 
proven that you can read of a script. Good job!. 
56 Ryanchaniago27: very good job Mr President, since today you have 
to promise to your self that you will never grab the woman by her 
cat again. 
57 DAVIDRUENGERT: Nice. 
58 Bragadaproperties:well said Mr. President!. 
59 Yripcurl113: you‟re a good man Trump. 
60 Mimi_aetist_morgan:  well said but even more important i believe 
you mean it with sincerity. 
61 Colleenangrist:we know u do... thank you for leading in many ways. 
62 Joshua_simpson1: good job trump. 
63 Joogle83_ig: your doing awesome mr. President keep it up. 
64 Loruhhhhhh: love you Trump your doing amazing. 
65 Serbfox:nice try but where are the high level jobs for women in your 
administration. 
66 Jackieyrobinson: and yes you do honor women. By my own  
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experiance, what i appreciate about you the most is you always 
appreciated my mind and i always felt heard. I watched you raise 
beautiful children along with their mothers and i watched you work 
hard and take on the challenges that faced you and your family. You 
are my voice as a women. You have restored the hope that i have so 
been craving as a women on this planet. In the face of no agreement 
you have been unstoppable. You took the time along with your 
beautiful wife to simply say thank you to me for all my hard work. I 
appreciate you and your famili. So i say thank you back. Keep being 
unstoppable. 
67 Sirfartsngigggles: well said Mr. President. 
68 Carlyhowell: very well said. 
69 Andrew_pedro: your doing a great job as president. Your making 
change and that what America needs. 
70 Otakuangel101: women are amazing but i‟m just ganna atart ignoring 
this stuff before it gets worse. 
71 Mimelmi:a nice thought and no matter what the president states he is 
ripped truly sad. 
72 Drranaalawadhi: you are a great man. 
73 Veracious2017:your doing a great job Mr. President. Conquering 
those fears one day at time. Bringing back accountability. Let‟s 
continue to MAGA!! Drain that swamp. 
74 Winterssunday:great job! President Trump, your doing what i 
voted you into office for!! I‟m a woman and i went to work today, 
because i don‟t have to prove anything!. 
75 Mzvienna:i know you are sincere and we all thank you for saving 
America and for making America great again. 
76 __vick_toria__:i know he has respect for women he always 
supports his daughter and he admires her and she is a strong 
women. No matter what was said in the past we should all move on 
from it and just pray for our president instead of spread hate and divide 
America more that it already is! 
77 Oficialguilhermenovais: very good @realdonaldtrump. 
78 Andonia23:my president thankyou for respecting us as women. 
79 Doodles.liv:good to finally have a president in the white house that 
cares about America. Nice for you to say you care about the 
women in this country but this “ women‟s day” thing is bs. What law 
says that men have greater privilege than women, can you tell me that. 
Also for all of you people questions the President‟s respect for women 
because of that video, just drop it because that was from 10 years ago. 
And all that was released for was to end Donald Trump‟s campaign. If 
crooked Hilary would have won the election would you see 
Republicans prostesting in the streets. I don‟t thing so. When Barak 
Obama won presidency were the Republicans prosteting, no. All of 
you Liberals might think “ this is the worst thing ever to happen to 
America” but that was Obama being elected for 2 terms. All of you 
might not see it now but this is probably one of the best presidents 
we‟ll ever have. You‟ll see. #MAGA. 
80 Juliestakeonpolitics: i know @realdonaldtrump Thank you. 
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81 Mrs.jenniferfietsam:we aren‟t here to judge you Mr. Trump!!! you 
have BLOWN us all away with everything you‟ve done since in office! 
Keep up the good work! GOD IS WITH YOU-THAT WE CAN SEE!! 
PRAISE GOD FOR YOU!! THANK YOU! It brings tears to my eyes 
just thinking of ALL the wonderful things GOD is going to accomplish 
through YOU-JIS EARTHLY VESSEL!!! God bless you!!. 
82 La_tojeiro: amen! I know you do, Mr. President. 
83 Iowabonnie:thank you. Yes, you have always supported women. 
84 Elainecole55:no he does not hate women that‟s another thing that got 
blown way out of control he love women loot at his children look at his 
wife look at what he‟s doing for us in the United States thank you 
Trump. 
85 Pengepikel:Trump is our President because he has an important 
mission to accomplish for the United States... simple as that !!! evil 
cannot changethat.... it is in Gods will... that‟s why he won the election 
against the odds and still standing strong!! He was chosen to be blessed 
in a very special way...  
86 
 
Hornets_sting:i believe in you trump. 
87 Mtgdb:thank you for your comments Mr. President. I can see your 
respect and admiration for women every time i look at your 
daughter. She is a role model for every young woman. Great job!  
88 Camille8448:you are doing a great job mr. President. 
89 Sandy_0603_:we know you do President Trump. 
90 Antgab002:mr President u show respect to women everyday. It‟s 
just the evil ones that don‟t see it. Thank you!!!. 
91 Tristangallo:whether or not he means it, it was the right thing to 
say. 
92 Nyr_organic_lori: amen. No one would be here without us #women 
and our wombs. Greatest jobs are wive‟s, mother, sister‟s, and 
friend‟s, as we use our talents to serve one another in this world. 
Exg 93 Angelamanning4:our wonderful president. 
94 Stellarsharon:so thankful for #women‟s da. 
95 Dur_k: this is something the media will never show! This is the true 
heart of our AMAZING president! Go Trump!. 
96 Wayward:Amazing amazing person!!  
97 Joseinvest:real nice liamdemfoe, Great job Mr. President this man 
has created more jobs in 2 months than obama did in 8 years. 
98 Graphicstia:i‟m very proud of you Mr. President, and i‟m proud of 
our country. You are doing an impressive job! Much more than 
expected. 
99 Landerssuzanne38: awesome donald. 
100 Sssnyde:love your beautiful lovely smart daughter Ivanka! Great 
role model and mother! Very humble!!! 
101 Ms_bianca50:ABSOLUTELY SO TRUE. 
102 Slafontain:WONDERFUL PRESIDENT!! 
103 Mary.joy2: that you Trump for your honor and respect towards 
women. You are a great man with good morals and values. May 
God continue to bless America, our people, and our future. Wish to all 
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our people we can stand united one day. 
104 Rjpaco: awesome. 
105 Gigi5x:thank you Mr. President! You are awesome!!. 
106 Conservativescorner: you are a great guy and an amazing 
president! Keep it up! 
107 Ade.ryder:YOU ARE AMAZING AND HONEST. 
108 Rophers11:u are an awesome president!! 
109 Sugle28:thank you! You are an amazing President! God Bless you!. 
110 Crowdersandy: i believe EVERY WORD Mr. President. Nothing 
but Respect for you!!. 
111 Missa_jane:thank you Mr. President. I am proud of you. I sleep 
better knowing you are running this country and you‟re God 
fearing man. God bless you. 
112 Shelleynjordan: thank you. I #pray for #women that don‟t 
understand how wonderful you are as#POTUS and #respecful to 
all women. 
113 Leo_apocalypse: he is the greatest president that America has had 
in recent years. You‟ll understand later. 
114 Dlhillmail:you are such a great man! So awesome to see a genuine 
Kingdom Man rising up into all the God designed a man to be. 
Love how you have always honored women in your life! Signs of a 
tremendous model of womanhood and manhood modeled by a 
wonderful mother and father. What a blessing!! 
115 Realmarkhewett:awesome Don! The world loves you. 
116 Kendallandjoycethomas:awesome and women are a wonderful 
creation from God. 
117 Papa_ortte: i love Donald Trump and every single thing he stand 
for and is trying to do. 
118 Indigofamilymission: i believe Donald Trump IS MUCH MORE 
THAN THE President of United States Corporation... i honestly 
see him as the frist american king! 
Intf 119 Jonmcgeachin:you know what would make this better? A female 
running the country and you being thrown in prison. 
120 Rsmcnick:OMG!! I choked a little when i read this... what a coplete 
joke. You know @realdonaldtrump there is more to respecting woman 
than just saying you do on twitter. 
Gim 121 
 
Bryn.danae: nothing he can say is right for you guys goodness. 
122 Cyrusrivas17:  and liberalslike to say he disrespects women ( even 
though he doesn‟t). 
123 Bitzproductions: you wish buddy. 
124 _jbs24_: love ya bro. 
125 Mrhawk_ob1: this guy used the word “tremendous” in every statement 
he makes. This dude is weak. 
126 Daylen.shmacked: real feminism. 
127 Sch514:Liberalsdon‟t even know what they‟re talking about these 
days. 
128 Nate_munshower_5143: quit it trump big supporter but come on 
homie. 
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129 Courtney.jayy: people still hating on trump? give him a chance. 
Everyone gets mad when he says disrespecful things about women and 
when he says respecful things about women. Chill guys give him a 
chance. 
130 Blaishehe: the wage gap is a myth my dudes. 
131 Loserweaboo: hay guysstop dissing on my president. 
132 Akhilfegoos: after reading tweet: ahahaha, i have respect for women, 
ahahaha good one Donnie. 
133 Bartmanavenger:  everyone is trying to makke the donnie look so bas. 
Saying that he is out to destroy America. They couldn‟t be further from 
the truth. 
134 Nelsoncenter: i hear ya, Donnie! 
135 Barnfresh1960:  your a top guy mate, i‟ve watched you over 3 years, i 
could only wish for a prime minister like you, God knows we need one 
and right now, as life is dead here, Sydney. 
136 Noah_schuchardt: gosh, our presidents reaches out to women and you 
guys call fake news and make fun of him. Liberals need tolearn some 
respect and decency. 
Skg 137 Corncock:we out here respecting women. 
138 Megan Jobe:tremendous. 
139 Sneltenmark: Amen mr. President women are the fabric of this 
great country without them we would be lost God bless all the 
women of this beautiful country and thank you for your service your 
undivided love make America great again. 
Makeamericagreatagain. 
140 Caster.wilkins: happy international women‟s day! They truly are 
the best! 
141 Rueslegacy:happy international women‟s day! Woman for Trump! 
142 Marykellysf:real women are not threatened, we already are 
respected. 
143 Ella.kurth:i have respect for woman. 
144 Kileyy.k:i have respect for women” ha yeah right. 
145 Maria.andrade20: Right. 
146 Demiwuflower: happy women‟s day to you all... 
147 Fawizle:happy women‟s day @realdonaldtrump. 
148 Mtwpix:critical role. I get it. 
149 Babyjesus719:  that‟s right. 
150 Mamamama_kat: and as a woman.... i have tremendous respect for 
my President Trump & VP Pence. Thank you for alll you do for A 
merica@realdonaldtrump. 
151 Christinamariehenry:tremendous respect for you Mr Trump. 
152 Dyoni_beats:i have tremendous respect for you. 
153 J_a_c_k_gills:respct. 
154 Brettsky: sure bud. 
155 Ruthboass:i also have tremendous respect for u. 
156 Samantha_gme:INTERNATIONAL WOMEN DAY!! 
157 Firsthunterisaac:i agree so much with this. 
158 Lelinx:Tremendous respect. Can‟t beat it. 
159 Dr.night97: happy International women‟s day. 
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160 Ahm3d_sharaf: working on feminist to be reality for better world, 
happy women‟s day. 
161 Chandreshjobanputra:HAPPY WOMEN‟S DAY!. 
162 Mommazimm123:i have tremendous respect for my President. 
163 Mariapyrros:i as a woman have tremendous respect for @ 
President as well. 
164 Meagandekkar:lady Deplorables have tremendous respect for you, 
President Trump.  
165 Rickardmorfar:i agree. 
166 Koshermishegoss:i have tremendous respect for women oh did i 
mention i have tremendous respect for women and before i forget i 
must say i have tremendous respect for women. 
167 Mmmmm4565: yeah right donald. 
168 Renaeston :i have so much respect for myself and for the women i 
work for and with that i showed UP for work! This crazy social justice 
garb doesn‟t rep me! 
169 Wire_paladin: i honor my mother and my wife every day, because 
thay are real women and not a bunch of 1920s throwbacks. Women are 
equal to men, but different. There is no rights that a man has that a 
woman don‟t now days. 
Avd 170 v.olivaresvelez: then appoint some of them. 
171 Nunyobizfoo:what is the CRITICAL ROLE for a woman in 
america? Besides giving birth. I mean besides giving life and 
taking it. 
172 Mrmathas:but we all hate feminists. 
173 _rorykill.pk.trick_:So he does respect women. 
174 Rexi4061:and then you sent the woman with the crying baby awa. 
175 Ladyingray:@realdonaldtrump so grabbing women by the p*ssy is 
out of respect, according to you? 
176 Erin.margarett:u did not like them before. 
177 Crh_22_:but people still call you mysogonistic. 
178 Its.jayde.n: then you have a real good way of showing it lol. 
179 Lucifriss:International women‟s day? So you‟re going to build a 
fortress and KEEP THOSE WOMEN OUT? 
180 Kyra_88:so now you wanna respect women? 
Psa 181 Anirudhmysore:isn‟t it ironic that International Women‟s Day is 
suppose to celebrate how hard women work and how important 
they are to society, and women strike? 
Asp 182 Billy_morales_:Mr.President we know the media is biased and we 
have awoken...we stand behind you...loving the great job you are 
doing and God bless you and America. 
183 Lauralaneheathcott:you entered into the white house with criticism 
and you‟ll exit with criticism but don‟t let that stop you from 
MAGA.it‟s hard for people to see your good intentions when they have 
preconceived notions. Change is happening and they will see very 
soon!!. 
Bop 184 Sanaz_lzd:A merica is a multicultural country. All that comes out of 
your mouth is america and money. What about others? What about 
respect towards other nations. 
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185 35th.president.jfk:  ask a former president i have high expectations 
for what this man will do for America, make America Great 
Again. 
186 Boycotttheleftisright:  you all know that Trump started hiring and 
placing woman in top executive positions back when it was a man‟s 
world and the thought of woman executive was unheard of. 
Perhaps some of you should do a little research before repeating what 
the fuktards before you said. 
187 Lylamae.tr:i know you respect women. I support you. Trust me if i 
really felt you were a mysoginist, i would not be here. 
188 Mark_mishkin:Trump you know what you‟re doing and i always 
knew you respected women. Please send this to the dumb politically 
correct feminists. 
189 Showlakers71:we know how long it took you to say that!. 
190 Brooksa75: @realdonaldtrump you tried to say something nice, but 
just copied and pasted the same line twice from Twitter. Sad!. 
191 Jcmg_x3:i know too many women to have that much respect for 
them. Trust me, they aren‟t that great!. 
Ish 192 Tomlrealtor: i didn‟t hear of any protests about how women are treated 
in the Middle East or Muslim women in general. Also, let‟s not forget 
about the child brides. 
193 Scarlett.bova:let‟s be honest u just want more women to kiss. 
194 Newyorkcity.vip: lets all be honest- a good looking intelligent woman 
has the easiest time getting a good job and good money among other 
things- much easier than a guy has it. Everyone needs to just stop 
complaining unless you‟re old money you have to work in this world 
to gett what you want. 
195 Stevepatterson03: Donald lets give more food stamps an lots an lots 
free stuff they will love u more what has Obama bin laded did. Nothing 
but bring hatred an separate us as Americans. 
196 Treschic212: fine let‟s all have respect for women. But let‟s not forget 
that jobs and pay are earned based on merit. If i do a job well, don‟t 
pay me on the back because i am a woman. 
197 a.mm.zamani:lest‟s make america great again by means of respect for 
all humanity not by trump. 
Giv 198 Donate_life_today: let me just put it out there. Men and women are 
different. Men are physically stronger. That‟s a fact. Women 
should get equal pay and in my personal experience, do get equal 
pay. If you aren‟t, there are laws that protect you. Get a lawyer and get 
your pay. 
199 Donate_life_today: women have more rights then men in several 
ways... 1. A company has to hire a certain amount of women 
(affirmative action) so, there‟s a very good chance that a more 
qualified man could lose a job to a woman, if a company has to hire the 
“quota”. 
200 Juliebuglet:women and men are important!! It takes us all to be as 
one! A working force!! There‟s not much women can‟t anymore!! I‟m 
proud to be an American!!. 
201 Graysonsdaughteraprophet:i have noticed with social media there is 
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a lot of very hateful and threatening remaks made to each other, 
1st because our opinions differ which we all have that right. 2nd 
we have turned into very brave people calling each other names 
and threatening each other because we are so brave sitting behind 
our phones or computers. Most accounts are private because they are 
not that brave. People we are in this together. If America falls we all 
fall. If America prospers we all prosper. So we need to support our 
president. Quit acting like spoiled (behind the scene) brats. This is 
what keeps the hate stirred up. The edia including social media has 
everyone at each other‟s throat. If you feel passionate about something 
go out and make a difference. Do something that is physical not cyber.  
202 Showlove007:i couldn‟t be the strong woman that i am today with 
out my husband and my children. It‟s team work and i love them for 
standing by me ! GOD BLESS TRUMP keep my family safe!!. 
203 Tammiw15: so if all these protest are to bring awareness to women‟s 
rights, then why haven‟t women been „protesting‟ for the past eight 
years?. 
204 You_are_melting_27:why didn‟t Linda Sarsour tka day off 
then...lmo...  
205 Shamorob: why do we call out just women or immigrants... why not 
call out something EVERYONE can be proud of and believe in like 
being an American. This is nonsense that we cow-tow to the white 
suits in Congress. Let‟s pull together and MAGA. 
Ass 206 Manisha_resnik:  you don‟t have any respect for women. There have 
been so many times where women have called you out for trying to get 
with them even though they didn‟t want to. If you had actual respect 
for women, then maybe more people would like you. 
Ggh 207 Cakesby.cindy: thank you. 
208 Ethan_cook55: i love you. 
209 Lorenzo_oil_miracles:very proud. 
210 Dave_babs: thank you for your support!. 
211 Artsbyolu:Thanks @realdonaldtrump. 
212 _live2love_fam_:we love our President!. 
213 Whawkins3: i love you, sire! 
214 Nancyvm325:  we believe you, we thank you. 
215 Alsister:thank you. 
216 Minamichaels:thank you ! 
217 Imanielaina:love you, and your beautiful wife. A true classy lady. 
218 Ironxl883n:  i thank God every day for guiding you to the 
Presidency to save our country. I pray God will bless and protect you 
and your family. God bless you President Trump! 
219 _cccoco:love to hear this from you. 
220 Dcox0109:i am a woman and i support you, Trump. May God bless 
you and our wonderful country! MAGA!! 
221 Sssnyde: America Woman for President Trump. 
222 Khaesonandy:Nice. 
223 Roseschaddelee97: more respect than Bill thank God!!. 
224 Petertanthonyroland:God Bless our women. God Bless you My 
President. And God Bless America. 
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225 Emma.kat_03:thank u. 
226 Nelsoncenter:Great President His frist 100 days are gonna be 
textbook. 
227 Schloe2me:  Thank you. 
228 Dianalramsey5: Thank you!. 
229 Everybrenda:beautiful daughters, sister,wife,grandaughters. Entire 
Trump family has many great women! 
230 Beautiful_plac3ss:nice. 
231 Kreebobo07:well said. 
232 Caylee_macdonald1514:Thank you so much for what you are 
doing!! Happy to have you as President!!#MAGA@realdonaldtrump. 
233 Holumutternutter:very nice. I like your words and await more 
action(s). 
234 Lleal_03: @realdonaldtrump Trump is the best 
235 Trump_usa2020:thank you! #internationalwomensday. 
236 Phamelizabeth:some women March today against Trump and he 
responds in a manner that produces peace love and unity. 
President Trump is my president! I voted for Donald Trump ( i am 
against this crazy feminism movement but applaud president Trump 
for his humble response to their march againts him). 
237 Ineicyx:thank you. 
238 Eva_zuk:thank you for respect. 
239 Kerrieanddrew:thank you!! @realdonaldtrump. 
240 Jadyndiem: wooo your great mr. President. 
241 Ivonne8650:thank you my cute President of USA Donald Trump. 
242 Dia_nikblanco: thank you Mr.President, keep doing a fantastic job 
#MAGA. 
243 Hkgkg0: Thank you!” #MAGA. 
244 Kramershelly:Thank yoou for signing the STEM nill to encourage 
women in science & math! And for the new tax breaks for daycare & 
stay at home parents. We appreciate the attention you are giving to 
these issues!. 
245 Melaniebjennings: proud of you President Trump!. 
246 Joslyn.lobaza: @adventure_with_a_blessing actually i‟m 18 years old 
and supports Donald J TRUMP proudly! @realdonaldtrump 
#MAGA. 
247 Liz1472:  thank you for signing those EO‟s that make it possible 
for women to be entrepreneurs. 
248 Olivia_980: great President!!!. 
249 Malibugreene:thank you Donald! # MAGA 
250 Deniseprocopoi: yesss thank you. 
251 Cakes_at_theflyingchefs: thank you. 
252 Fayepeachgirl:thank YOU MR PRESIDENT! We are grateful for 
YOU & ALL your family!. 
253 Tjisourfav: we love you Mr. President! Thank you for all that you 
have done and are doing!. 
254 Dorothy_ilene:thank you! 
255 Renaissance8974:Donald, thanks to you American people found out 
about International Women‟s Day. Other nations celebrated for 
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decades. 
256 Imaginamariec:thank you POTUS. 
257 Wendy2it:thankful for our President! 
258 Kayla_5987: yes your the best president ever. 
259 Renata.avon.ct:  such a new holiday to Americans, glad you finally 
joined the celebration of women. In europe we have been celebrating 
March 8 th forever. 
260 Bahnababy:we love you Trump! @realdonaldtrump. 
261 Just.call.me.jewell:it‟s an honor to serve under you. 
262 Mcreddy:thank you for signing the new legislation providing 
funding for women in science and STEM programs, the new 
female business and leadership agreement and the childcare tax 
credit advances for women in only a few months. 
263 Smit5497:thank you. I went to work today. 
264 Jadesteele62:thankyou for that Mr Trump... even though i‟m not 
from the USA. 
265 Cindyleeze:thank you after all where would you men be without us. 
266 Dunia.ricard:thanks. We support you anytime!!. 
267 Hotmommacomma:thank you Mr. President!! If only we could 
replace the 29 million women slaughtered through abortion in this 
country!. 
268 Noelle.fisher:he is our president and as long as he is i will respect 
him because i care for america. 
269 Injectorcharity:so proud of you for your ambition to make America 
Great again despite all the negative press. I believe in you. 
270 Luv4leggeds:thank you.... 
271 Nellie_daniela: i‟m proud women to have president like you! 
272 Heathermccoy02:thank you President Trump. i feel very proud to 
be a women in this great country and feel blessed to have you as 
our President. Please ignore the hate, there is more love and support 
in this great nation then there is hate. God bless you and God bless 
America. 
273 Pharmacy3:yes i believe Mr. President Trump and do thank you 
for all your hard work. 
274 Mmrl2016:thank you Mr. President. I am a woman, and an 
American born citizen of this country. I am so proud to have such an 
AMAZING President. Thank you sir, for making America great again! 
I love you President Trump! i support you 1000000%!! 
275 Jmpsworld83:thank you!! 
276 Kimhadley_:thank you Mr. President, for putting America first & 
for keeping us safe! @realdonaldtrump WE LOVE AND 
APPRECIATE YOU! 
277 Debbiehilliard338:thank you, Mr. President. You are very special. 
278 Su1453:women are our hearts, the life of our lives! We love you 
ALL,  for all that you All do for us!! #internationalwomensday. 
279 Ish_batman: God bless Mr. President. Good to have a real 
president in the white house again. #MAGA 
280 Hyden.wisehart: thank you. 
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281 Debbygommeren:thank you prsident. 
282 Big_boy_joys1708: @realdonaldtrump thank you for just trying to 
be a good president to the ignorant fools. 
283 Alexia_ sea :thanks for saying that. 
284 Karlar964:so nobody can learn from their mistakes and move 
forward? Thank you President Trump. i hope you are making 
Donald Trump. i hope you are making Donaldgreat again. It starts 
from within. I forgive. 
285 Grammypierce1:thank you PRESIDENT TRUMP!!. 
286 Georgehicks04:this is the one post of Donald Trump that I‟ll 
like/ever like. 
287 Baauinski:so proud he‟s my president! 
288 Lottietiahrt:you‟re the best. 
289 Nataliektack:glad to hear you have had a change of heart. 
290 Julieshea1962: love you Mr. President and our Jesus is blessing you 
and protecting you because all of us see that he is with you. 
MAGA. 
291 Therocksyf:so proud to be an American... 
292 Lupu_flavius:great statement. 
293 Bolstersmillsstationary:so proud to call you my President. 
294 Mcordon7: thanks, God bless you Mr. President Donald Trump!! 
295 Rock_stars_and_ramblings:so thankful i can finally say “ My 
President” again. 
296 Kevin_tete_sr4:you‟re the best president. 
297 Rccshaeaolcom:mr. President thank you for not giving up on us, we 
needed you in that seat to ckean the corruption in the house!. 
298 Christinamariekuta:thanks i will. 
299 Louwmdt:i totally believe you!! Bless you & know that we are 
prayingfor you!! 
300 Julipamma:supporting you from Argentina! 
301 Mercurigirl:yes and thank U!#maga. 
302 Thisrickisslick:thanks for the love and support Mr.President! love 
you from (the name of country)  
303 Hillmanspbfl: thank you. Keep moving forward. 
304 Oahuislander:I SUPPORT my PRESIDENT! MAGA!  
305 Mya_gore:go right great president. 
306 Nelsoncenter:keep on whining liberal snowflakes! I love it! 
307 Jake_lombardi92:keep going Uncle Donato! 
308 Rogerahayes:nice tweet sir. Keep up the good work  
309 Nocode0101: keep fighting @realdonaldtrump Americans of all 
kind are behind you! 
310 Javi_areas:keep working hard my pouts @realdonaldtrump. 
311 Dennis_patkau_ii: @ivankatrump keep rocking it! 
312 Nelsoncenter:go big Don! 
313 Nelsoncenter:go Donald! 
314 Gears_of_war:Go trump. 
315 _the_zwis_:go trump. 
316 Rhubbard64: Grow up ladies!. 
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Negative Politeness 
 
Strategy Datum  Utterances/ Comments 
Bci 317 Ajmagno:what is the point of national women day? What‟s the 
point of black history month? Shouldn‟t every day just be humans 
day and every month just be.... history month. 
318 Yogabbygabbaa:  if you had respect for them, why are you bragging 
about grabbing things. 
319 Jsmyrick14: woman get less pay. Have you ever seen a males pay 
check compared to a woman‟s. Woman need equal pay. Why are 
adults being so blind to see how dab trump is. 
320 Lations_4_trump: please point out one right or law that men have 
over women?? 
321 Scottvieau: so then why are you putting more than 900.000 
women‟s lives at risk by defunding planned parenthood? I‟ve never 
seen such a blatant lie...and to think, it‟s from the president. 
322 Getajob.gotrump.org__12ry59: what i don‟y understand is why 
people want trump to fail because they thinkit‟s funny but really 
that would put our country and our future at risk. Thank you 
president trump for your service and commitments to our 
country#MAGA. 
323 Kool_kid_willy: if you supposedly have respect for women why do 
you only respect women.What about other people? Last i checked you 
had no respect for Mexicans! 
324 Lightskinboy_14:why you call a woman in a pig. 
325 Aliabirge_:if you are this respectful of women, why did over ten 
accused you of assult? 
326 _nina_elise_: to the women who voted for this joke: where is your 
self respect? 
327 Morgiemarsh:why do you just repeat what the post says in the 
caption that‟s so weird. 
328 Hurleygirly89:then why do you talk about us the way you do? 
329 In_the_book_of_i_am:why would anyone think there is not common 
ground with common sense. 
330 Hannahrenee:why is this even a holiday?! 
331 Sashatalebi: ok, but why do you use the Twitter logo on Instagram? 
332 Karim.elizondo:why do you post a picture of what you said and say 
it again in your caption. 
333 Headhancho88: we can all read why do you always re write what 
you post. 
334 Sukekim:are these your alternate thoughts? 
Qh 335 Marinehartogs:i think your account has been hacked 
336 Jiovanniluciani:you probably find them important so you can grab 
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them without asking if you feel compelled to. 
337 Gunnerhmd: love how all the “reborn” Christians only like Trump 
because he says he‟s pro-life. Guess they forgot about all the 
abortions he paid for in the 90‟s and his unethical business doings. 
338 Triplefivemusic:i don‟t think you really feel that way you‟re just 
saying that to appease your audience. 
339 Jackswag04: wait... i thought Trump hated women. 
340 Ssandbergs: wait, i thought this was the presidents instagram, not 
some kind of irony account. 
341 Butterflykisses: as a woman i think it‟s wonderful to be honored. 
Thank you President Trump. with that said... this whole movement of 
women in America has gotten out of control. The ones encouraging 
resistance againtst our President and acting hateful & unsupportive of 
our current administration is appalling! Let‟s as women stand behind 
our president & pray for him to get our country back on the right track. 
Hoping he fails is wreckless and dangerous and is unAmerican. 
#IsupportPresidentTrump. 
342 Wowza.pigs: then why‟d you joke about raping them? Jeez, you 
contradict yourself quite a bit, don‟t you? 
343 Angelina_moia:i thinkyou lie so much you‟re actually starting to 
believe your own lies. 
344 Ishopops:WOAH what‟s this?!! Donald trump respects women? But 
but the media? I thought they‟re always right and you‟re 
misogynistic something. 
345 Mr_garrison: tremendous respect for women if you exclude their 
rights to control their owns bodies, right?! You‟re a sad joke that the 
entire world is laughing at @realdonaldtrump. 
Bps 346 Howboutahawaiianpunch: if you really believe this statement, then 
you will not defund planned parenthood. They are the only avenue 
for basic healthcare to millions of low income women. Your new 
iteration of the ACA does nothing for these women but make the 
burden of finding competent, affordable healthcare unbearable. Stand 
with women, sir. Stan behind your words with actions benefiting the 
working class and not the wealthy. 
347 Ravyncassandra: everyone‟s complaining about him posting about it, 
but if he didn‟t post it y‟all would be mad. 
348 Ems_newb:if only the president of our country could find a way to 
respect women everyday. 
349 El.mav:if you respected women so much, your wife would have 
joined you at the White House. 
350 Uilani_sanada:if you really respected women you wouldn‟t 
desperately repeat the exact same sentence twice in your posts. 
Mi 351 Charlieringler: it was just something our goverment thought they 
could put you down with. 
Gvd 352 Ellen.palumbo:  Proud of you Mr President. 
353 Floomagoo: well said Mr.President. 
354 Candybalsamo:  we know you do Mr. President. 
355 Just_mona7:  thank you Mr President! 
356 Brook_sie :Thank you Mr.PRESIDENT!! 
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357 Atroubledgreen:  thank you sir! 
358 Tonyb23c: we love you and trust so very much in you President 
Trump. 
359 Lovethatroscoe:  thank you, yes, sir, yes. 
360 Traviskraftofficial:  respect to you too, Mr. President. 
361 Alyssa_m_1984: salute to you sir @realdonaldtrump#MyPresident# 
WomenForTrump#MAGA#USA. 
362 Nanaanna437: thank you Sir!! God (Yaweh)Bless you!! 
363 Walterorlandososa:very well Mr. President. 
364 Consuelocallejasalvarez:  thank you Mr President blesses. 
365 Jon.bon.jovi_always: Thank you so much sir. 
366 Mommyluvsher4: thank you Mr President. I appreciate that message. 
367 Lexigill13:  thanks mr.President. 
368 Smm0000014:thank you President Trump. 
369 Emilyann710:@realdonaldtrump Thank you Mr. President!! Soo 
happy that is You in the White House . 
370 Cheri_chad: May God Bless you President Donald J Trump you are 
doing a good job!! 
371 Ikcollum:thank you, Mr.President! so proud to have you as my 
president! 
372 Susie_kb: and we have much respect for you Mr President!! So happy 
you are our commander in chief . 
373 Gracielicc: love and respect you back Mr.President. 
374 Hgrah13: much love Mr.President!! 
375 Instaminz: you are the best, Mr. President! 
376 Grannypanny1: thank you mr president love our frist lady. 
377 Holdthisl.uke: thank you sir. 
378 One_and_only_michele: thank you President Trump and first lady. 
379 Noni2popi: thank you mr president. 
380 Mr.smith29: very good Mr.President!. 
381 Toniannf616: thank you President Trump. 
382 Brendakrautter: thank you President Trump for honoring all women 
today it means a lot you are the first President to do this. 
383 Theresahazlett2015: THANK YOU Mr. PRESIDENT Trump. 
384 Cklekpatrick: thank you Mr. President. 
385 Hunybunz: thank you Mr. President!!!. 
386 Evelyn.williams.art: thank you president trump!. 
387 Cshutts15: thank you President Trump! @realdonaldtrump. 
388 Sasflat: thank you Mr President. 
389 Torynnconaway: thank you Mr. President! 
390 Oliviaemerzian: thankyou Mr.President. 
391 Shirleymenjivar: thank you Mr. President. 
392 Tesjkane: thank you Mr. President, God bless you. 
393 Leefamof6: thank you Mr. President! 
394 Ellismitch22: thank you President Trump!. 
395 Immimadre: thank you Mr. President. 
396 Maritzasuzarte: i know it, thank you so much , my president. 
397 Chundawatlalitsingh: great sir. 
398 Artbyericanorwood: well, thanks, President Trump! 
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399 Cnlila: thank you, sir!. 
400 Nopplepetersen: many of us believe you Mr. President. Just do what 
you need to do fix our broken country from what the last 
administration did. And try to ignore the ones that dont believe like 
many of have learned to do. Many of us see their pointless protest, i 
say pointless because after their protest for the day is over, except 
shows many of us what did they really achieve for the day nothing life 
went on without them then all goes back to reality so all they achieved 
was a day they took off. 
401 Gg3241: thank you, Mr. President. 
402 Katrinherdener: thank you Mr Presdient!!! 
403 Ilymooncat: thank you sir! 
404 Ramseyshaw1: with all back and forth on your words Mr. President, 
may God guide you in the right path and forgive all the sins. Pray 
towards your guidance and see the light. Amen, may God guide you to 
unite the nation rather than divide, may you be guided not to be 
corrupt, avoid lies and be forgiving others, a true leader is a just leader 
no matter of diversity. A just leader does not get when spoken ill off or 
praised, a true leader balances fairness and acts as a servant of his 
people. Pray for guidance not for ignorance and not for hypocrisy. 
Apg 405 Bryn.danae:like i‟m not a trump lover but i respect this and i don‟t 
understand why people find a way to hate on him whether he does 
right or wrong.@coloredconservative. 
406 Brutallyhonestfacts:President Trump I support you but i disagree 
with this Woman‟s day crap. Until thre is a day for men i don‟t want 
to hear it. This entitlement/special treatment bs has to go because if all 
men took off work for one day this Country wouldn‟t function for that 
day, but we deal with life as it come. 
407 Dbryan196: i simply don‟t in why these women are doing this day 
without women thing. Sorry. What‟s their point? I know the men are 
saying “great. A day of silence!! Hahaha. 
408 Newtoyou8: your sentiments don‟t match your actions. Sorry but i 
don‟t buy it. 
409 Appointed001:feminism is not my cause, sorry. 
Sta 410 Jack_thomas_34:women protest not getting paid enough by 
skipping work makes perfect sense. 
411 Libby82251950: the conversattion was on illegals, you jumped 
overboard somewhere. I am native american. I know my history. 
Yesterday is the pass, today is the present, tomorrow is a gift use it 
wisely. A man should learn from the past but do not live in it, today 
guides you to tomorrow and you should not wadte it being negative but 
find the positive. 
412 Gusortwerth:women and men will only be truly equal when they 
realize that have never been equal in all aspects and some aspects 
they can never. 
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Off Record 
 
Strategy Datum  Utterances/ Comments 
Gh 413 Emilysmommy4:sure you do! What a joke. 
414 Sdk_1935:no one notices how the hearth drips down into an upside 
down cross? Yeah. 
415 Ryangarriock:action speak louder than words! 
416 Eddie_felipe46:you lost the opportunity of remaining silent. 
417 Naughton_markert_katie: hahahaha what a joke. Is it 2020 yet? 
418 Dklink32:because respect is earned. 
419 Lazyascent:what a joke. 
420 Xo.mlisswan.xo:ha what a joke. 
421 Clizzie27:what a joke. 
422 Hanny__y: omg what a joke. 
423 Donnah6956: what a joke. 
424 Civicsi_702:how ironic. 
425 Fristname_lastname:i‟ve never read such an obvious lie before. And 
i‟ve read the Bible. 
426 Yikes.this.is.bad:actions speak louder than words. 
427 Jullus_vwalde:this is so cringe and ironic. 
428 Megorama9:u said that twice. 
429 Yolo_mcho:what a joke. 
430 Puckbert:sounds ironic out of your mouth Mr Trump. 
431 Sonrize_the_chosen:back to the kitchen day tomorrow. 
432 Claudia_grabow:what a joke. 
433 19mslola: i wish you were telling the truth. Actions speak volumes. 
434 Rachel.shikha:actions speak louder than words @realdonaldtrump 
respect is not shown by groping women without their consent.  
435 Healthyethicalvegan:what a joke... action speak louder than your 
Twitter words moron. 
436 Kate25malone:  ha! What a joke. I wonder if Billy Busch agrees?? 
437 Zraju:fake news! 
438 16valvehate:fake news. 
Gac 439 Smoney420_:you have no right posting this. 
440 Danthemang5:men and women are not equal. 
441 K_gaj4:international women‟s day contributes to the wage gap. 
442 Puknosh: we are all very aware of your appreciation of women by 
your actions, not just words!! Love President Trump. 
443 Evanlemons:someone please hire a graphic designer to assist in the 
President‟s social media. Scavino‟s not doing a good job in this 
regard. 
444 Vedovoc:real women went to work today and not left schools closed 
and children and parents hanging. 
445 Butterflyyopal:behind every great man is a great woman. We are all 
capable be we aren‟t entitled. 
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446 Rachel.eov:i can‟t stand the feminists(PR) (off record/ give 
assosiation clues) 
447 Tusharm:you sure didn‟t seem respectful to women in your 
campaign... 
448 Josh.hersberger:do ladies so realize he was paid to say this. 
449 Ohmooony:he gets paid to say this. Aha. 
Psp 450 Smihko: glad to see that at least first President recognized international 
women‟s day!!!. 
Und 451 Dklink32:and you have done absolutely nothing in favor of that. 
452 Charlottecmann:your behavior does not suggest that you respect 
women. Hypocrite. 
453 Tdsimm:is national women‟s day even a real thing? Hahaha come 
on that doesn‟t sound very equal. 
454 Tdsimm:women‟s day doesn‟t sound very equal hahaha come on. 
Ovs 455 Kcz79: @realdonaldtrump women are our love. More vital than air 
or water. Appreciate the value of the least of these, and you will 
govern differently. 
456 Pretty.and.sad.tings:Lol these women are protesting rights they 
already have. Just an excuse to bash Trump and act like oppressed 
sad little twats so they can miss work. 
457 Cheung_jacob:he has double personality, that‟s why he can respect 
and also mistreat women. But normally this is what makes a 
leader. 
458 Olivia.collete: um have you guys heard the things he has said about 
women? I am only in middle school and i feel i should not be 
treated like this, i am a women and i have power. He thinks that 
we do not have power. He says disrespecful things about women on 
tv and then tweets that he cares for women, that is not right.  
459 516hbk43:don having respect for women. Thank you for the laugh. 
460 Mariacangi8: why hasn‟t anyone stated the obvious? When women 
can respect other women then maybe they can expect men to follow 
suit. Until then women have to start with themselves. We, as women, 
critize and belittle other women daily. Women have to also take 
responsibility in how the world views us. If our actions and 
behaviors as women are‟t authentic and supportive of other 
women in everything we do... pand not solely for the sake of one 
day or the latest protest trend, then aren‟t we just being 
hypocrities? It will take time to change how the world views 
women and it won‟t be by protesting and making demands, but by 
reflecting unity and support in our daily interactions with one 
another... woman to woman ... and that entails being real, 
authentic and supportiv when it‟s not convenient. How many can 
truly say that about themselves?if women did truly respect and 
support one another then we wouldn‟t need men to respect us... 
they just automatically would. What you see in the world‟s view of 
women view themselves. Can your view and you‟ll change the 
world‟s view. It starts with every woman, everyday, in everyway... 
you don‟t need a politician or men to give us that power. It‟s all in 
our hands! 
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461 Winterssunday:people get over yourself already!! President Trump 
was voted in by the people‟s voices that were silenced for eight 
years!!! Your might not like him, but you have to respect the office 
that he holds!!! We had to do that when his predecessor was in!!! And 
he should never been in office,i‟m still waiting to see his birth 
certificate!! 
462 Libbo_t:i‟ve honestly never heard you say one genuinely positive 
thing about women exept for variations of this predictable general 
statement, saying that you somehow“ support and respect us”. The 
amount of falsehoods and over-eager threats you and your 
administration have displayed deeply hurts my heart and betrays my 
vision of the American dream. 
463 Amie_traveling:yes, so much respect!! You would never “grab” a 
woman or walk in on beauty pageant contestants while they‟re 
changing or refer to women bleedingout of their “wherever”!! that 
would be bad!!  
464 Soulless.horror:ew... why is Trump so bad at lying? Actually, he‟s 
either really bad at lying, or he‟s really forgetful. Ldk, one of the 
two. 
Ust 465 Atbat170: he hates women so much that he employee more female 
executives than most companies combined. Haters will hate. 
466 Ellen615: nice post @realdonaldtrump”. Haters gonna hate! Just 
ignore and keep working to make America safe and strong. 
467 Linda_3164:say whatcha wanna say and do whatcha wanna do... 
468 Ptapz:if he says it people hate if he doesn‟t say it people hate. Keep 
doing your thing @realdonaldtrump. 
Usc 469 Mauriceasombo: thanks to honor international women day but in 
Drcongo our women aren‟t respected because of insecurity. 
470 Alexenochs:you can type it but you cant say it. 
Bic 471 Kyan.val:nice joke. 
472 Geewilikerz:so much respect that you like to grab them by their 
genitalia!! Good job!! Nice work!! 
473 Bridget_colasanto:you are too funny. 
474 Gingersnapthat1:this is laughable. 
475 The.og.kiara:actions and previous post don‟t show anything close to 
respect. 
476 K1rx1:heard you the frist time Don. 
477 Sillylittlechalupa:that‟s funny because on every other day you treat 
women like they‟re objects rather than human beings that deserve 
respect. 
478 Supremehefner: DUDE I LOVE YOUR JOKES!! 
479 Hayle_samm: this was clearly written by someone else and copy and 
pasted twice by accident... so that‟s cool. 
480 Allison_h18: Lol nice fail on the copy and paste. 
481 Paulfurlong2:three marriages sure shows your deep respect. Time 
for a fourth?. 
482 66gonz66:funniest thing i‟ve read all day. 
483 Adreisus:comedy at its finest. 
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484 Sam.kuffman: everyone know how much you like women. The pictures 
showed us your respect to your wife. Really disaster. 
485 Thomasmilasevic: this president is a polit clown, away with him. 
486 Mohammed.alsaei:no body respects women more than you do. 
487 Sirshoo:by critical role he means women in he kitchen tending to 
mans every need. 
488 Mr_aquaria:funniest i‟ve seen today. 
489 Beenamara:@realmarkhrwett the world is laughing at him. 
490 Akiranimish:after i read the first paragraphy, i be like “lol, nice 
joke” 
491 Melody3392:yeah we all know how you treat women. 
492 Sophie_smulevitz:HAH FUNNY. “ u have respect for women” LOL 
IM DYING.  
493 Observer.001:sure prez! We should believe your words instead of 
your actions! 
494 Yusun2215:this is the most funny joke. 
495 Nelsoncenter:hot dern snowflakes. 
496 Firenationphoenix:im just ganna sit back and watch the show. 
Ump 497 Chase_ashley24:Feminist are cancerous. 
498 Republicanmemes2017:all these trolls mad because trump won. 
499 K_fergcin:liberal are like herpes and @realdonaldtrump is the 
valtrex. 
500 Kayden.king13:you are fake news. 
501 Araknospider:saying that sort of thing actuelly makes you sound 
like a fake slimy person. 
502 Piermontoya:you are  fake news. 
503 Bijan.9rs: hahaha.... u respect woman just like adult Hitler 
respected Jews. #goldenshower. 
Urq 504 Skmccormackxx: @realdonaldtrump is this a joke? You‟ve it very 
clear how you feel about women- at lease own it loser mr.orange. 
505 Chopuzi:Grab them by the what?? 
506 Petetuckerrealestate:is this joke? You have no respect for women. 
507 Trxp.anishh:woman‟s for you? Oh please. 
508 Maria_smith730:how many did you grab today? 
509 The_masked_gamer_115: oh really? 
510 Kkianiii:how is your poor hostage wife? 
511 Trinidad_az:hahaha you respect woman? 
512 Cheche_4293:really?. 
513 Jonathan_lubarsky: why did he copy and paste the same thing 2 times. 
Is he that stupid? 
514 Jrosenb23: hahahahaha. Very funny. Is this a comedy account?. 
515 Dgreenbluet:is this joke? What a loser. 
516 Laurenampbell: BYE OMFG this s bs and everyone knows it. What 
happened to “ grab her by the p#ssy?” what happened to you 
wanted to take away women‟s reproductive rights? Hmmmm... you 
saying “ i respect women” is the biggest lie i‟ve heard... 
517 Bfrid321: the entire Day without women is so ridiculous! Seriously get 
a life! What exavtly are you marching for?! What kind of 
affirmation are you looking for?! So embarrassed for all that 
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marched! 
518 Jayfromli:is that why you talk about raping woman on a bus? 
519 Honest.abe81:what happened to my favorite time of the year!!! 
“international hard working white man day!”  
520 Esvidabelle:how can he praise women when he doesn‟t even love 
beautiful Melania. 
521 Angelica.copeland:how are you honoring women once you said 
what you did in the video about women grabing her p*** 
Bea 522 Nature_isme:meanwhile many women, were arrested today, in 
front of one of your many trump buildings.Smh. 
Bv 523 J_hamlin.e:rosie sends her best. 
524 Ysl.nr:i clean my guns with the tears of liberals. 
Bin 525 Robertomimmso:oh please. 
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2.  Factor Influence of Politeness Strategy used 
Politeness Strategies Factor Influence used Politeness Strategies 
Kinds DIS POW IMP 
Bald On Record Maximum efficiency √ − − 
Task oriented/paradigmatic form of 
instruction 
√ − − 
Sympathetic advice or warning √ − − 
Permission that hearer has 
requested 
√ − − 
Offering √ − − 
Positive Politeness Notice, attend to hearer √ − − 
Exaggerate √ − − 
Intensify interest to the hearer √ − − 
Use in-group Identity Markers √ − − 
Seek agreement √ − − 
Avoid disagrement √ − − 
Presuppose/ rise/ assert common 
ground 
√ − − 
Aseert or presuppose speaker‟s 
knowledge and concern for hearer‟s 
wants 
√ − − 
Be optimistic √ − − 
Include both S and H in the activity √ − − 
Give (or ask for) reason √ − − 
Assume or assert reciprocity √ − − 
Give gifts to the hearer √ − − 
Negative Politeness Be conventionally indirect − √ − 
Question or Hedge − √ − 
Be Pessimistic − √ − 
Minimize imposition − √ − 
Give deference − √ − 
Apologize − √ − 
State the FTA as general rule − √ − 
Off Record Give hints − √ − 
Give association clues − √ − 
Presuppose − √ − 
Understate − √ − 
Overstate − √ − 
Use Tautologies − √ − 
Use contradiction − √ − 
Be ironic − √ − 
Use metaphors − √ − 
Use Rhetorical Question − √ − 
Be ambiguous − √ − 
Be vague − √ − 
Be inclomplete, use ellipsis − √ − 
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